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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY

STATE OF GEORGIA

STATE OF GEORGIA,

v.

JEFFREY B. CLARK, ET AL.,

Defendants

Case No.

23SC188947

JEFFREY B. CLARK’S GENERAL DEMURRER, PLEA IN

BAR, AND MOTION TO QUASH BASED ON FEDERAL

SUPREMACY AND IMMUNITY AND LACK OF SUBJECT

MATTER JURISDICTION

Comes Now Jeffrey Bosser Clark, and, pursuant to O.C.G.A. §§ 17-7-110 and 17-

7-111, submits this general demurrer and special plea showing that the Indictment

against him should be dismissed on the grounds that he is immune from this prosecution

under doctrines of federal supremacy and immunity and that the Court therefore lacks

subjec mater jurisdicion over he charges agains him.

INTRODUCTION

Until this case, no local Disric Atorney has ever criminally prosecuted a former

Assisan Atorney General of the United States for their conduct while in office. As

explained below, the reason is simple—federal supremacy and immunity deprive state

cours of subjec mater jurisdiction over such prosecutions.
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I. FEDERAL SUPREMACY AND IMMUNITY ARE INHERENT IN THE

CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE REPUBLIC.

Under the Supremacy Clause, the “Constitution… shall be the supreme law of the

land.” U.S. Const. art. VI.

The Supremacy Clause bars state law interference with the operations of the

federal government. As early asMcCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat) 316 (1819), the

point was made pellucid:

[T]he States have no power, by taxation or otherwise, to retard, impede,
burden, or in any manner control the operations of the constitutional laws
enacted by Congress to carry into execution the powers vested in the
General Government. This is, we think, the unavoidable consequence of
that supremacy which the Constitution has declared.

Id. at 426.

[N]o principle of [state power] … can be admissible, which would defeat
the legitimate operations of a supreme government. It is of the very essence
of supremacy, to remove all obstacles to its action within its own sphere,
and so to modify every power vested in subordinate governments, as to
exemp is own operaions from heir own influence.

Id. at 427. For these reasons, the great Chief Justice Marshall, writing for the Court

unanimously, struck down an atemp by Maryland o ax he Second Bank of he Unied

States, famously carrying the logic of the Supremacy Clause forward by stating: “[T]he

power to tax involves the power to destroy [as] there is a plain repugnance in conferring

on one government a power to control the constitutional measures of another, which

other, with respect to those very measures, is declared to be supreme over that which

exerts the control, are propositions not to be denied.” Id. at 431.
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This general principle also travels under the name the doctrine of

“intergovernmental immunity.” See generally, Laurence H. Tribe, Inergovernmenal

Immuniies in Liigaion, Taxaion, and Regulaion: Separaion of Powers Issues in Conroversies

Abou Federalism, 89 HARV. L. REV. 682 (1976).

“The government of the United States, within the scope of its powers, is supreme,

and cannot be interfered with or impeded in their exercise.” Ciy of Deroi v. The Murray

Corp., 335 U.S. 489, 497 (1958). Under the Supremacy Clause, a state cannot “limit the

extent to which federal authority can be exercised.” Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agens

of he Federal Bureau of Narcoics, 403 U.S. 388, 395 (1971). “[T]he activities of the Federal

Government are free from regulation by any state.” Mayo v. Unied Saes, 319 U.S. 441,

445 (1943).

Similarly, in Tarble’s Case, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 397 (1872), the issue was whether a

state court could grant habeas relief to a soldier who had enlisted in the U.S. Army and

was being held in confinemen by a state. “It is manifest that the powers of the National

governmen could no be exercised wih energy and efficiency a all imes, if is acs could

be interfered with and conrolled for any period by officers or ribunals of anoher

sovereignty.” Id. at 409.

In Tennessee v. Davis, 100 U.S. 257 (1880), he immediae issue was federal officer

removal but the decision was grounded on federal supremacy. The Court explained that,
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to form the federal government, state governments necessarily surrendered some of their

sovereignty to the federal government:

[W]hen he naional governmen was formed, some of he atribues of sae
sovereignty were partially, and others wholly, surrendered and vested in
the United States. Over the subjects thus surrendered the sovereignty of the
states ceased to extend.

Before the adoption of the Constitution, each state had complete and
exclusive authority to administer by its courts all the law, civil and criminal,
which existed within its borders. Its judicial power extended over every
legal question that could arise. But when the Constitution was adopted, a
portion of that judicial power became vested in the new government
created, and so far as thus vested it was withdrawn from the sovereignty of
the state.

Now the execution and enforcement of the laws of the United States, and
he judicial deerminaion of quesions arising under hem, are confided o
another sovereign, and to that extent the sovereignty of the state is
restricted. The removal of cases arising under those laws from state into
federal courts is therefore no invasion of state domain. On the contrary, a
denial of the right of the general government to remove them, to take charge
of and try any case arising under the Constitution or laws of the United
States, is a denial of the conceded sovereignty of that government over a
subjec expressly commited o i.

Id. at 266-67 (paragraph breaks added).

Indeed, the Court in Tennessee further explained:

As was said in Marin v. Huner, 1 Wheat. 363, “The general government
must cease to exist whenever it loses the power of protecting itself in the
exercise of its constitutional powers.” I can ac only hrough is officers
and agens, and hey mus ac wihin he saes. If, when thus acting and
wihin he scope of heir auhoriy, hose officers can be arrested and
brough o rial in a sae cour for an alleged offense agains he law of he
state, yet warranted by the federal authority they possess, and if the general
government is powerless to interfere at once for their protection—if their
protection must be left to the action of the state court—the operations of the
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general government may at any time be arrested at the will of one of its
members.

Id. at 262-63.

The emphasized language conemplaes a conflic beween sae and federal

auhoriy where he federal officer acs wihin a State. Of course, Mr. Clark is not alleged

to have ever acted within the State of Georgia, or been in Georgia at any time relevant to

the Indictment and is not alleged to have had any contact with Georgia except for the

receip of a single phone call from Scot Hall. See generally Mr. Clark’s Special Plea as to

Personal Jurisdicion filed Ocober 31, 2023 (providing additional details on this point

and, for efficiency’s sake, incorporated herein by reference).1 Accordingly, the basis for

Georgia to assert sovereignty over Mr. Clark’s conduc as an Assisan Atorney General

1 Some cours have conflaed erriorial jurisdicional analysis under he Foureenh Amendmen wih fair
notice doctrine. See, e.g, Sae v. Rimmer, 877 N.W.2d 652, 661-67 (Iowa 2016). We do not agree with that
approach, since fair notice concerns wheher a potential defendant is appropriately apprised, prior to
acting, that his challenged conduct is a crime, whereas territorial jurisdictional analysis determines which
State or States may proceed criminally against a defendant, when fair notice exists, depending on where
he alleged crime was commited or is effecs are fel. See, e.g., Simpson v. Sae, 92 Ga. 41, 17 S.E. 984 (1893)
(defendan sanding on Souh Carolina shore of Savannah river who fired a pistol at a person in a boat on
the Georgia side of the river was subject to criminal jurisdiction in Georgia because the pistol balls landed
in the water near the boater, an effecwithin the territorial limits of Georgia. Simpson is distinguished from
his case in ha he draf leter was never “fired” and never landed in or had any effecs in Georgia).

Neverheless, o he exen he wo disinc analyses can be conflaed (an open quesion in Georgia), he
Seat of Government Clause argument we make below simultaneously defeats both the existence of
Georgia territorial jurisdiction and the presence of fair notice. This is because the District of Columbia, the
federal seat of government, is subject to the exclusive control of Congress. And this, in turn, means that
none of the 50 States (including Georgia, obviously) possess territorial jurisdiction that reaches into the
seat of government. And it also simultaneously means that, in reliance on the Seat of Government Clause,
no federal officer, like Mr. Clark, siting and acing a he sea of governmen could ever have fair notice
that his conductwhich had no effec anywhere ouside he Sea of Governmen could be questioned in a
criminal case brought in Georgia (or in any of the other 49 States).
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is far weaker than even that found insufficien in Tennessee v. Davis orMarin v. Huner.

In Cunningham v. Neagle, 135 U.S. 1, 76 (1890), the Supreme Court held that a

federal official engaging in his duies “is not liable to answer in the courts of California

on account of his part in that transaction”—the “transaction” being the fatal shooting of

a man who approached the Supreme Court Justice that Neagle was assigned to protect.

“[I]f the prisoner is held in the state court to answer for an act which he was authorized

to do by the law of the United States, which it was his duty to do as marshal of the United

States, and if, in doing that act, he did no more than what was necessary and proper for

him to do, he cannot be guilty of a crime under the law of the state of California.” Id. at

75. The test is not whether the federal officer’s conduct violated state law, it is whether it

fell within his federal authority. See Seth P. Waxman and Trevor W. Morrison,Wha Kind

of Immuniy? Federal Officers, Sae Criminal Law, and he Supremacy Clause, 112 YALE L.J.

2195, 2233-34 (2003) [hereafter “Waxman & Morrison 112 YALE L.J. at __”].

Neagle and Tennessee v. Davis both involved fatal shootings within the territorial

limits of the respective States, and yet the prosecutions were barred by immunity. Here,

there is no analogous act that even arguably comes within the ambit of the State of

Georgia’s police powers. We are instead alking abou a confidenial draf of a leter

prepared at the U.S. Justice Department’s “Main Justice” (Robert F. Kennedy) Building,

inside the District of Columbia, ha never lef he office and that no one in Georgia even

knew abou unil afer Presiden Biden ook office. Tha is a difference in kind, no degree.
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The Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of the Assimilative Crimes

Act of 1948, see Unied Saes v. Sharpnack, 355 U.S. 286 (1958), which makes state criminal

laws applicable in federal enclaves arising after the acquisition of the property. But Mr.

Clark’s work for the Executive Branch of the federal government that has led to the

Indictment did not occur in a later-acquired federal enclave inside a State, such as a

military base (for instance, Fort Benning Army Base in Columbia, Georgia); it occurred

instead inside the exclusive federal zone of the District of Columbia, where the

Constitution places the seat of the federal government:

[The Congress shall have Power . . . ] To exercise exclusive Legislaion in
all Cases whasoever, over such District (not exceeding ten Miles square)
as may, by Cession of particular States, and the Acceptance of Congress,
become the Seat of Government of the United States, and to exercise like
Authority over all Places purchased by the Consent of the Legislature of the
State in which the Same shall be, for the Erection of Forts, Magazines,
Arsenals, dock-Yards, and other needful Buildings ….

U.S. Const., art. I, § 8, cl. 17 (emphasis added). I is difficul o find more capacious

constitutional language than this instruction that Congress possesses the power “[t]o

exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever.” The language is all-encompassing

in no jus one bu wo respecs: (1) the legislative power is exclusive; and (2) it applies

in all cases whatsoever. There are therefore no exceptions (except those that Congress

shall expressly make—and i has made none he Disric Atorney has or could possibly

point to here). Hence, the statutes of Georgia as applied to activities undertaken by the

officers and agens of he Unied Saes inside he Disric of Columbia are rendered
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entirely null. Any other outcomewould invade Congress’s exclusive regulatory authority

underArticle I of the Constitution. Additionally, the District of Columbia was not formed

by cessions from Georgia and it does not sit inside the State of Georgia and there is no

federal statute that allows the 50 States, regardless of their proximity to the District to

project their laws, whether criminal or civil, into the District. Georgia has no leg to stand

on here in trying to apply its criminal law to activities inside the District of Columbia.

Upon fundamental principles of supremacy and immunity, the Supreme Court

has on multiple occasions stepped in to block atemped encroachmens by state law

enforcement authorities. See McClung v. Silliman, 19 U.S. (6Wheat.) 598, 605 (1821) (a state

court cannot issue a writ of mandamus o an officer of he Unied Saes because ha

officer’s “conduct can only be controlled by the power that created him”); Ohio v. Thomas,

173 U.S. 276, 284 (1899) (prohibiing sae criminal prosecuion of a federal officer for

violating food regulations because “in the performance of that duty he was not subject to

the direction or control of the legislature of Ohio”); Johnson v. Maryland, 254 U.S. 51, 57

(1920) (“immunity of the instruments of the United States from state control in the

performance of their duties” prohibis prosecuion of a pos officer for violaing a sae

license law).

These cases all stand for the same proposition: “the activities of the Federal

Government are free from regulation by any state.” Mayo v. Unied Saes, 319 U.S. 441,

445 (1943). “[T]he sphere of action appropriated to the United States is as far beyond the
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reach of judicial process issued by a State judge or a State court as if the line of division

was traced by landmarks and monuments visible to the eye.” Covell v. Heyman, 111 U.S.

176, 183 (1884) (ciaion omited). Referring oMcCulloch v. Maryland, the Supreme Court

in Farmers & Mechanics Savings Bank v. Minnesoa, 232 U.S. 516, 521 (1914), said:

The supremacy of the Federal Constitution and the lawsmade in pursuance
thereof, and the entire independence of the general government from any
control by the respective states, were the fundamental grounds of the
decision. The principle has never since been departed from, and has often
been reasserted and applied.

See also Hancock v. Train, 426 U.S. 167, 178-79 (1976) (a “seminal principle of our law”

protects “federal installations and activities from regulation by the States.”).

It is thus a raher modes proposiion o say ha he Main Jusice offices and he

Oval Office are “federal installations” over which the State of Georgia has no authority at

all. And the force of that principle grows exponentially when Georgia atemps o reach

inside the exclusive federal enclave that is the very seat of the federal government—the

District of Columbia—as it is trying to do here.

As the Supreme Court’s decisions reviewed abovemake clear, and asWaxman and

Morrison point out in their article at pages 2236-37, federal supremacy is inherent in the

constitutional order. Specifically here, i ataches o the President’s Article II Take Care

Clause authorities, and they are therefore shielded by federal immunity when carried out

hrough his agens and principal officers, especially hose in he Deparmen of Jusice

like Mr. Clark, where federal law enforcement power is most concentrated. Federal
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immunity therefore necessarily insulaes he conduc of an Assisan Atorney General of

the United States, who, for purposes of carrying out the President’s Article II powers

under the Take Care Clause, is a “hand” of the President. See Ponzi v. Fessenden, 258 U.S.

254, 262 (1922) (“[The Atorney General] is the hand of the President in taking care that

the laws of the United States in protection of the interests of the United States in legal

proceedings and in he prosecuion of offenses be faihfully execued.”).

The State can be expected to argue that immunity does not apply under its theory

of the case. This sort of self-serving bootstrapping around federal supremacy and

immunity is not allowed—for several reasons.

First, we must recognize that this form of federal sovereign immunity is protected

by a clear statement rule. Less than two years ago, the Supreme Court unanimously held

as follows:

We will find ha Congress has auhorized regulaion ha would oherwise
violate the Federal Government’s intergovernmental immunity “only when
and to the extent there is a clear congressional mandate.” Hancock v. Train,
426 U.S. 167, 179 (1976) (inernal quoaion marks omited). In oher words,
Congress must “provid[e] ‘clear and unambiguous’ authorization for” this
kind of state regulation. Goodyear Aomic, 486 U.S., at 180 (quoting EPA v.
California ex rel. Sae Waer Resources Conrol Bd., 426 U.S. 200, 211 (1976)).

Unied Saes v. Washingon, 596 U.S. 832, 839-40 (2022). See also Wes Virginia v. EPA, 597

U.S. 697, 751 n.7 (2022) (noting that federal law is full of clear statement rules and that the

doctrine protecting intergovernmental immunity is one such area).
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There is no indication of any kind that any of the statutes that Georgia seeks to

apply against Mr. Clark—no Georgia RICO and no atemped false saemens—have

been greenlighted by Congress in clear erms o apply o federal officials, le alone a

federal official of Mr. Clark’s rank as to the span of time covered by the Indictment. And

the Indictment on its face certainly does not point to any federal statute that could

provide he necessary clear saemen coverage for is atemped prosecuion of Mr.

Clark. Moreover, in Washingon there was a waiver by Congress of federal immunity as

to state workers’ compensation laws; even so, Washingon held that the waiver was not

clear enough to allow Washington State to apply a discriminatory law to federal

government operations at the federal nuclear site known as Hanford. In this litigation

there is no conceivable waiver of sovereign immunity that Georgia has invoked or could

hope to rely on.

Accordingly, he Indicmen here fails a he firs sep of being based on no

possible, let alone plausible, explicit congressional waiver of immunity. The applicable

clear statement rule is thus flunked and Mr. Clark mus be dismissed from this case.

Second, in assessing whether immunity applies, courts must look to the “nature of

the act itself.” Sump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349, 362 (1978). In Nixon v. Fitgerald the

Supreme Court explained why:

[T]he Court also has refused to draw functional lines finer han hisory and
reason would support. See, e.g., Spalding v. Vilas, 161 U.S., at 498 (privilege
exends o all maters “commited by law o [an official’s] control or
supervision”); Barr v. Maeo, 360 U.S. 564, 575 (1959) (fact “that the action
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here taken was within the outer perimeter of petitioner’s line of duty is
enough to render the privilege applicable ...”); Sump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S.,
at 363 … and n.12 (judicial privilege applies even to acts occurring outside
“he normal atribues of a judicial proceeding”).

Nixon v. Fitgerald, 457 U.S. at 755-56.

Accordingly, the allegedly improper manner or purpose of the alleged acts

according to the State’s theory is not relevant to the immunity defense here. “Amoment’s

reflecion shows, however, ha ha canno be he meaning of he limiaion wihou

defeating the whole doctrine.” Barr, 360 U.S. a 572 (ciaion omited). “This construction

would subject the President to trial on virtually every allegation that an action was

unlawful, or was taken for a forbidden purpose.”Nixon v. Fitgerald, 457 U.S. at 756. Here,

confidenial inernal deliberaions a he op of he Jusice Deparmen about whether and

to what extent to exercise the President’s Article II law enforcement authorities in a

contested factual, legal, and policy environment cannot be stripped of their immunity on

the simple say-so of one of our country’s approximately 2,300 local prosecutors,

especially one already adjudicaed o be confliced by poliical bias (i.e., as to her litigation

against the now-siting Lieuenan Governor of Georgia, Bur Jones).

In addition to these general principles of federal supremacy and immunity, the

Indictment in this case intrudes upon the exercise of constitutionally privileged Article II

authorities of the Executive Branch. The President’s constitutional responsibility for

seeing that the laws be faithfully executed carries with i, as a mater of setled law,

“illimitable” discreion o remove principal officers carrying ou his Execuive funcions.
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Free Enerprise Fund v. PCAOB, 561 U.S. 477, 493 (2010). The Constitution vests all Federal

law enforcement power, and hence prosecutorial discretion, in the President. The

President’s discretion in these areas has long been considered “absolute,” and his

decisions exercising this discretion are presumed to be regular and are generally deemed

non-reviewable. See, e.g., Unied Saes v. Armsrong, 517 U.S. 456, 464 (1996); Unied Saes

v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 693 (1974); see generally Saikrishna Prakash, The Chief Prosecuor, 73

GEO. WASH. L. REV. 521 (2005). Since the discretionary exercise of such powers is not

reviewable in federal court, the notion that they might be reviewable in state court is

exposed as uterly preposerous.

The U.S. Constitution does not allow any state or local government to examine or

otherwise regulate the internal deliberations that occur on a daily basis among the

Presiden, his office, and senior governmen officials, including he Acing Atorney

General, the Principal Depuy Atorney General, or any of the statutory Assistant

Atorneys General, such as Mr. Clark. Nor could the actions of Assisan U.S. Atorneys

in the Northern District of Georgia be reviewed or called in question by the State of

Georgia.

Review of the content, direction, and wisdom of confidenial inernal policy

discussions falls within the President’s exclusive sphere, see U.S. Const. art. II § 1, cl. 8

(Take Care Clause); art. II § 2, cl. 1 (Opinion Clause); art. II § 2, cl. 2 (Appointments

Clause). See also Nixon, 457 U.S. at 755 (the President’s “absolute immunity” extends to
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acts “within the ‘outer perimeter’ of his official duies”); Klayman v. Obama, 125 F. Supp.

3d 67 (2015) (sovereign immunity bars federal RICO action against President and former

Secrearies of Sae for acions aken in heir official capaciies); Chugai v. Obama, 153 F.

Supp. 3d 765 (E.D. Pa. 2015) (President and Air Force officials absoluely immune from

Title VII and tort claims).

Third, even beyond the protections from state law intrusion into Mr. Clark’s

activities as a high-ranking federal officer afforded by he erriorial Sea of Government

Clause, by the clear statement rule, and the nature of the acts Mr. Clark has alleged to

have engaged in, Mr. Clark’s alleged actions are entitled to yet another separate but

interrelated sphere of protection. Namely, Mr. Clark’s activities were those of a federal

lawyer. And States have been held by the Supreme Court to lack the power to invade the

province of action afforded o those acting under the auspices of federal power. See, e.g.,

Sperry v. Florida, 373 U.S. 379, 385 (1963). Sperry holds that the States cannot enjoin (under

the guise of regulating the unauthorized practice of law) the giving of legal advice by

patent agents licensed by he U.S. Paen Office o give such advice.

Two further points about Sperry are relevant: (1) Mr. Clark was not merely a

federally licensed patent agent, he was a Senate-confirmed officer of he Unied Saes

empowered to enforce federal law and to undertake duties assigned to him by the

President of the United States (who is the ultimate wielder of Take Care Clause power)
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and by he Atorney General;2 (2) Sperry rejected the argument that state regulation of

atorney conduc was so well-esablished a field of sae auhoriy ha i could no be

overaken by atorneys acing under a federal law umbrella. As Sperry unanimously

noted:

A State may not enforce licensing requirements which, though valid in the
absence of federal regulation, give ‘the State’s licensing board a virtual
power of review over the federal determination’ that a person or agency is
qualified and eniled o perform certain functions, or which impose upon
the performance of activity sanctioned by federal license additional
conditions not contemplated by Congress. ‘No State law can hinder or
obstruct the free use of a license granted under an act of Congress.’
Pennsylvania v. Wheeling & Belmon Bridge Co., [54 U.S.] 13 How. 518, 566
[(1851)].

373 U.S. at 385 (foonoes omited).

Similarly, Georgia possesses no power of review over the propriety of Mr. Clark’s

acions underaken while he was an Assisan Atorney General. The Sperry Court also

flaly rejeced he Sae of Florida’s atemp o argue ha i could find some suppor in

legislative history for the idea that Congress wanted patent agents to act consistently with

state law, holding “[i]nsofar as this history provides any insight into the intent of

Congress, however, we are convinced that the interpretation which respondent asks us

to give the statute is inconsisen wih he assumpions upon which Congress has aced

2 Former Atorney General Meese, in Mr. Clark’s federal officer removal litigation, which is pending on
appeal in he Elevenh Circui, describes in grea deail he powers and funcions of Assisan Atorney
Generals and how those powers are fungible at the discretion of his superiors, especially the President of
the United States. See Exhibit 1.
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for over a cenury.” Id at 387-88. Sperry was referring to the famous Wheeling & Belmon

Bridge case, but in reality, as we know fromMcCulloch, the principles stretch back not just

one but more than two centuries.

* * *

The clear teaching of he unbroken chain of auhoriy confirming federal

supremacy over he Saes is ha he Sae of Georgia and his Cour lack subjec mater

jurisdiction over the charges against Mr. Clark.

It is true that, as far as we know, there are no all-fours precedents applying federal

immuniy o an atemped sae prosecuion of anAssisan Atorney General over a draft

leter ha was never sen. But that is a point powerfully in Mr. Clark’s favor because it

illustrates that no local prosecutor in the history of the United States has ever so radically

departed from the organic and structural restraints on state law enforcement jurisdiction.

The more appropriate challenge (especially in ligh of he qualified immuniy and

fair-notice precedent we cover below) is for this Court to insist on the State being able to

point to an all-fours precedent authorizing this prosecution before it continues. This they

cannot do, and therefore this case should be dismissed. Reasoning from clearly

established and deeply rooted principles of federal supremacy and immunity that have

been consistently iterated and reiterated from the founding of the Republic to the present

compels dismissal of the Indictment against Mr. Clark. Wherever the State turns, the

Indictment runs into the brick walls of: (1) the Seat of Government Clause; (2) inability to
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satisfy the clear-statement rule; (3) immunity based on the nature of Mr. Clark’s actions

and federal role; and (4) atemping o regulae federal lawyers empowered o se policy

and wield delegated Take Care Clause power.

II. THE STATE OF GEORGIA IS BARRED BY FEDERAL SUPREMACY

AND IMMUNITY FROM ENFORCING ITS CRIMINAL LAW AGAINST
CONFIDENTIAL DELIBERATIONS WITHIN THE U.S. JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT (AND BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND THE U.S.
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT).

1. FEDERAL IMMUNITY

The Indictment on its face chargesMr. Clark with violations of Georgia law during

he course of confidenial internal deliberations within the Executive Branch. See Count

1, Acts 98, 99, and 111, and Count 22. Therefore, the application of federal supremacy and

immunity to the allegations of the Indictment is a question of law subject to test by this

moion, and no a mater for resoluion by he jury. Cf. Hall v. Sae, 268 Ga. 89, 100, n.2

(1997) (authorizing pretrial determination of as-applied constitutional challenge based on

the “allegations of fact appearing in the indictment.”).

The State, in opposing Mr. Clark’s Notice of Removal to the Northern District of

Georgia, submited to that court congressional deposition testimony of then-Acting

Atorney General Jeffrey Rosen and then-Acing Depuy Atorney General Richard

Donoghue—the then-number one and functional number two DOJ officials— which

describe inernal DOJ and Oval Office deliberaions. The State cannot prove anything

about those deliberations without the live testimony of Mr. Rosen and Mr. Donoghue, or
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oher senior DOJ officials.3 Their congressional testimony is not admissible in this case

for any purpose at any point because Mr. Clark was not present at their depositions and

had no opportunity to cross-examine them. O.C.G.A. § 24-8-804(b).4 Nor could their

testimony, even if admissible, be offered o butress he Indicmen challenged by general

or special demurrer, plea in bar or motion to quash. The Indictment instead must stand

or fall as pled.

The testimony ofMr. Rosen andDonoghue, if received, and that ofMr. Clark (were

he to testify on the facts in his own defense), would inherently divulgematers within the

scope of executive privilege, law enforcement privilege, atorney-client privilege, and the

3 As noted in Mr. Clark’s Motion to Compel the State to turn over its Touhy correspondence with the
Department of Justice, there is a substantial question in this case whether the State will be able to procure
he esimony of hese officials a rial, should a rial agains Mr. Clark proceed.

4 Worse ye, he January 6 Selec Commitee in he House was formed in an illegal manner and lacked a
minority counsel who could have cross-examined the witnesses, meaning all of the lawyers questioning
Messrs. Rosen and Donoghue were aligned against Mr. Clark and President Trump. See Regulaions
for he Use of Deposiion Auhoriy, Cong Rec. H41, Rule 2 (Jan. 4, 2021) (requiring consultation with Ranking
Minority Member to take depositions) and H. Res. 503, § 5(c)(6) (2021) (creaing he Commitee and
requiring consultation with Ranking Member) while he Commitee did no have a Ranking Member, See
January 6 Selec Commitee, Chairman Thompson Announces Represenaive Cheney as Selec Commiee Vice
Chair (Sept. 2, 2021), htps://january6h-benniehompson.house.gov/news/press-releases/chairman-
thompson-announces-representative-cheney-select-commitee-vice-chair. As a result, not only did Mr.
Clark not have the direct ability to cross examine the witnesses against him, there was no participation by
anyone in privity with Mr. Clark. In addition, Representatives Cheney and Kinzinger voted at all times
wih he Democra members of he Commitee in a 9-Member monolith. The Disric Atorney should not
be heard to make arguments from the formalism that those twomembers of Congress had “(R)s” after their
names. Finally, he Commitee only released 271 transcripts but conducted approximately 1,000 interviews,
and deleed many of is files. See Selec January 6h Commitee Final Repor and Supporing Maerials
Collection, htp://inyurl.com/3sc8w4p (last visited Feb. 4, 2024); Mary Clare Jalonick. Jan. 6 panel’s 1,000
winesses: From Trump aides o rioers, AP, June 9, 2022, htps://apnews.com/aricle/jan-6-hearing-targets-
interviews-029d6a76146b4735b9e05bb70f41916f (last visited Feb. 4, 2024); Brooke Singman, House Jan. 6
Commiee deleed more han 100 encryped files days before GOP ook majoriy: sources, FOX NEWS,
htps://news.yahoo.com/house-jan-6-commitee-deleted-091722575.html (last visited Feb. 4, 2024). Nothing
from that poisoned chalice can be used against anyone in a criminal prosecution.
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deliberative process privilege. It would necessarily set up this Court and a Fulton County

jury as the arbiters of discussions between Mr. Clark, the former President, and with

Messrs. Rosen and Donoghue about whether and how the President ought to exercise his

Article II authorities. All of this would be unthinkable.

It is therefore impossible for this case, as pled, to do anything oher han intrude

deeply ino he sancums of Main Jusice and Oval Office deliberaions, something no

local prosecutor or state court has any authority to do under the Supremacy Clause as it

has been understood since the Founding.

The Supremacy Clause, U.S. Const. art. VI, cl. 2., bars any State or local

government from claiming or exercising any authority or jurisdiction to examine,

regulate or punish through criminal law the discretionary, internal deliberations of the

President and his senior advisors, especially his legal advisors such as the Acting

Atorney General, he Depuy Atorney General (or someone performing he duies of

ha office), and any Assisan Atorneys General like Mr. Clark. Review of he conen,

direction, and wisdom of such policy discussions falls within the exclusive powers of the

President under the Take Care Clause, seeU.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 8; the Opinions Clause,

art. II, § 2, cl. 1; and the Appointments Clause, art. II, § 2, cl. 2. Allowing a State through

its criminal law to prosecute participants in such deliberations who expressed views with

which any given local prosecutor disagrees would so thoroughly impede the operations

of he federal governmen as o uterly desroy federal supremacy andwith it the inherent
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structural relationship between the federal government and the States.

This has all been totally unfathomable since he Consiuion was firs drafed in

1787 and was placed beyond question as early as 1819 by McCullough v. Maryland. As

Hamilton wrote in FEDERALIST 33, “But it is said, that the laws of the Union are to be the

supreme law of the land. But what inference can be drawn from this or what would they

amount to, if they were not to be supreme? It is evident they would amount to nothing.”

Madison, in FEDERALIST 44 (emphasis added) invited readers to consider the

consequences of the federal government lacking supremacy:

[T]he world would have seen for he firs ime, a sysem of governmen
founded on an inversion of the fundamental principles of all government;
it would have seen the authority of the whole society every where
subordinate to the authority of the parts; i would have seen a monser in
which he head was under he direcion of he members.

Le us also consider ha by definiion law enforcemen involves he use of physical

force. The premise of he Indicmen is ha a sae or couny law enforcemen officer

could ener he Oval Office or he Atorney General’s conference room and arrest one or

more of the participants, including the President of the United States, for proposing

policies that are ultimately not adopted. To state this premise is to refute it, yet that is

precisely the major and indispensable premise of the charges against Mr. Clark.

The State of Georgia is therefore barred by federal supremacy and by the doctrine

of preempion from enforcing is criminal law agains paricipans in confidenial inernal

DOJ deliberations, and especially those that, like here, lead to no action. See, e.g., Johnson,
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254 U.S. at 56-57 (a U.S. Pos Office employee, direced by the United States to deliver

mail by truck and thus found competent for that task by federal authorities, cannot be

conviced and fined under sae law for driving wihou a license). And here, of course,

Mr. Clark was found competent to serve in his role of Assisan Atorney General boh by

the President and Senate of the United States and was also tasked with running a second

of DOJ’s seven liigaing Divisions by Atorney General Barr in Sepember 2020.

Moreover, the conen of confidenial inernal deliberations at the upper levels of

the U.S. Justice Departmentwhich lead o no acion are a non-even occurring wihin an

inherenly federal role and thus it cannot be the province of a criminal prosecution by a

State without laying open all federal law enforcement and policy-making to meddling

and prosecutorial abuse by county-level prosecutors in all 50 States. Viewed against 240-

plus years of constitutional history, this Indictment of Mr. Clark must be dismissed.

It should not be necessary to further belabor the point. But even so, we cannot fail

to mention that communications Mr. Clark is alleged to have had are also protected by a

phalanx of privileges rooted in the constitutional structure of government. Among these

is executive privilege. In Nixon v. Adminisraor of General Services Adminisraion, 433 U.S.

425, 448-49 (1977), the Court recognized the importance of this privilege as follows:

[W]e think that the Solicitor General states the sounder view, and we adopt
it:

‘This Court held in Unied Saes v. Nixon [418 U.S 683 (1974)] . . . that the
privilege is necessary o provide he confidenialiy required for he
President’s conduc of office. Unless he can give his advisers some
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assurance of confidenialiy, a Presiden could no expec o receive he full
and frank submissions of facs and opinions uponwhich effecive discharge
of his duies depends. The confidenialiy necessary o his exchange cannot
be measured by the few months or years between the submission of the
information and the end of the President’s tenure; the privilege is not for
he benefi of he Presiden as an individual, bu for he benefi of he
Republic. Therefore the privilege survives the individual President’s
tenure.’

In Unied Saes v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 708 (1974), the Court described executive

privilege in erms ha unquesionably apply o he deliberaions he Disric Atorney

here seeks to criminalize:

A President and those who assist him must be free to explore alternatives
in the process of shaping policies and making decisions and to do so in a
way many would be unwilling to express except privately. These are the
considerations justifying a presumptive privilege for Presidential
communications. The privilege is fundamental to the operation of
Government and inextricably rooted in the separation of powers under the
Constitution.

This is a constitutional privilege. In cases like U.S. v. Nixon and Nixon v. Adminisraor of

General Services Adminisraion, executive privilegewas not absolute, andwas held to yield

in the circumstances there presented to competing concerns from oher coequal branches

of he federal governmen. There is, by contrast, zero authority in he hisory of he

Unied Saes holding that federal executive privilege, law enforcement privilege, or the

deliberative process privilege are outweighed by a Sae’s interests in enforcing its

criminal law agains senior federal officials for heir official conduc.5 A botom, ha is

5 Executive privilege was overcome by the interests of the executive and judicial branches in a grand jury
investigation in Unied Saes v. Nixon 418 U.S 683 (1974). And, in Nixon v. Adminisraor of General Services
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because under the Supremacy Clause the States have no cognizable interest or police

power over the internal functioning of the Article II Executive Branch. The weight on the

State’s side of the scale will thus always and ever be zero.

2. QUALIFIED IMMUNITY

In addition to outright federal immunity discussed above, Mr. Clark is also

shielded by he docrine of qualified immuniy (or its equivalent—see below) under

federal law, which confers not just immunity from liability, but immunity from suit, and

here from prosecution. See But v. Economou, 438 U.S. 478, 508-11 (1978) (absolute

immunity to civil damages for federal and state prosecutors acting in their prosecutorial

capacity); Harlow v. Fitgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818 (1981) (qualified immuniy generally for

governmen officials performing discreionary funcions).

Mr. Clark was a law enforcemen official, an Assisan Atorney General. His

charged conduc in drafing he leter and recommending i o his superiors is self-

evidently both a law enforcement function and a discretionary function because it

intrinsically involves gathering and weighing evidence, analyzing and applying relevant

law, and formulating a proposed policy position for the Department of Justice.

Adminisraion, 433 U.S. 425 (1977), executive privilege was held to not be unduly infringed by the short-
lived Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act. These cases do not support any claim by the
State that its interests overcome executive privilege because the supremacy of the federal government over
the states was not implicated in either of those cases and because the States have no relevant interests in
he firs insance.
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Qualified immuniy docrine causes he Indicmen o founder on an additional

ground. Namely, officials can lose qualified immuniy only when hey violate clearly

esablished righs. Specifically, “[]he docrine of qualified immuniy proecs

government officials ‘from liability for civil damages insofar as their conduct does not

violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person

would have known.’Harlow v. Fitgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818 (1982).” Pearson v. Callahan, 555

U.S. 223, 231 (2009).

We recognize that this case is criminal in nature and is not merely one for civil

damages. However, he Supreme Cour has held ha civil qualified immuniy docrine

and criminal fair warning doctrine are closely related (making qualified immuniy

rulings available for Mr. Clark to draw on):

In he civil sphere, we have explained ha qualified immuniy seeks o
ensure that defendants reasonably can anticipate when their conduct may
give rise o liabiliy, by ataching liabiliy only if the contours of the right
[violaed are] sufficienly clear ha a reasonable official would undersand
that what he is doing violates that right. So conceived, the object of the
“clearly established” immuniy sandard is no differen from ha of “fair
warning” as it relates to law “made specific” for the purpose of validly
applying [18 U.S.C.] § 242 [(a criminal statute)]. The fact that one has a civil
and he oher a criminal law role is of no significance; boh serve he same
objective, and in effec he qualified immuniy es is simply he adapaion
of he fair warning sandard o give officials (and, ulimaely, governmens)
the same protection from civil liability and its consequences that
individuals have traditionally possessed in the face of vague criminal
statutes.

Unied Saes v. Lanier, 520 U.S. 259 (1997) (cleaned up).
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The Supreme Court’s ruling in Ashcrof v. al-Kidd, 563 U.S. 731 (2011) is especially

pertinent. In al-Kidd, an arrestee brought a Bivens acion agains former Atorney General

Ashcroft over a new policy he adopted concerning application of the federal material

witness statute to detain terrorism suspects. (Compare Mr. Clark being alleged to have

suggesed a differen legal policy approach to the 2020 election—a policy that was not

even adoped and applied o he ouside world.) The Supreme Cour acceped qualified

immunity, holding: “At the time of al-Kidd's arrest, not a single judicial opinion had held

that pretext could render an objectively reasonable arrest pursuant to a material-witness

warrant unconstitutional.” Id. at 741. The Ninth Circuit had tried to hold that the law was

clearly established against Ashcroft based on broad notions of the history of the Fourth

Amendment, but the Supreme Court made short work of that argument:

We have repeatedly told courts—and the Ninth Circuit in particular, see
Brosseau v. Haugen, 543 U.S. 194, 198–199 (2004) (per curiam)—no o define
clearly established law at a high level of generality. See also, e.g., Wilson,
supra, at 615; Anderson, supra, at 639–640; cf. Sawyer v. Smih, 497 U.S. 227,
236 (1990). The general proposition, for example, that an unreasonable
search or seizure violaes he Fourh Amendmen is of litle help in
determining whether the violative nature of particular conduct is clearly
established. See Saucier v. Kat, 533 U.S. 194, 201–202 (2001);Wilson, supra, at
615.

And, like al-Kidd, here is cerainly no sufficienly clear, exan preceden on all fours

apprisingMr. Clark that the DA’s unprecedented legal theories in the Indictment marked

ou a violaion of Georgia law. Hence, Mr. Clark is eniled o qualified immuniy (or is

equivalent—a lack of fair notice, as next discussed).
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Using belt and suspenders, we also brief the lack of fair warning issue in Part III

(immediately below) as this is a criminal case qua criminal case. Nevertheless, relying on

Lanier, we are compelled to point out that there is no case in the annals of American law

that supports the notion that an Assisan Atorney General of he Unied Saes violaes

clearly established Georgia law by working on a confidenial inernal draf leter that was

never sent. And without such conduct being clearly established as illegal under Georgia

law (even if Georgia law could be applied, which it cannot because of Supremacy Clause-

based defenses), Mr. Clark possesses qualified immuniy or is equivalen in he criminal

context—a lack of fair warning.

Under the least protective test—qualified immuniy—Mr. Clark’s charged

conduct was discretionary and did not cross a clearly established line in Georgia law and

thus is shielded by qualified immuniy.

III. THERE WAS NO FAIR WARNING THAT THE CHARGED CONDUCT
WOULD VIOLATE THE LAW.

1. THE DUE PROCESS CLAUSE REQUIRES FAIR WARNING.

As argued in Mr. Clark’s general and special demurrers to Count 22, the

Indictment as a whole violates Mr. Clark’s due process rights to fair notice of what the

law prohibits. “[A] fair warning should be given to the world in language that the

common world will understand, of what the law intends to do if a certain line is passed.”

Arhur Andersen, LLP v. Unied Saes, 544 U.S. 696, 703-04 (2005) (cleaned up). “The due

process clause thus ‘prevents … deference from validating the application of a regulation
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that fails to give fair warning of the conduct it prohibits or requires.’ Gaes & Fox Co. v.

OSHRC, 790 F.2d 154, 156 (D.C. Cir. 1986).” General Elec. Co. v. EPA, 53 F.3d 1324, 1328

(D.C. Cir. 1995). See also id. at 1329 (“Of course, it is in the context of criminal liability that

this ‘no punishment without notice’ rule is most commonly applied. See, e.g., Unied Saes

v. Naional Dairy Corp., 372 U.S. 29, 32–33 (1963) (‘[C]riminal responsibility should not

atach where one could no reasonably undersand that his contemplated conduct is

proscribed.’).”). Lanier, 520 U.S. 259, 265, holds that “[n]o man shall be held criminally

responsible for conduct which he could not reasonably understand to be proscribed.”

“Due process bars courts from applying a novel construction of a criminal statute to

conduct that neither the statute nor any prior judicial decision has fairly disclosed to be

within its scope…” Id. a 266 (ciaions omited).

Georgia law enforces the same due process requirement. “Due process requires

that criminal provisions ‘give a person of ordinary intelligence fair warning that his

specific conemplaed conduc is forbidden, so ha he may conform his conduc o he

law.’” Perkins v. Sae, 277 Ga. 323, 325 (2003), quoing Thelen v. Sae, 272 Ga. 81, 82 (2000).

To give meaning to these protections, the Constitution requires that criminal

statutes be strictly construed:

This Court has “‘traditionally exercised restraint in assessing the reach of a
federal criminal statute.’” Marinello, 584 U. S., at ––––, 138 S.Ct., at 1109
(quoting Unied Saes v. Aguilar, 515 U.S. 593, 600 (1995)); see also Arhur
Andersen LLP v. Unied Saes, 544 U.S. 696, 703–704 (2005);McBoyle v. Unied
Saes, 283 U.S. 25, 27 (1931). This restraint arises “both out of deference to
the prerogatives of Congress and out of concern that a fair warning should
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be given to the world in language that the commonworld will understan[d]
of what the law intends to do if a certain line is passed.” Marinello, 584 U.
S., at ––––, 138 S.C., a 1106 (inernal quoaion marks omited). Afer all,
“[c]rimes are supposed o be defined by he legislaure, no by clever
prosecuors riffing on equivocal language.” Spears, 729 F.3d at 758.

Dubin v. Unied Saes, 143 S. Ct. 1557, 1572–73 (2023) (emphasis added).

2. THERE ARE NO PREVIOUS CASES OF STATE OR LOCAL

PROSECUTION OF A U.S. ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

OVER CONFIDENTIAL DELIBERATIONS AT THE JUSTICE

DEPARTMENT.

The relevan frame of reference for wheher Mr. Clark, as a senior official in he

U.S. Department of Justice, could have had fair warning in the sense required by the Due

Process Clausemust be fixed based on he principles of federal supremacy and immunity,

and not the intricacies of state criminal law in Georgia or any of the other 50 States. In

Cunningham v. Neagle, 135 U.S. 1, 76 (1890), he Supreme Cour held ha a federal official

engaging in his duties “is not liable to answer in the courts of California on account of his

part in that transaction.” “[I]f the prisoner is held in the state court to answer for an act

which he was authorized to do by the law of the United States, which it was his duty to

do as marshal of the United States, and if, in doing that act, he did no more than what

was necessary and proper for him to do, he cannot be guilty of a crime under the law of

the state of California.” Id. at 75. And in Johnson, 254 U.S. at 56-57, the Supreme Court

held that “even the most unquestionable and most universally applicable of state laws,

such as those concerning murder, will not be allowed to control the conduct of a marshal

of the United States acting under and in pursuance of the laws of the United States.”
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Finally, inOhio v. Thomas, 173 U.S. 276, 283 (1899), the Court held that “when discharging

[their] duties under Federal authority pursuant to and by virtue of valid Federal laws,

[federal officers] are no subjec o arres or oher liability under the laws of the State in

which their duties are performed.”

Accordingly, he es of fair warning o a federal officer like Mr. Clark is no

whether his conduct arguably violated state law, butwhether he could reasonably believe

it fell within his federal authority such that he could reasonably expect to be sheltered by

federal supremacy, federal immunity, or qualified immuniy. See Waxman & Morrison

112 YALE L.J. at 2233-34 (“In shor, a federal officer’s entitlement to immunity from state

criminal prosecution does not depend on an assessment of his conduct under state law.

When discharging his federal duies, an officer need only ascerain (wih wha degree of

accuracy we will discuss below) that his actions fall within his federal authority.”).

Simply put, federal supremacy and immunity preclude there being any fair warning to

Mr. Clark of a potential prosecution under state law for the charged conduct.

Mr. Clark is alleged to have engaged in certain quintessential functions of a DOJ

lawyer: (1) drafing a proposed leter o sae officials;6 and (2) receiving a telephone call

6 DOJ regularly sends leters o sae and local officials. Indeed, DOJ mainains an enire office for his
purpose: he Office of Inergovernmenal and Public Liaison. See htps://www.jusice.gov/archive/oipl/ (last
visited Feb. 5, 2024). Thus, Acing Assisan Atorney General Pamela Karlan,when she was in the current
Biden Adminisraion, sen a leter o he Presiden of he Arizona Senae hreaening her with federal law
enforcement if she continued allowing the canvassing Arizona voters in the course of the Arizona Senate
investigating the 2020 presidential election. See Leter from Pamela S. Karlan o Senaor Karen Fann (May
5, 2021), available htp://inyurl.com/2cy8brfu (last visited Feb. 5, 2024). This Court can take judicial notice
of both the existence of DOJ’s Office of Inergovernmenal and Public Liaison and he Karlan leter o Fann.
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from a citizen of the United States (and of Georgia). It is inconceivable that Mr. Clark or

anyone in his position could have thought those activities were criminal in nature, let

alone that they had fair notice as a mater of federal law of any such potential risk, or—

worse yet—let alone that such a risk could arise under state law.

Insofar as we are aware, there has never before been a state prosecution of a Senate-

confirmed Assisan Atorney General of he Unied Saes over his confidenial and

privileged legal advice to his superiors, whether on a heory ha a draf leter never sen

was an “atemped false wriing” or on a state RICO theory or on any other theory.

Principles of federal supremacy and immunity make it impossible to have imagined a

sae prosecuion over such confidenial deliberaions.

Since no one in Mr. Clark’s position could have possibly understood that

confidenial deliberaions inside he Jusice Deparmen, or he drafing of a leter never

sent, could give rise to criminal charges in the State of Georgia, and especially not on the

theories charged, the Court should dismiss all charges against him for violation of the

Due Process Clause’s fair warning requirement.

The Fulton County prosecution of Mr. Clark is unprecedented in every respect—

a radical and aberrant departure from legal norms that have prevailed since the Founding

Does this Court really wish to establish a precedent wherein, when he Biden Adminisraion leaves office,
sae officials in Arizona could subjec Acing Assisan Atorney General Karlan o criminal prosecuion
for he leter she acually sen, as ha would be conduc wih an acual effec, as opposed o he unsen Mr.
Clark is charged with having drafted?
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of the Republic. There has never before been an Assistant Atorney General prosecued

under sae law over confidenial and privileged deliberaions a he apex of he Jusice

Department on any of the theories asserted by the State—nor should there ever be again.

Fair warning is absen as a mater of law and the Indictment should therefore be

dismissed.

CONCLUSION

The Indictment against Mr. Clark should be dismissed on one or more of the

grounds set forth above. For, if the power by a State to tax a federal instrumentality is the

power to destroy that instrumentality underMcCulloch, state power to criminalize federal

officer conduc inside he halls of he Execuive Branch’s conclaves housed at the very

seat of the federal government is the power to destroy the ability of the Executive Branch

to function at all.

Respecfully submited, his 5th day of February, 20244.

CALDWELL, CARLSON, ELLIOTT &
DELOACH, LLP

/s/ Harry W. MacDougald
Harry W. MacDougald
Ga. Bar No. 463076
6 Concourse Parkway
Suite 2400
Atlanta, Georgia 30328
404-843-1956
hmacdougald@ccedlaw.com

BERNARD & JOHNSON, LLC

/s/ Caherine S. Bernard
Catherine S. Bernard
Ga. Bar No. 505124
5 Dunwoody Park, Suite 100
Atlanta, Georgia 30338
Direct phone: 404.432.8410
catherine@justice.law
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3rd Floor
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dmfWfdrz hz rstcxz nezsdz Anmrsstshn'z Wmcz nezpdduWsz kdfWkz ombokdrz Wcz sdz

hloWbsznmzotakhbzonkhbxz HzgWudzWkrnz rdpdcz hmzlWmxznsgdpzWcuhrnpx'z Wcitmbs'z Wmcz
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anWqcz qnkdrz Wsz Wz uWqhdsxz neznfWmhyWsnr-z :lnmfz sgdrz Wqdz sgz JWmclWjz JdfWkz

Etmcn)z gdz Crbnuxz Hmhtz gdz BWoWz PdrdWbgz Bdz gz LdbWstrz

Bdmdz Wsz FdnqfzLWnmzTmudrxz WbhfzWrz WzAnqczLdladz nez sdzEdcWkhrsz

Rnhdxz Wmf Wr n,gh ne sgd AnW n nudnr ne sgd nmc PWfWm

Pmbgz Nqidbsz mcz rhWqz nqWmhyWhnmrz Hz gWdz nz rdqudcz Wz Wz ldladz Wmcz

Pdbnz nzdz AWcz nez Uhrhsqrz nez FdnqzLWrnmz Thuqrhxz Wz gz Acz ez

snrznezgdzT-zLhhWqz:bWcdlxzWzVrzNnhm-z

3z

mzlzWhWhnmzvzdzGdqWfzntmcWhnz HzrdquczWrzBlWmzzdz

DnWz:curnqxzAczqzHgdvGdohsTedvCthbdvsnvsgdv,nlrshstshnl'vTuThiTaidvTsv

r6..vvvgdhn.nrn. tdrWhmdhcdz #Wz rhdcz Rdosz

05z1/12(zAWdcznmzWkkznezgdzdwdhdmbdrzmzlxzkmfzWdzWmczhmzgdzvhhmfzWcz

onuhrhnmznez sgzTRz Bnmssnmz Hz dqdmbzadknvz Wbgz nez gdz mqhrz mz gz

CthbdvWqdzvmz xz nmdz nzldzldmzItfz bgnkWqrz nz oWbhhnmdrz Wcz

vddzgdmzqdudvdczaxzsgdzvd,ptWhdczchnqhWkz:cuhrnqxzAnWqczEqzmrmdz

TmhudqrhxznezUhqfhmhWzJvzNqedrrnqzRWhqhrgmWzNqjWzvqnszgdzCthbd vmz

nmz gdz SWjz BWqz BkWtrz qddmxz cddWrdcz cfdz Wmz qlz RdmWnqz IWldrz

Atbjdxzvqszgdzdxznmz gdzRoddbgzWmzCszBkrz WmczMdzCWzJWvz

NqnrrnqzF-zPadzAWjxzvndzgdzdqxznmzdzCntakdzIdnoWcxzBWtrdz

4-z

z

4
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Axy uhpdy neylxy knmfy bTpddpy dwodphdmbdy hmy kdfTky Tmcyotakhby onkhbxy bhpbkdr)y

hmbktchmfylxyrdpuhbdy snyOpdrhcdmsyPdTfTmyTryBntmrdknp)y Jdladpyney sgdyMTshnmTky

Rdbtphsxy Bntmbhk)y Tmcy kTsdpy Try8ssnpmdxyEdmdpTk)y cdTkhmfyvhsgylTssdpry neycdpTky

kTvyonkhbx)y TmcysgdyhmsdpTbshnmyadsvddmysgdy svn)y HygTudyTyrspnmfytmcdprsTmchmfyney

sgdybnmrshsshnmTkyrsTssnpxyTmcymbshnmTkypdkTshnmrghoyadsvddmysgdyOpdrhcdmsyTmcy

sgdy CdoTpsldmsy neyItrshbdy tmcdy btppdmsy TmcyoTrsy kTv)y Tmcy bnmrshshnmTky ghrsnp-y

ATrdcynmyodprnmTkydwodphdmbdyTsysgdyghfgdrsykdudkryneyedcdpTkyTmcyrsTsdyfnudldmsy

Try vdkky Try bnmshmtdcy rstcx)y Hy gTudy Ty sgnpntfgy tmcdprsTmchmfy ney sgdy ctshdry

TtsgnphshdryTmcypdronmrhahkhshdryneyRdmTsd,bnmpldcy8rrhrsTmsy8sndxryEdmdpTky

.
ATrdcynmysghrydwodphdmbd)y ygTudybnmrhcdpdcysgdyTbshnmryneydpdxyAy BkTpiy

Try Tkkdfdcyhmysgdy8tftrsy03)y1.12y mchbsldmsygTmcdcycnvmyTfThmrsyghlyTmcynsgdpy

cdmcTmsry JpykTpiyvTryTmy8rrhrsTmsy8sndxyEdmdpTky ' 88E(y hmy sgdySploy

8clhmhrspTshnmy Gdy vTry bnmldcy ax sgdy RdmTsdy vhsgy unsdry bnlhmfy nly ansgy

oTpshdryhmyNbsnadpy1.04y RvnyhmsnynbdynmyMnudladpy0y1.04)ygdysgdmyrdudcyTry

sgdy88Ey py sgdy Dmuhpnmldmsy TmcyMTtpTkyPdrntpbdry Chuhrhnmy Tmc)y adfhmmhmfy hmy

Rdosdladpy ney 1.1.)y rhltksTmdntrkxy rdpudcy Try sgdy 8bshmfy 88Ey py sgdy Bhuhky

Chuhrhnmy ghry otsy Ty snsTky ney ToopnwhlTsdkxy 0..yCdoTpsldmsy kTvxdpry tmcdpy ghry

rtodpuhrhnmyJyBkTpiypdrhfmdcynlyhryonrhshnmymmhmfysvnyneysdyCdoTpslds"ry
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rdudmzkhshfUshmfzChuhrhnmrzmdUpzsgdzdmcznezsgd Sploz9clhmhrspUshnmznmzIUmtUpxz03)z

1.10,z

6z

SgdzMbdznezJdfUkzBntmrdkz ' MJB(zhmzsgd CdoUpsldmszneztrshbd)zUlnmfz

nsgdpz ctshdr)z opdoUpdrz plUkz nohmhnmrz sgUsz Updz spdUsdcz Urz ahmchmfz kdfUkz onkhbxz

cdsdplhmUshnmrzvhsghmz sgdzCdoUpsldmsz neztrshbdz Umcz sgdzDwdbtshudzApUmbgzlnpdz

apnUckxz gdz9ssndxzEdmdpUkzghlrdkeznmbdzopdoUpdczsgdrdznohmhnmr)zatszsgdzctsxz

vUrzcdkdfUsdc)z Urz sgdzCdoUpsldmsz fpdvz hmz rhyd)z snzsgdz99EzpzMJB)z rtaidbs)z nez

bntprd)zsnzsgdz9ssndxzEdmdpUk"rzUoopnuUkznezsgnrdznohmhnmr,z

7z

GmzbnmrhcdphmfzLp,zBkUpjrzUbshnmrzUrzUkkdfdczhmzsgdzGmchbsldms)z GzgUudzUkrnz

bnmrhcdpdczsgUszhmz0872)zMJBzhrrtdczUmznohmhnmzbUkkdczGfrsnofaUiyHrcyney,rrfrsUlsy

,ssnlctry AclcUi y 6zMo,zMJBz054z 'Mbsz 16)z 0872(z 'Mohmhnm(z Sgdz99Ezvgnz

Utsgnpdcz sghrz MJBz Mohmhnmz vUrz dcz Mkrnm)z Umz dlhmdmsz kdfUkz opUbshshnmdpz vgnz

vntkczfnznmzsnzadbnldzsgdzOnkhbhsnpzEdmdpUkz gdzOnkhbhsnpzEdmdpUkzhrzsgdznbdpz

dmsrsdcz vhsgz sgdz Utsgnphsxz snz nudprddz Umcz chpdbs)z rtaidbsz snz rtodphrhnmz axz sgdz

9ssndxzEdmdpUkz UkkzT,Oz OtopdldzBntpsz khshfUshnmzpz sgdzmhsdczOsUsdrz Umczhsrz

Ufdmbhdrz 9z bnoxz nezsghrz Mohmhnmz hrz UssUbgdcz gdpdsnz Urz Dwghahsz 0z Sgdz Mohmhnmz

crbtrrdrz sgdzrsnpbUkz opUbshbdz UmczdfUzopnurhnmrzpdkUshmfz snz sgdz Utsgnphshdrznz

99Erz Gmzrgns)zsgdzMohmhnmzbnmbktcdrzsgUsz99ErzUpdzfdmdpUkkxzmnszkhlhsdczsnzUmxz
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nmd§Chuhrhnm§ne§sgd§Cdo]psldms§ne§Itrshbd§np§]mx§ rodbhb§rds§ne§ctshdr-§Sgdx§b]m)§

hmrsd]c)§ ad§ lnudc§ nl§ gd]chmf§ lnrs§ Chuhrhnmr§ sn§ hmrsd]c§ gd]chmf§ lnrs§ nsgdp§

Chuhrhnmr§ ]s§ sgd§chrbpdshnm§ne§ sgd§:ssndx§ Ddmdp]k§ :mc)§ ne§ bntprd)§ sgd§:ssndx§

Ddmdp]k§pdonpsr§sn§sgd§Opdrhcdms)§vghbg§ld]mr§sgd§Opdrhcdms§g]r§chrbpdshnm§sn§]rrhfm§

ctshdr§sn§sgd§::Dr§]r§sgd§Opdrhcdms§rddr§s-§Sghr§hr§nmkx§m]stp]k)§]r§sgd§::Dr§]pd§

chpdbs§]oonhmsddr§ne§sgd§Opdrhcdms§Gm§]§vnpc)§]r§]§l]ssdp§ne§ansg§bnmrshstshnm]k§]mc§

rs]ssnpx§ k]v)§ sgd§ vnpi§ n§ sgd§ Cdo]psldms§ ne§ Itrshbd"r§ ::Dr)§ vhsg§ hlsdc§

dwbdoshnmr)§hr§ mfhad§:r§sgd§LJA§nohmhnm§dwok]hmr9§

Ud§ adkhdud§ sg]s§ sgd§ :ssndx§ Ddmdp]§ hr§ ]tsgnphydc§ sn§ l]id§ rtbg§
rghesr§ ]r§ hmsd]k§ Cdo]psldms§ sp]mrpr§ adb]trd)§ dwbdos§ p§ sgd§
:rrhrs]ms§p§:clhmhrsp]shnm)§17§T-PA§z§2.6)§ sfdy.rrhrsAmsryAodymnsy
ilhsdcysnyAmuyrsAstsnouyemashnmr y7§TPA§z§2.50§IddsSiols eas zz§
2.8§2.§

(s]s§052§'§dlog]rhr§]ccdc(§

8§

d§sdws§n§§§ z§ §opnuhcdr§ ]s§ W[g§cs§gk§ oo)§ §

]mc§vhsg§ sgd§ ]cuhbd§ ]mc§ bnmrdms§ ne§ sgd§ Pdm]sd)§ 0§:rrhrs]ms§ :ssndxr§ Ddmdp])§

vgn§rg]kk§]rrhrs§ sgd§:ssndx§Ddmdp]k§hm§sgd§odppl]mbd§ne§ghr§ctshdr§Sgtr)§ ax§

rs]stsd)§ sghr§ ancx§ ne§ ::Dr§ ]pd§ fdmdp]kkx§ mns§ knbidc§ hm§ ax§ k]v)§ onrs,Pdm]sd§

bnmp]shnm)§ ]r§ gd]chmf§o]pshbtk]p§chuhrnmr§ nmkx)§ np§g]uhmf§ ]§ rsnudohodc§rds§ ne§

rodbhb§ pdronmrhahhshdr§ Sgd§ dwhrsdmbd§ ne§ sgd§ :rrhrs]ms§ :ssndx§ Ddmdp]k§ p§

:clhmhrsp]shnm)§ vghbg§hr§]§b]pddp§onrhshnm§ odds7§T-PA-§z§2.6'a§((§]mc§rdpudr§]r§
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ne�sgd�:ndx�Edmdp]k�IddeT-R� Anmr-)� ]ps� HH)� z�0�Gdmbd)� ]kk�mbshnmr�ne�sgd�

Cdo]psldm�ne�Itrhbd�]pd�]u]hk]akd�sn�sgd�Opdrhcdms�ansg�p�ghl�sn�bgnnrd�vghbg�

cdkdf]dr�]s�gd�Cdo]pldms�sn�trd� n�]bbnlokhrg� ]kk�Rdbshnm�3.5�otnrdr�]mc�n�

chpdbs�sgdl�hm�gd�chrbg]pfd�ne�sgdhp�ctshdr�

.�

Hm�lx�nohmhnm)� sgd�bnmbktrhnm�ne�gd�0862�Nohmhnm�nvr�knfhb]kkx� nl�sgd�

]tsgnphshdr�bhsdc9�

.S e

Sgd�:sndx�Edmdp]k�hr�]tgnphydc�tmcdp�16�TRA�z�3.5�sn�g]ud�sdm�
:rrhrs§msr�Usgd�mtladp�ne�:rrhrs]msr�sgdm�drs]akhrgdc�hm�862)�ophnp�sn�
sgd�1..5�bpd]shnm�ne�sgd�::E�p�M]shnm]k�Rdbtphsx[�Gd�l]x�]rrhfm�
sgdl� ]mx� ctshdr� gd� bgnnrdr� 16� TRA� zz� 3.8)� 3.� hmbktchmf� sgd�
rtodpuhrhnm� ne� ]� chuhrhnm� nsgdp� sg]m� sg]s� p� vghbg� sgdx� vdpd�
mnlhm]dc�]mc�bnmpldc�

00�

H� ]fpdd� vhsg� sgd� 862� Nohmhnm� chrbtrrdc� ]anud� pdf]pchmf� sgd� ctshdr� ]mc�

]tsgnphshdr� ne�lnrs� ::Er�, sgdhp� ]tsgnphshdr� ]pd� mns� wdc� ax� r]stsd)� ]mc� sgd�

:ssnpmdx�Edmdp]k�np�gd�Opdrhcdms�b]m�]rrhfm�sgdl�nmd�Chuhrhnm�np�]mnsgdp�]�sgdhp�

chrbpdshnm-�H�g]ud�pduhdvdc�Jp�Ak]pi&r�rhfmdc�bnllhrrhnm�n�rdpd�hm�gd�Itrshbd�

Cdo]pldms� nl�1.061.10�IddeDwghah�1-�Anmrhrsdm�vhg� sgd�Nohmhnm� ]mc�lx�

uhdvr� ]r� dwopdrrdc� ]anud)� gd� pd]rnm� ghr� bnllhrrhnm� cndr� mns� ldmshnm� sgd�

Dmuhpnmldm� �M]stp]k�Pdrntpbdr�Chuhrhnm� 'np�sgd�Ahuhk�Chuhrhnm(� hr� sg]s�gd�v]r�

nmd�ne�sgd�mfhakd�mhmd�::�Er�hm�sgd�Cdo]psldms�::�Er�b]m�ad�s]ridc�sn�odppl�

f
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Wmx§ctshdr§Wmc§qdronmrhahkhshdr§tmcdq§sgd§9ssndx§FdmdqWk§ax§sgd§9ssndx§FdmdqWk§

nq§ sgd§ Oqdrhcdms)§ vhsg§ nmkx§ khlhsdc§ dwbdoshnmr§ mns§ WookhbWakd§ sn§ Iq§ BkWqj"r§

rhsWshnm§hm§sgd§Sqtlo§9clhmhrsqWshnm-§Ugdm§G§adbWld§9ssndx§FdmdqWk§hm§0863§G§

snnj§mn§rsdor§sn§vhsgcqWv§nq§qdqltkWsd§sgd§Mohmhnm§adbWtrd§G§Wfqddc§vhsg§hs§Sgd§

Mohmhnm§qddbsdc§lx§tmcdqrsWmchmf§ne§lx§Wtsgnqhsx§Wmc§sgWs§ne§sgd§Oqdrhcdms§vgdm§

G§rdqdc§Wr§sgd§9ssndx§FdmdqWk§ne§sgd§Tmhsdc§PsWsdr§Wmc§hs§Wkrn§qddbsr§lx§btqqdms§

tmcdqrsWmchmf§

1

Sgd§ 9ssndx§ FdmdqWk§ Wbsr§ Wr§ sgd§ Oqdrhcdmsr§ Wfdms§ sn§ bWqqx§ nts§ sgd§ kWv§

dmqbdldms§Wtsgnqhshdr§udrsdc§hm§sgd§Oqdrhcdms§otqrtWms§sn§sgd§SWjd§BWqd§BkWtrd§

Eqnl§ sghr§hs§hr§hlokhbhs§ Wmc§knfhbWkkx§mdbdrrWqx§ sgWs§ sgd§Oqdrhcdms§ bWm§ Wkrn§Wrrhfm§

sWrjr§sn§Wm§99F§Ws§ghr§chrbqdshnm§

2§

9m§99F§hr§W§ oqhmbhoWk§nbdq§ne§sgd§Tmhsdc§PsWsdr§Wr§sgWs§sdql§hr§trdc§hm§

qdedqdmbd§ sn§ sgd§ Bnmrshstshnmr§ 9oonhmsldmsr§ BkWtrd§ adbWtrd§ 16§ TPB§ y§ 3.5§

qdpthqdr§sgd§dkddm§'§(§99§Fr§sn§ad§bnmqldc§ax§sgd§PdmWsd§itrs§Wr§sgd§nbdqr§Ws§

sgd§Wodw§ne§Wmx§cdoWqsldms§Wqd§qdpthqdc§sn§ad§PdmWsd,bnmqldc§Sgd§Oqdrhcdms§hr§

rtqdkx§ dmshskdc§ sn§ rnkhbhs§ sgd§ uhdvr§ ne§ Wmxnmd§vnqjhmf§ hm§ sgd§ Cwdbtshud§ AqWmbg§

drodbWx§sgnrd§d§Wr§Woonmsdc§sn§vdc§W§rtbg§rtodhrn§onvd§Wc§chrbqdsn§

sgWs§Bnmfqdrr§cddldc§hs§mdbdrrWqx§hm§kWv§sn§qdpthqd§PdmWsd§Wcuhbd§Wmc§bnmrdms-§
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2§

Sgd§Iohmhnm§Bk]trd§ne§sgd§Bnmrshsshnm'§]qs-§GG'§ y§ '§bk§ '§oqnuhcdr§sg]s§ Ws[gd§

Oqdrhcdms§--§l]x§qdpthqd§sgd§Iohmhnm'§ hm§vqhshmf'§ne§sgd§oqhmbho]k§Ibdq§hm§d]bg§

n§sgd§ dwdbtshud§ Cdo]qdmsr'§ onm§ ]mx§ Ptaidbs§ qd]shmf§ sn§ sgd§ Ctshdr§ n§sgdhq§

qdrodbshud§Ibdr-§Sgtr§ sgd§Oqdrhcdms§l]x§]rj§ q§ sgd§]cuhbd§nq§nohmhnm§n§]mx§

Pdm]sd,bnmqldc§ nbdq§ ne§sgd§Tmhsdc§ Ps]sdr'§ ]mc§ sgdx'§ he§]rjdc'§ ]qd§ nakhfdc§ sn§

qdronmc§ Gmcddc'§ hs§ hr§ chbts§ sn§ h]fhmd§ vgx§ sgd§ Oqdrhcdms§ bntc§ mns'§ hm§ ghr§

b]o]bhsx'§]r§sgd§gd]c§ne§sgd§Dwdbtshud§Aq]mbg'§qdpthqd§sgd§nohmhnm§hm§vqhshmf§ne§]mx§

nbdq§ hm§ sgd§ Dwdbtshud§Aq]mbg§ 5mc§ G§ ]§ hs§ hr§ lx§ rstchdc§ uhdv]mc§lx§

dwodqhdmbd§hm§oq]bshbdsg]s§sgd§Oqdrhcdms§g]r§sg]s§onvdq§

4-§

5mx§rtbg§bnmrts]shnmr§tmcdq§ sgd§Iohmhnm§Bk]trd'§ nq§ ax§]m§55E§vhsg§ sgd§

Oqdrhcdms§ nq§ bnmrs]hnmr§ vhsg§ sgd§ 5bshmf§ 5ssndx§ Edmdq]§ nq§ sgd§ Oqhmbho]§

5rrnbh]sd§ Cdotsx§ 5ssndx§ Edmdq]k§ oqdkhhm]qx§ sn§ nq§ qd]sdc§ sn§ oqdrdms]§

bnmrtks]shnmr'§]qd'§ ax§cdmhshnm§]mc§ax§sgdhq§udqx§m]sqd'§vhsghm§sgd§rbnod§ne§sgdhq§

chrbqdshnm]qx§ ]sgnqhshdr-§gr'§ sgdx§ ]qd§ oqnsdbsdc§ ax§ dwdbshud§ ]mc§ cdhadq]shud§

oqnbdrr§oqhuhdfdr§Ugdqd§sgd§nohmhnm§dmcddc§hr§]§df]§nohmhnm§n§sgd§radbs§n§

]cuhbd'§ hs§ hr§ ]krn§ oqnsdbsdc§ ax§ ]ssndx,bhdms§ oqhuhdfd-§Ugdqd§ sgd§ nohmhnm§ hm§

pdrshnm§qd]sdr§sn§vgdsgdq'§nv'§]c§sn§vg]s§dwsdms§sn§dwdbhrd§sgd§Oqdrcds"r§n§
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sgdzCdo]qsldms rzj]vzdqbdldmsz]tsgnqhshdrztmcdqzsgdzIqdrhcdms rzrtoduhrhnm)z hsz

hrz]jrnzrtaidbszsnzsgdzj]vzdmqbdldmszoqhuhjdfd-z

.1 6

Sgdzotnrdznezsgdrdzoqhuhjdfdrzhrz snzoqnsdbszsgdzIqdrhcdms rzdwdqbhrdznezghrz

;qshbjdz Gz onvdqrz nlz dmbqn]bgldmsz nqz chlhmtshnmz axz nsgdqz aq]mbgdrz nez

fnudldmsz]mczsnzoqdrdqudz]mczoqnsdbsz sgdzrtoqdl]bxznezsgdz cdq]jzfnudldmsz

nudqzsgdzRs]sdrzSgdzoqhuhjdfdrzoqnlnsdz sgdzbnmcdmsh]jz]mczuhfnqntrzdwbg]mfdznez

hcd]rz ]lnmfz sgdzIqdrhcdms rz ]cuhrnqrz sg]sz g]rz jnmfz addmz rddmz ]rz drrdmsh]jz snz sgdz

mbshnmhmfz nez sgdz Iqdrhcdmbxz ]mcz gdmbdz snz sgdz m]shnm]jz fnudldms-z ;rz v]rz

qdbnfmhydczhmzGfvnmxt,x.clfmfrsoUsnoxnexAdmdoUixNdotfadrx.clfmfrsoUsfnm x322zT-R-z

314z337,38z'.855(9z

WU[dzsghzsg]szsgdzRnjhbhsnqzDdmdq]jzrs]sdrzsgdzrntmcdqzuhdv)z]mczvd
]cnoszhs

SghrzAntqszgdjczhmzSmsdcxNsUsdrxt Gfvnmxzsg]szsgdzoqhuhjdfdz
z dd]z n nudz dz nd]z dptdz z dz
Iqdrhcdms rz bnmctbsz nez nbdzTmjdrrz gdz b]mzfhudzghrz ]cuhrdqrz
rnldz]rrt]mbdznezbnmcdmsh]jhsx)z ]zIqdrhcdmszbntjczmnszdwodbsz
snzqdbdhudzsgdzjjz]mcz]zrtalhrrhnmrznezbsrz]mcznohmhnmrz
tonmz vghbgz ddbshudz chrbg]qfdz nez ghrz ctshdrz cdodmcrz Sgdz
bnmcdmsh]jhsxz mdbdrr]qxz snzsghrz dwbg]mfdz b]mmnsz adzld]rtqdcz
axz sgdz edvz lnmsgrz nz xd]qrz adsvddmz sgdz rtalhrrhnmz nez sgdz
hmql]shnmz]mczsgdzdmcznezsgdzIqdrhcdms rzsdmtqd:z sgdzoqhuhjdfdz
hrz mnsz qzsgdzadmdsz nez sgdzIqdrhcdmsz ]rz ]mz hmchuhct]j)z atszqz
sgdzadmdsznezsgdzPdotajhbzSgdqdqdzsgdzoqhuhjdfdzrtqhudrzsgdz
hmchuhct]jzIqdrhcdms rzsdmtqd z

.5
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GgTud pdTc sgd Gmchbsldms hmJrTrdv nevDdnpfgTvu,v .nmTiavGv Sptlo v drvTiv

Tmcbtrdcnm sgdTkkdfTshnmr sgdpdhm sgTspdpdmbdIdpdwA- BkTpi)vgnhrnmd

ne sgdbn,cdmcTmsr hm sgd bTrd Sgd Gmchbsldms Tkkdfdr sgTsLp BkTpicpTdcT

kdssdp Tmc) nm Cdbdladp 12) .1.) rdms hs sn hr rtodphnpr Ts sgdCdoTpldms ne

Itrshbd sgd 8bshmf 8ssndw DdmdpTk d Pnrdm Tmc sgd OphmbhoTk 8rrnbhTsd

Cdotsw 8ssndw DdmdpTk PhbgTpc Cnmnfgtd( rddihmf sgdhp ToopnuTk Tmc bny

rhfmTspd) Tmc TfThm rntfgs sgdhp ToopnuTk Tmc bnrhfmTspd nm ITmTpw 1 1.10

SgdkdsdphrTkkdfdchm sgdGmchbsldms snadTbphlhmTkTssdlosdckrdvphshmfsgd

Tkkdfdckrhswnevghbgkhdrhmsgdchdpdmbdadsvddm0(sgdonrhshnmsgdcpTeskdssdp

opnonrdc sgTs sgd CdoTpsldms ne rhbd sTid Tmc 1( sgd onrhshnm pdfTpchmf sgd

dkdbshnm hm DdnpfhT sTs vTr Tcgdpdc sn a sgd sgdm8bshmf 8ssnd DdmdpTk

Idpd Pnrdm Tmc phmbhoTk 8rrnbhTsd Cdotsw 8sndw DdmdpT PhbTpc

Cnmnfgtd

02

PdTchmkhfgsnesgdkTvTmcknmfrsTmchmfopTbshbdhmrhcdsgdCMI)gnvdudp)

gd cpT kdsdpvTr T opnonrdc uhdvnebsr Tr apntfgs nts aDdnpfhT RdmTnp

Jhfnm hmgdTphmfrgd bnmctbsdc Tants sgd1.1. dkdbshnm Sgd kdssdp sgdmbntokdc

sgTs vhsg T opnonrdc pdbnlldmcTshnm aw sgd CdoTpldms sgTs sgd bnmbktrhnmr

RdmTsnpJhfnm pdTbdcadhmudrshfTsdpsgdpasd DdnpfhTJdfhrTpd) vhb

sgd kdssdp kdfTkkw nohmdc sgd DdnpfhT JdfhrkTstpd bntkc cn bnmrhrsdms vhsg sgd

11



DkdbsnqryAkTtrdyneysgdyAnmrshstshnmyTmcyqdkTsdcybTrdykTv-yRddyDwghahsy y 'ycqTyATqjy

kdssdqy hmy sgdykdryey sgdyRdmTsdyItchbhTqxyAnllhssdd(y 'ybhshmfy sgdyJhfnmyPdonqs(y"y

Dwghahsy3y'Sgdy.gThqlTm ryLdonqsyneydyCidbshnmyJTuyRstcwyRtabnllhssddyneysgdy

RsTmcmfyRdmTsdyEtchbhTy.nllhssddy'gdqdTesdqy JhfnmyPdonqs((y SgdycqTesykdssdqy

vTrysgtrypthsdylncdrsyhmyrtffdrshmfynmkxysgTsyqsgdqyhmudrshfTshnmyvTryvTqqTmsdcy

.4-y

gdm,9bshmfy 9ssnqmdxy FdmdqTky Idqdxy Pnrdmy Tmcy OqhmbhoTky 9rrnbhTsdy

Cdotsxy9ssndxyFdmdqTkyPhbgTqcyCnmnfgtdy nqy sgdqryTxygTudy chrTfqddcyvhsgy

LqyAkTqj&ryuhdvyneysgdybsryatsysgTsycndrymnsydrsTakhrgysgTsyLqyAkTqjrykdfTkyTmcy

bstTkyohmhmryTmcy ghryoqnorTkry snyghryrtodqhnqryrnkhbhshmfyaqnTcdqyCdoTqldmsy

Tfqddldmsyvdqdyhmsdmcdcysnyadynqyvdqdy TbstTkkxykrdyLnqdnudq)y Gy TlymnsyTvTqdy

sgTsysgdyCdoTqsldmsyneyItrshbdyrdquhmfytmcdqy9bshmfy9ssndxyFdmdqTkyPnrdmyTmcy

OqhmbhoTky9rrnbhTsdyCdotsxy9ssndxyFdmdqTkyCnmfgtdydudqyoqctbdcyTmynbhTky

bntmsdqqdoqsy nqy rdsy ney naidbshnmry sny sgdy Jhfnmy Pdonqsy EhmTkkx)y sgdy hcdTy sgTsy

oqnorhmfy Ty bgTmfdy ney onrhshnmy bntkcy ady Ty bqhlhmTky Tssdlosdcy krdy rsTsdldmsy

adbTtrdyhsyhrymsy sgdyrTldyTry sgdyonrhshnmyhsyoqonrdryadybgTmfdcy hryTyqsbgdcy

kdfTky mnmy rdpthstq(y Sgdy knrhmfy rhcdy ney oqhuhkdfdcy Tmcy bnmcdmshTky hmsdTky CMIy

bstTkyTmc kdfTk chrTfqddldmsr bTmmns ad rtaidbs sn rsTsd kTv bqhlhmTk oqnrdbtshnm

nysdyfqntcryneyTssdosdcykrdyvqshmfryvhsgtsycdrsqnxmfysdyrtoqdTbxyysgdy

edcdqTkyfnudldmsy

12



1.

ChrUfpddldmsynmykdfUk ybsUk yUmcyonkhbwylUssdpryhmysgdygUkkryneysgdyItrshbdy

CdoUpldmsy hry bnllnmokUbd y itrsy Ury chrUfpddldmsry Ulnmfy kUvwdpry hmy ophuUsdy

opUbshbd y hmy rsUsdy fnudpmldms y Umcy hmy knbUky fnudpmldmsy Updy bnllnm-y Gy rgntkcy

jmnvyGygUudyoUpshbhoUsdcyUryUykUvdpyhmyUyvhcdyuUphdswyneykdudkryneyfnudldmsryhmy

dUbgy nbdyvgdpdy Gy snnjy Umy nUsgy sny rtoonpsy Umcy cdmcy sgdyTPy Anmrshsshnmy Gy

UudymdudpyhmyUkkylwywdUprydmbntmsdpdcyUyrhsUshnmyvdpdyUykdfUk ybtUk y npykdfUky

onkhbwy chrotsdy hmrhcdy ney rnldy kUv,ply khjdy dmshsvgdsdpy sgdy TPy Itrshbdy

CdoUpsldms y rsUsdy npy knbUky fnudldmsy kUvy dmpbdldmsy Ufdmbhdr y npyophuUsdy kUvy

lraUrdcynmychdphmfyuhdvryneysgdybsrvUryspdUsdcyUryheysgdyknrhmfyrhcdygUcy

opdoUpdcyUykrdyvphshmf ykdsyUknmdyUybphlhmUkykrdyvphshmfynpyUmyUssdlosdcybphlhmUky

krdyvphshmfyGmcddc y GydmbntpUfdcylwybntmrdkryUmcylwy DrysnyrodUjytoyvgdmy

sdwychrUfpddcyvhsyldynpyvhsgydUbgynsgdp yrnysgUsyvdybntkcyopdrrtpd,sdrsymdvykdfUky

Umcy nsgdpy hcdUry Umcy lUjdy sgdy onrhshnmry vdy tkshlUsdkwy Ucnosdcy Ury Umy dmshpdy

CdoUpldmsyrspnmfdp-y

1 y

cchshnmUkkw y sgdy Gmchbsldmsy cndry mnsy Ukkdfdy sgUsy sgdy cpUesy kdssdpy vUry dudpy

rdmsySntfyhsyhrymnsyldmshnmdcyhmysgdyGmchbsldms yGyUlyUvUpdynlymdvrypdonpsry

sUsy sdyMpdrcds y Usdpybnmrtksmfyvhsyhrynrsyrdhnpy dfUky Ucurnpr y hmbtcfy

Jpy kUpj y cdbhcdcy UfUhmrsy rdmchmfy sgdy cpUesy kdssdpy mcy hey sgUsy hry pd y sgUsyvUry

13



dmsqdkx§ V§ oqdrcdmsVk§ oqdqnfVsud-§ Sgd§ Oqdrcdms§ r§ sgd§ tkslVsd§ Vmc§ mVk§

Dwdbtsud§AqVmbg§cdbrnmlVidq§;mc§m§lx§dwodqdmbd)§Oqdrcdmsr)§kid§;ssndxr§

EdmdqVk)§ vVms§ Vmc§ mddc§ sgdq§ rtanqcmVsdr§ sn§ oqdrdms§ cdqdms§ nosnmr§ Rdmnq§

nebVkr§oqdrcd§nudq§rtbg§cdVsdr§m§nqcdq§sn§rsdq§adssdq§cdbrnm,lVimf§

11§

Jq-§ BkVqi&r§ Vkkdfdc§ oqdoVqVsnm§ n§ sgd§ cqVs§ kdssdq§ Vmc§ sgd§ crbtrrnmr§

bnmbdmf§ sd§cqVs§d§r§Vkkdfdc§ sn§gVud§gVc§vs§;bsmf§;ssndx§EdmdqVk§Id§

Pnrdm§Vmc§sgd§OqmboVk§;rrnbVsd§Cdots§;ssnqmdx§EdmdqVk§PbgVqc§Cnmnfgtd§s§

rptVqdkx§ vsgm§ sgd§ oqukdfdr§ crbtrrdc§ Vanud§ Vr§ qdbnfmydc§ ax§ Oqdrcdmsr)§ sgd§

Bnmfqdrr)§Vmc§uVqntr§bntqsr§sgqntfgnts§ntq§grsnq-§Gs§Vkrn§sr§rptVqdkx§vsgm§sgd§

oqnsdbsnmr§ n§ sgd§ Momnm§ BkVtrd§ n§ sgd§ Bnmrsssnm§CqVs§ kdssdqr§ kid§ sgd§ nmd§

munkudc§dqd§Vqd§oqnonrVkr§q§bnmrcdqVshnm§Vmc§qsgdq§cdbrnm§nmkx§G§sgd§cqVs§

kdssdq§vVr§ndqdc§ m§ qdronmrd§ sn§ V§ qdptdrs§ax§sgd§Oqdrcdms)§Jq§ BkVq§vVr)§ Vr§V§

RdmVsd,bnmqldc§Mbdq§n§sgd§Tmsdc§RsVsdr§Vmc§rtanqcmVsd§n§sgd§Oqdrhcdmsr)§

qdptqdc sn oqnucd s SgVs nsgdqr Vs sd CdoVqsldms n Itrsbd cc mns Vfqdd vsg

sgd§bnmsdms§n§sgd§cqVs§kdssdq)§nq§sVs§sdx§Vqftdc§udgdldmskx§VfVmrs§rdmcmf§s)§nq§

sgVs§s§cdqdc§nl§rnld§qdVk§nq§lVfmdc§ bnmrdmrtr§Vlnmf sgd§ngdq§;;Er§nq§

Vssndxr§Vs§CMI§r)§m§lx§nomnm)§qqdkduVms§Sgd§cdbrnm§sn§rdmc)§nq§mns§sn§rdmc)§

sgd§cqV§kddq§vVr§q§sgd§Oqdrcdms§Vnmd§ SSeTR§Bnmrs)§ Vq§ GG)§zz§ .§b§ .§"§ §

'Udrsmf§Vmc§SVid§BVqd§BkVtrdr)§qdrodbsudkx(8§Vqs§GG)§z§1)§bk§ .§ 'omnm§BkVtrd(§
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SgUsy sgdyNqdrhcdmsytkshlUsdkxycdbhcdcymnsysny rdmcy hsycndrymnsy hmyUmxyvUxycdoqhudy

Iqy AkUqjynqysgdyNqdrhcdmsyneysgdyoqnsdbshnmryneysgdrdyoqhuhkdfdrynqyUmxynsgdqrysgUsy

hmgdqdy hmy sgdhqy qdrodbshudy bnmrshstshnmUk.rsUstsnqxy Utsgnqhshdry Umcy qdronmrhahkhshdr-y

Sn sd bnmsqUqx' sgd oqhuhkdfd hr mdbdrrUqx sn oqnuhcd sgd bnmcdmshUkhsx qdpthqdc

qy sgdy Nqdrhcdms"ry bnmctbsy ney nbdy Tmkdrry gdy bUmy fhudy ghry Ucuhrdqry rnldy

UrrtqUmbdy ney bnmcdmshUkhsx'y UyNqdrhcdmsy bntkcymnsy dwodbsy sny qdbdhudy sgdykky Umcy

Ujy rtalhrrhnmry ney bsry Umcy nohmhnmry tonmy vghbgy ddbshudy chrbUqfdy ney ghry

ctshdrycdodmcryGfvnmxt,x.aifmrsoSsnoxndxAN x322yTPyUsy33 ,38y

2y

MnqycnyrtbgybhqbtlrsUmbdryldUmysgUs'y hmyoqdoUqhmfyUmcyrddjhmfyUooqnuUkyney

sgdy cqU'y Iq-y AkUqjy vUry rnldgnvy Ubshmfy ntsrhcdy sgdy antmcUqhdry ney ghry

qdronmrhahkhshdryUryUmy99Cy9mxyrtbgybkUhlymdbdrrUqhkxyUmcyhmbnqqdbskxyoqdrtldr'y

bnmsqUxy sny sgdy bkdUqy kUvy chrbtrrdcy Uand'y sUsy sgdy Utsgnqhshdry ney Ukky 99Cry Uqdy

rsqhbskxycdmdcynqykhlhsdcysnyoUqshbtkUqyrtaidbsylUssdqry Gmyrgnqs'ysUjhmfyonrhshnmrynmy

kdfUky hrrtdry qdkUshmf sny sgdy bnmctbsy ney sgdy / /y dkdbshnmy Umcy bnmrhcdqUshnmy ney

vgdsgdy sny otqrtdy sgdyonkhbxy noshnmy hmgdqdmsy hmy sgdy Ukkdfdcy cqUesy kdssdqy vdqdy mnsy

rsqhbskxynykhlhsrynqyntsyneyantmcryqyIqyAkUqj'ymnqyvdqdysgdxynykhlhsryqyUmxy

nsgdqyne sgdymhmdymfhakdy99CryqysgUsylUssdq'y hmbktchmfyUmxyneysgnrdyvgnylUxy

gUudyUqftdcyUfUhrsyrdchfysgdydsdqy

3-y
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Etpsgdp)z HzWlzWvWpdzsgWszKpzAkWpjzchpdbsxzrtodpuhrdz1/1/zdkdbshnm,pdWsdcz

bnmspnudprhdrzhmzghrzbWoWbhsxzWrz;bshmfz;;FznezsgdzAhuhkzChuhrhnmzbnmbdhmfz'0(zWz

rthsz WfWhmrsz Uhbdz Npdrhcdmsz Ndmbdz axz PdopdrdmsWshudz Fngldpsz Wmz WsdWsdz

opdrhcdmshWkz ddbsnprz hmz ;phynmW)z oaasDwghahsz 4:z Wcz 1(z rthsrz WfWhmrsz sgdz Tmhsdcz

RsWsdrzNnrsWzRdphbdzbnmbdhmfzlWhhmzaWnshmf)zoaa s a,e,sDwghahsrz5zWmcz6-zMnsdz

sgWszKpzAWpjzvghdzptmmhmfzsgdzAhuhzChuhrhnmznoonrdczsgdzFngldpszWmcz;phynmWz

WksdWsdzdkdbsnprzrthszSgWszhrzWzjdxzbszhmbnmrhrsdmszvhsgzsgdzfdmdpWkzsdmnpznezsgdz

WdfWshnmrz WfWhmrszKpzAWpjz hmzsgdz mchbsldmsz Wmcz sgdzlWhmrspdWlz opdrrz sgWszgdz

vWrznmkxzWbshmfzpzNpdrhcdszSplo"rzodprnmWzadmdsz

4-z

Sgdz IWmtWpxz 5lLt Gntrd Rdkdbs Anllhssdd pdWbgdc sgd bnmbtrhnm sgWs p W

aphdez shldz Kpz AkWpjz vWrz Woonhmsdcz axz sgdz Npdrhcdmsz Wrz sgdz ;bshfz ;ssndxz

FdmdpWz .aasSgols gssr9..ptldbn.u21irbnhssddldmshnmr,d,bWpjgslz

'kWrsz uhrhsdcz Rdosz 5)z 1/12(z ;rrtlhmfz sgWsz bnmbtrhnmz snzadz sptd)z Wxz Wpftldmsz

hkrz hezhsz Wrrdpsrz sgWsz Kp-z AkWpjz hmz dwopdrrhmfz uhdvrz Wantsz sgdz bsWz npz kdfWkz

hrrtdrzodWhmhmfz snz sgdz1/1/zopdrhcdmshWkz dkdbshnmzWmczWmxzrsdorzgdzpdbnldmcdcz

adzsWjdmzaxzsgdzItrshbdzCdoWpsldmszvdpdzntsrhcdznezghrzpnd-z

1 Sgdz IWmtWpxz 5 h 1 Anllhssddz gdWphmfz nmz Itmdz 4z 1/11z bnmsWhmrz sgdz kknvhmfz
oWrrWfdznlzPdoz Jhmyhmfdpz VghsdzGntrdzbWzknfrznasWhmdczaxzsgdzbnllhssddz f ·rgnvz sgWsz axz 3z8z NKz nmz IWmtWpxz 2p)z sgdz Vghsdz Gntrdz gWcz WkpdWcxz adftmz z\�
pdpphmfz snzKpz AkWpjz Wrz sgdz WbshmfzWssndxzfdmdpW-z;rz WpzWrz sgdzVghsdzGntrdz
vWrz bnmbddc)zKpzAWpjzvWrzWkpdWcxzWsz sgdz snoznezsgdz ItrshbdzCdoWpsldms-z.aas
ssrz..vzmpnp.1/11./5.1./5z//7//zWm5bnhssddgdWphmspWmrbphsz
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15-y

Hy g]udy qduhdvdcy sgdy Rs]sdy neyFdnqfh]&ry Pdokxy sny Jqy Bk]qj&ry Mnshbdy ney

Pdlnu]ky SCnbtldmsy 16y ]mcy hsry ]rrdqshnmy sg]sy Jqy Bk]qjy uhnk]sydcy drs]akhrgdcy

NIyonkhbxyaxyrod]jhmyvhsgysgdyOqdrhcdmsychqdbskxy nby16y]sy5y"ymy2[y Hyg]udy

]krnyqduhdvdcysgdyonkhbxyldlnq]mctlyqdqdmbdcyhmysgdynsmnsdy]mcy]ss]bgdcy]ry

DwghahsyDy Cnby16,4y Axyhsrynvmysdqlr'y sgdy ldlnq]mctlyrdsryntsyfthcdkhmdry

sg]sy ]qdyhmsdmcdcysnyyqntsdybnlltmhb]shnmrysnysgdyoqnodqynbh]kryrnysgdxyb]myady

]cdpt]sdkxyqduhdvdcy]mcybnmrhcdqdc'yddynlydhsgdqysgdyqd]khsxynqysgdy]ood]q]mbdy

neyhloqnodqyhmtdmbdyCnby164y]sy .'y3y Hsy]krnyrs]sdrysg]sy sgdrdyfthcdkhmdry]mcy

oqnbdctqdry ]qdy mnsy hmsdmcdcy sny v]kky ny sgdy Cdo]qdmsy nly kdfhshl]sdy

bnlltmhb]shnmy Cnby 164y ]sy 3y Hmy lxy itcldms'y Jqy Bk]qj&ry ]bshnmry dqdy

odqbskxybnmrhrsdmsyvhsgysghry fthc]mbdy Ghrybnlltmhb]shnmryhsgysgdyOqdrhcdmsy

vdqdy bnlldmbdcy ay sgdy Oqdrhcdmsy ghlrdk'y ]mcy ]mxy qdronmrdy gdy f]udy ]r'y axy

cdmhshnm'y ]y Rtadbsyqdk]shmfy sny sgdyCtshdryneyghry yyy bdSy ]ry]my8rrhr]msy

8ssndxyFdmdq]kyMnsdy]ryvdkky sg]sy sgdyonkhbxy hry ]y fthc]mbdycnbtldmsyHsy hry mnsy

rs]ssnqxy k]y nqy k]vy drs]akhrgdcy axy qdftk]shnmy Ehm]kkx'y hy sgdy onkhbxy dqdy

hmsdqoqdsdcysnyqdrsqhbsysgdy]bshnmryneysgdyOqdrhcdmsyhmyqd]bgmfyntsysnybnmrtksyvhsgyghry

rtanqchm]sdry sg]sy vntkcy ady ]my tmbnmrshstshnm]ky uhnk]shnmy ney8qhbkdy HHy ney sgdy

BnmrsstshnyhuhmysgdyonvdqysnycqdbsysdydmshqdyDwdbtshudyAq]bgysnysgdyOqdrhcdmsy

]knmdy

17



2-y

GyWlymnsyWvWqdyneyWmxyrsWsdybqhlhmWkyoqnrdbtshnmydudqyadhmfyaqntfgsyWfWhmrsy

Wy Oqdrhcdmsy Wmcy Wy rdmhnqy Itrshbdy CdoWqsldmsy nbhWky khjdy Kqy AkWqjy qy sgdhqy

oqhuhkdfdcyWmcybnmcdmshWky chrbtrrhnmry neyvgdsgdqy Wmcygnvysny Wrrdqsy edcdqWky kWvy

dmqbdldmsy Wtsgnqhsxy nsgdqy sgWmy sghry mdvy GrTrav mev.ampfgTv u,v Stlo v arv Tiv

Gmchbsldmsy Sgdy oqnrdbtshnmy ney sgdy Oqdrhcdmsy Wmcy Wmy Fy hry Wy lWinqy Wqnmsy sny

cdqWkyrtoqdlWbxymdudqyadqdyrddmyhmysgdyghrsnqxyneyntqybntmsqxy Geysgdyoqdlrdyney

sghry oqnrdbtshnmyvdqdy sny ady Wbbdosdc'y sgdmy rsWsdy kWvy dmqbdldmsy nbhWkry bntkcy

Wqqdrsy knbWkyT-Ry ssndxryWmcysgdhqy rrhrsWmsryvghkdy sgdxyvdqdycdkhadqWshmfynudqy

vgdsgdqyWmc.nqygnvysnyWooqnWbgyWyonrrhakdyoqnrdbtshnmyneyrsWsdynqyknbWkynbhWkry

RhlhkWqkxytmcdqyDtksnmyAntmsx ryhmsdqdsWshnmyneyedcdqWkyrtoqdlWbx'yrsWsdynqyknbWky

nbhWkry bntkcy dmsdqy sgdy NuWky Nbdy Wmcy Wqqdrsy sgdy Oqdrhcdmsy Wmcy ghry ssnqmdxy

FdmdqWkyctqhmfysgdhqycdkhadqWshnmrynudqyvgdsgdqyWmcysnyvgWsydwsdmsysnyWrrdqsycdqWky

kWvydmqbdldmsyonvdqryWfWhmrsyrsWsdynqyknbWkynbhWkryMnsydudmyFdnqfdyUWWbdy

nqy NquWkyDWtatr'y ctqhmfy sgdy gdhfgsry ney sgdy gdWsdcy buhky qhfgsr,dqWy chrotsdr'y vdqdy

vhkkhmfysnyfnysgWsy qyWfWhmrsyOqdrhcdmsyJdmmdcxyWmcyghry ssndxyFdmdqWkyPnadqsy

D Jdmmdcx

7y

Gmy rny hmy xy nohmhn'y Wmxy bnmrhcdqWshnmy ney sgdy Wanudy lWssdry rptWqdkxy

hmunkudryKq-y AkWqjry Wbshnmry Wry Wy cdqWky nbdqy bnmbdhmfy sgdy dwdqbhrdy ney ghry
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cdpUk§Utsgnphsx§tmcdp§sgd§Anmrshstshnm§Umc§cdpU§Uu§Umc§udpd§uhsghm§sgd§rbnod§

ne§ghr§Utsgnpsdr§Ur§Um§88E§tmcdp§cdpU§kUu-§

MtprtUms§ sn§ 17§ SPA§ y§ 0634 § G§ cdbUpd§ tmcdp§ odmUksx§ ne§odpitpx§ sgUs§ sgd§

pdfnhmf§hr§sptd§Umc§bnppdbs§sn§sgd§adrs§ne§lx§jmnukdcfd§hmplUshnm§Umc§adhd§

Cwdbtsdc§nm§4h tcUx§ne§Pdosdladp§1.12§

l· Q�,
Ccuhm§Iddrd§GGG§
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Sgdztmcdprhfmdczgdpdawzbdphdrz sgWsz sghrzhmfzvWrzopdoWpdcz mz sgdzShldrz

LdvzPnlWmzrhydz03zmszhmzbnloihWmbdzvhsgzI-P-z4-0z

Sghrzsghrz05h tcWwznezRdosdadp)z1.12z
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EdnpfhWzAWpznz352.65z
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@sWmsWzEdnpfhWz2.235z
&3.3( 732,845
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Historical Use of Assistant Attorneys General

The Attorney General may reassign Assistant Attorneys General from one unit to another within
the Department of Justice. This has been done on at least ten occasions and does not require
that the Assistant Attorney General be reconfirmed by the Senate.

October 27, 1983

M e m o r a n d u m O p i n i o n f o r t h e D e p u t y A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l

This responds to your request'for information on whether the Attorney
General may reassign Assistant Attorneys General (Assistants) from one unit
to another without resubmitting their names to Congress, and whether the
Attorney General has ever done so. We believe that the Attorney General is
authorized to make such shifts as internal Department transfers because, except
for the Assistant for Administration, 28 U.S.C. § 507, the Assistants are not
limited to any statutory functions. 28 U.S.C. § 506.1See also id. §§ 509, 510.
We have identified at least ten occasions on which an Attorney General has
made such transfers. In one other instance, discussed below, political consider-
ations persuaded the Attorney General to make the shift by having the Assistant
resign from his first position and be nominated and confirmed again as an
Assistant for the second position.

I. Historical Examples

The Register o f the United States Department o f Justice and the Federal
Courts (1983) does not list Assistants by division until 1925, shortly after
appointment by division apparently began. Id. at 140. By comparing names of
Assistants heading the divisions since then, we have identified the following
individuals who served consecutively as the head of two different units in the
Department and who were transferred to their second position without a new
confirmation hearing.
1. Robert H. Jackson: Mr. Jackson became head of the Tax Division in

March 1936. In January 1937 he was designated head of the Antitrust Division
to fill a vacancy caused by a resignation.2
1Section S06 states that “ [t]he President shall appoint, by and with the advice and consent o f the Senate, ten

Assistant Attorneys General, who shall assist the Attorney General in the performance o f his duties.” Prior to
1950, this language was codified at 5 U.S.C, § 295.
2N.Y. Times, Jan. 19, 1937, at 7, col. 7.
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2. lam es W. Morris: Mr. Morris was appointed to head the Claims (now
Civil) Division in November 1935. In January 1937, he was transferred to the
Tax Division to fill the vacancy left by Mr. Jackson’s transfer, described
above.3
3. Tom C. Clark/Wendell Berge: Mr. Clark was placed in charge of the

Antitrust Division in early 1943, and Mr. Berge was placed in charge of the
Criminal Division in 1941. As part of a Department reorganization aimed at
increasing efficiency in response to the demands of World War II, the Attorney
General had Mr. Clark and Mr. Berge exchange positions in August 1943.4
4. David L. Bazelon: Mr. Bazelon was the Assistant in charge of the Land and

Natural Resources Division from 1946 until he was transferred in the Spring of
1947 to head the newly created Office of Alien Property.5
5. John F. Sonnett: Mr. Sonnett served as Assistant in charge of the Claims

Division from 1945 until May 1947, when Attorney General Clark shifted him
to the Antitrust Division to fill a vacancy caused by the resignation of Wendell
Berge.6
6. Theron Lamar Caudle: Mr. Caudle headed the Criminal Division from

1945 until July 1947, when he was moved to the Tax Division.7
7. James M. Mclnemey: As the result of a Department-wide reshuffling in

the early 1950s, Mr. Mclnemey was transferred from the Criminal Division to
the Land and Natural Resources Division in August 1952.8
8.Malcolm R. Wilkey: Mr. Wilkey headed the Office of Legal Counsel for a

year until he was shifted in 1959 by Attorney General Rogers to the Criminal
Division. Att’y Gen. Order No. 177-59 (Mar. 2 6 ,1959).9
9. Edwin L. Weisl, Jr.: Mr. Weisl was moved by Attorney General Clark in

1967 from the Land and Natural Resources Division to the Civil Division.
Att’y Gen. Order No. 384-67 (Oct. 9, 1967).10
There was one transfer that deviated from this pattern. After passage of the

Civil Rights Act of 1957, Attorney General Rogers chose W. Wilson White,
then Assistant Attorney General for this Office, to head the newly created Civil
Rights Division.11 One reported reason for the choice of Mr. White was to
avoid debate in Congress over the new division by eliminating the need for a
confirmation hearing.12However, unfavorable reaction from Congress, which
wanted to scrutinize the first head of the Civil Rights Division, persuaded the
3 Id.
4N.Y. Times, Aug. 29, 1943, at 27, col. 1.
5N.Y. Times, Apr. 25, 1947, at 18, col. 7. Prior to that, there had been an Office of Alien Property headed

by a director and a separate alien property litigation unit. Id. See also Register, supra, at 13 (41st ed. 1947).
6N.Y. Times, May 2, 1947, at 28, col. 2. See also Register, supra, at 3 (41st ed. 1947).
7See Register, supra, a t 4 (41st ed. 1947); H.R. Rep. No. 1079, 83rd Cong., 1st Sess. 90, 91, 95 (1953).
8N.Y. Times, Aug. 9, 1952, at 1, col. 6; id., Aug. 6, 1952, at 12, col. 6.
9N.Y. Times, Mar. 24, 1959, at 27, col. 2. The Times noted that “ [t]he move to the Criminal Division does

not require Senate confirm ation.”
10N.Y. Times, Oct. 1, 1967, at l.co l. 2.
"S e e A tt’y Gen. O rder No. 155-57 (Dec. 9, 1957).
12 N.Y. Times, Nov. 22, 1957, at 1, col. 2 (“The expected struggle over confirmation, with all its likely

personal attacks, would doubtless have discouraged any judges or leading lawyers in private practice from
accepting the civil rights position.”).
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Attorney General and the White House to change their plans. Mr. White
resigned his position with this Office, received a recess appointment as Assis-
tant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division, and was nominated for the
permanent position. After a six-month delay, the Senate confirmed him.

II. Prior Memoranda

This Office has written at least three times with reference to the fungibility
of Assistants. In 1953 we responded to inquiries from the Deputy Attorney
General by stating flatly that “[t]he several Assistant Attorneys General are not
required to be assigned to any particular divisions.” Memorandum for Russell
L. Malone, Jr., Deputy Attorney General from Ellis Lyons, Acting Assistant
Attorney General, Executive Adjudications Division (Jan. 15, 1953). In 1957,
we examined the issue again in a memorandum prepared for use by the
Attorney General. Noting the lack of any statutory requirement that any Assis-
tant perform specific duties and the statutory vesting of all functions of the
Department, with limited exceptions, in the Attorney General, 28 U.S.C. § 509,
we concluded that there were no statutory limits on the duties of any Assistant
Attorney General. Memorandum on Statutory Specification of Duties of Assis-
tant Attorneys General (Feb. 18, 1957). Finally, earlier this year we wrote an
opinion explaining why there were no constraints on the use of the tenth
Assistant slot created by Pub. L. No. 95-598, § 218, 92 Stat. 2549, 2662
(1978). We concluded that, “[a]s with the other nine Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral slots we believe that the Attorney General may exercise unfettered discre-
tion in deciding how this new Assistant Attorney General can best assist him.”
Memorandum for Edward C. Schmults, Deputy Attorney General from Ralph
W. Tarr, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel (Feb. 8,
1983).

Conclusion

The Attorney General is authorized under 28 U.S.C. § 506 to have ten
Assistants. He may assign them any duties he chooses, 28 U.S.C. §§ 509, 510,
including the supervision of a division other than that for which they were
nominated and confirmed. This has in fact that been done at least ten times and
there is no reason to believe it cannot be done in the future.

T h e o d o r e B. O l s o n
Assistant Attorney General
Office o f Legal Counsel
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I. INTRODUCTION

The charge assigned to the Election Law Study Subcommittee of the Standing Senate Judiciary
Committee was to examine the recent election cycle, the recount process, the audit process,
the current investigations taking place, the litigation that is moving forward, as well as address
issues relating to the upcoming runoffs. In the matter of the law itself, we were to also consider
Georgia’s election laws as they have impacted and are impacting the current election cycle. This
Report may be further amended prior to the 2021 Georgia Legislative Session.

This Subcommittee met once at the Georgia State Capitol on Thursday, December 3, 2020. The
hearing was open to the public, and there was an open invitation for citizens to speak before
the committee. Subcommittee members also expressed stories they had heard from their
constituents. Other committee meetings have also been hearing testimony which should be
considered to present an even broader understanding. At this time, the additional committees
which have met and received testimony are the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee and
the House Governmental Oversight Committee. Many who could not testify due to lack of time
have recorded their own testimonies online and shared their written speeches with this
committee; the Subcommittee received many affidavits under oath.

This Report by the Subcommittee Chair has not been formally approved by the Subcommittee
or the standing Judiciary Committee. It is submitted for informational purposes to be a part of
the record at the request of the Judiciary Chair. It is a summary of testimony given in person
and by affidavit. For more information, please refer to the video record of the hearing and the
affidavits submitted.

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The November 3, 2020 General Election (the “Election”) was chaotic and any reported results
must be viewed as untrustworthy. The Subcommittee took evidence from witnesses and
received affidavits sworn under oath. The Subcommittee heard evidence that proper protocols
were not used to ensure chain of custody of the ballots throughout the Election, after the
opening of ballots prior to the Election, and during the recounts. The Subcommittee heard
testimony that it was possible or even likely that large numbers of fraudulent ballots were
introduced into the pool of ballots that were counted as voted; there is no way of tracing the
ballots after they have been separated from the point of origin. The Subcommittee heard
testimony of pristine ballots whose origin looked suspicious or which could not be verified and
the inability of poll workers to distinguish between test ballots and absentee ballots. Signatures
were not consistently verified according to law in the absentee balloting process.

Poll watchers on Election Night testified that they had noted that ballots were not secured, that
seals and security tags were not used, and the chain of custody was often lax or non-existent.
During the recount process, the monitors observed similar patterns of unsecured ballots that
had broken seals and open cases of ballots laying around for hours or overnight in unsecured
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locations. There was a lack of enforcement of the law, sloppy handling of the ballots by those
counting, deliberate covering-up of voting numbers by workers, lack of following the process
during the recount, unsafe handling of military ballots, and insecure data such as on laptops
and flash drives. According to submitted testimony, there were also many equipment failures
when ballots would not go through the machines and other times when ballots were counted
more than once.

A great deal of testimony supported evidence of a coordinated effort to prevent a transparent
process of observing the counting of ballots during the absentee ballot opening period and on
Election Night. Witnesses testified to hostility to Republican poll workers during the recount –
directional signage was unavailable, doors were locked, and Republican poll watchers were sent
home early or given menial assignments.

Monitors throughout the state were often kept at an unreasonably long distance – some social
distancing was understandable, but monitors were blocked from having the visual ability to see
what was written on the ballots or to have any meaningful way to check the counting or to
double-check that what was counted was actually assigned to the right candidate. They also
could not observe what was entered into the ARLO system, nor could they be told the count
that was being entered into ARLO. Instead, they were told that those numbers would be totaled
and come back from the Secretary of State’s Office. They were also told not to take pictures,
film, or have other means of acquiring proof of the process that they were experiencing based
on a rule from the State Elections Board. That rule contravenes the spirit and purpose of the
election law.

The Secretary of State’s Office was unresponsive to its hotline. It has been unresponsive to
many who wonder if their vote ever really counted. The office has turned a blind eye to fraud to
the point that it ought to be considered gross negligence.

The Subcommittee did not have time to investigate the numerous publicly reported issues with
the Dominion voting machines. The Subcommittee takes notice of the various publicly reported
functions of the machines and heard evidence that the machines can duplicate fraudulent
ballots to the point that not even trained personnel can tell the difference between a test ballot
and a real ballot. Testimony also suggested that the system responds wirelessly to being reset
from an unknown location as happened with the poll books. The Subcommittee also heard that
Dominion machines can be programmed with algorithms that reallocate votes between
candidates. In addition, the Dominion machines are programmed to count votes using
percentages of whole numbers rather than actual votes, which is a feature incompatible with
the actual voting process. The Subcommittee learned that the history and control of the
company that owns the Dominion voting system is unclear and provides serious implications of
foreign interference in the U.S. election.
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III. ORAL TESTIMONY

Violation of Ballot/Computer Security Procedures During Early Voting and on Election Day

 Bridget Thorne, who has nine years’ experience as a poll worker/precinct manager in
Fulton County, worked for five and a half days during early voting as a technician in the
temporary warehouse in the Georgia World Congress Center. Because of positive COVID
tests among Fulton County elections employees, Dominion Software was selected to run
the warehouse. Thorne was disturbed at the lack of ballot security. Test ballots were
printed on the same type of paper (official Rolland Voting paper) as real ballots, but test
ballots were not routinely marked as such or destroyed. Thorne testified she saw a stack
of these ballots almost eight inches tall.

On October 30, when early voting finished at State Farm Arena in Fulton County (the
“State Farm Arena”), Thorne observed 40-50 scanners being brought into the arena and
tens of thousands of ballots being scanned in by random people pulling ballots from
random places – no formal procedure, no oaths, no chain of custody. When Thorne
objected to this haphazard process, a Dominion employee replied, “It’s fine, we have
been doing this all week.” When Thorne left that night, she observed unsecured
suitcases of ballots next to the scanners.

Upon arriving at the State Farm Arena the following morning, Thorne saw that suitcases
of ballots had been piled in a corner and sealed. But there was no restricted access, so
anyone could have removed one or more suitcases. In addition, anyone could have
opened them and resealed them” because “seals were easily accessible.” During the
day, employees brought Thorne other ballots that were found in the warehouse, asking
if they were real or test. She had no way of knowing.

The following night, when Thorne was again working at the warehouse, she observed a
Dominion employee and an Election Group Consultant printing “test ballots” but doing
so incorrectly. She realized then that “anyone in the warehouse had access to printing
real ballots.”

Before Election Day, Thorne attempted to report her concerns about these insecure
ballot operations to the Secretary of State (SOS) office and to the State Board of
Elections; she received no response.

Since giving her testimony to the Senate Subcommittee, Bridget Thorne has been fired
by a consultant working for Fulton County.
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Recount: Counting Votes Without Monitoring, or Without Meaningful Monitoring

 Election Day – Video from State Farm Arena in Fulton County showed a Fulton County
Election worker approaching the media and poll monitors. After a brief exchange, the
media and monitors packed up and left. This coincided with media reports that
everyone was told to leave State Farm Arena around 10 p.m. on Election Night; workers
testified they were told that tabulation was stopping for the night and would resume
the next morning. Instead, video from State Farm Arena revealed that about six workers
stayed behind. What happened next revealed a coordinated effort by election workers
to deliberately conceal their continued counting of ballots out of public view, in direct
violation of the law. This incident was premeditated. Those workers pulled out four
concealed cases of ballots from under a table and continued counting for another two
hours. During those two hours there were multiple machines running, each of which
could process up to 3000 ballots per hour. A “representative” of The Secretary of
State’s office claimed that it had a representative present during that period, and the
media reported that statement widely; it was not true. The representative admitted he
was not present during that time period and is not evident on the video.

 David Cross, though unable to speak at the hearing due to time constraints, submitted
written testimony with graphs, one of which appears to enhance the significance of
what took place with the change in vote totals just after the late-night activities took
place at State Farm Arena. Due to its significance to the State Farm Arena video seen by
the committee, his graph is included with this Report. It shows that 136,155 votes
suddenly appeared in Biden’s vote column at 1:59 a.m., November 4, 2020.

 Scott Hall of Fulton County is an experienced poll watcher who testified that there was a
secured “lunch area” but when he bought lunch for workers, they were not permitted to
use that area. There were no cameras in that area, yet tables were set up for counting,
and poll watchers were excluded. He has photographs of the area. He also testified
that there were stacks and stacks of unsecured blank ballots (“checks,” as he called
them) that were in the open.

 Mr. Hall noted a limitation of one monitor per 10 recounting tables as being an
inadequate ratio to be truly effective. He was constantly engaged in the recount, even
being called to go to the World Congress Center at ridiculous hours, such as 10 p.m., for
more counting. He was adamant that something was seriously wrong with how Fulton
County was handling the ballots.

 Mark Amick reported that in DeKalb County, only one monitor was allowed per 10
tables of 16 recounters. He testified that monitors were kept six feet away and could
not see the totals entered on the computer screens.
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 At State Farm Arena at the end of the recount day on November 14, Susan Voyles of
Sandy Springs observed pallets of ballots remaining to be counted beginning the
following day. When she arrived the next morning, November 15, those pallets were
gone.

 On November 15, Voyles and her partner with whom she had traveled to State Farm
Arena (also identified as a Republican), were given only 60 ballots to review, even
though other tables had thousands. Voyles and her partner, as well as other Republican
monitors, were told at 10 a.m. there was nothing else for them to do, so they should
leave. Since giving her testimony to the Senate Subcommittee, Susan Voyles has been
fired by a consultant working for Fulton County.

 Tony Burrison of Savannah and a military veteran served as one of very few recount
observers during the recount in Chatham County. He described the process as
“disgusting” – stacks of ballots were being counted with no oversight or accountability.
Based on what he observed, he believed there is a major problem with voting integrity
due to tampering with the vote.

 Nancy Kain of DeKalb reported that she was kept too far from the counting to verify any
votes.

 Hal Soucie of Smyrna, a poll watcher at State Farm Arena, testified that he was told that
he was not supposed to be close enough to see batch numbers.

No Chain of Custody

 Annette Davis Jackson, a Gwinnett monitor, saw broken locks on the bins containing
paper backup ballots.

 Scott Hall of Fulton County was told to leave the World Congress Center after he tried to
document and photograph nine unsecured bags of ballots. He testified he “cried” over
the incidents he saw.

 Dana Smith, a Republican poll watcher in Hart County, testified that she observed the
paper backup ballots being placed in unlocked canvas bags for transport to the county
office of the Elections Supervisor. The precinct manager finally (at Smith’s insistence)
obtained locks before transporting the bags in her car, but she refused to complete
chain-of-custody forms. Smith also testified that there was open access to the special
paper used to print the paper backup ballots.
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 Hal Soucie observed the recount process in two counties, Cobb and Fulton. At State
Farm Arena in Fulton County, he reported “suitcases” full of ballots “all over the place,”
with no chain-of-custody procedures, no time and no date information. He observed
people taking ballots out of the cases, counting, and putting them right back into the
cases. No one checked him in as a credentialed observer, and one man handed him a
stack of ballots without knowing who he was or where the ballots came from.

Suspicious “Pristine” Absentee Ballots

 At the State Farm Arena recount on November 14, Susan Voyles – who has 20 years’
experience managing election precincts in Fulton County – reviewed a stack of 110
absentee ballots [ballots are normally placed in stacks of 100] and noticed they were
“pristine.” They had not been folded, and they did not appear worn as though voters
and election workers had handled them. Each ballot was “bubbled in” with exactly the
same marking, which showed a small crescent of white in the bubble. It appeared as
though one ballot had been marked and then reproduced over 100 times. In addition,
one of these ballots bore the distinctive ink markings of having been pulled from a
printer too soon. Almost all of these ballots were votes for Vice President Biden; only
two were for President Trump. In her 20 years of election experience, Voyles had never
seen any ballots like these. As noted above, Ms. Voyles has been fired from her position
as a poll manager with Fulton County, presumably for her honest testimony.

 Hal Soucie, who was also at the State Farm Arena, verified that he saw the pristine
ballots mentioned by Ms. Voyles.

 During the recount, Scott Hall of Fulton County saw large quantities of ballots at the
World Congress Center that appeared to have been machine-produced. He stated that
he saw this “over and over.” The Subcommittee received evidence that other poll
workers throughout the State reported similar instances of “pristine” ballots with no
explicable origin.

Duplication of Ballots Without Oversight

 Nancy Kain, a naturalized citizen in DeKalb County, volunteered as a poll watcher for
Advance Voting at lower Roswell Road, served as a poll monitor during processing of
absentee ballots and as a poll watcher on Election Day. At 10 a.m. on November 5, at
the State Farm Arena, she was not asked for credentials and noticed that many people
did not even have credentials. She observed a young man with paper ballots putting in
selections on a ballot on a voting machine and wondered why it was not going through
the scanner. The supervisor explained that the military ballots are transcribed in proper
format and ballots come in that they were trying to salvage because of damage, thus
they were just transferring them to a new ballot, and that was the process. Yet, no one
was there to verify what the young man was doing. He was the brother of the
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supervisor. Technically, he was voting for someone else on a voting machine. She took
video and photographs and recorded her conversation with the supervisor.

 Mark Amick observed the processing of Provisional, Military and UOCAVA ballots in
Fulton County on November 6 from early morning until 10:15 p.m. The only “oversight”
provided was from a Secretary of State (SOS) employee who was not seen in the area
before mid-morning, and who spent much of day not observing the duplication and
tabulation process but rather sitting in the back of the room and leaving the room while
on his phone. The first time Amick saw the SOS employee on the counting/sorting floor
was 5:53 p.m. By 6:02 p.m. he had returned to his chair at the back of the room, and he
did not go back onto the counting/sorting floor by the time Amick left at 10:15 p.m.

Denial of Entry to Election Day Poll Watchers and During Recount

 Mark Amick, a credentialed Statewide Poll Watcher in Milton (Fulton County), was
denied entry into the Birmingham Falls Elementary School precinct despite his statewide
credentials. The Subcommittee has also received evidence from monitors that some of
them were denied entrance during the recount.

Hostility

 Hale Soucie of Symrna testified that Cobb County was using an electronic counting
machine on the first day to count ballots, which was not the approved way to do the
recount. The next day, it was the hand count process. He stated that on his second day
he immediately observed that the first auditor made three mistakes in two minutes
calling three ballots marked for Trump as Biden votes, but the second auditor caught
those mistakes. He noticed another table that was not even doing a double-check at all.
When he sought to observe, he was met with great hostility and vulgar name calling
directed at him. The Subcommittee received other evidence of hostility against the
monitors.

Wildly Disparate Vote Totals from the Recount

 While observing the recount at the DeKalb County Board of Elections on November 15,
Mark Amick saw that a box of ballots was recorded as 10,707 votes for Biden and 13
votes for President Trump. He flagged this obvious disparity to the election workers,
who discussed among themselves how it came to be. Two election officials with whom
he engaged about this issue became agitated with Amick for his continued monitoring of
the situation. They finally agreed to recount the box, resulting in a revised total of 1,081
votes for Vice President Biden and 13 for President Trump – still statistically disparate,
but 9,626 votes less so. Amick was not certain if the corrected count was actually
entered into the final recount totals.
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 At State Farm Arena during the recount, Susan Voyles also noted a stack of absentee
ballots with only two votes for President Trump.

 Hal Soucie of Smyrna, while monitoring in State Farm Arena, noticed stacks of ballots
quite high, such as eight inches high for Biden, yet not a single Trump vote. He stated
that he works with data and marketing, and anytime figures start reaching the 90th

percentile, that type of consumer data is suspect, and when it gets to 100 percent that is
passing the level of improbable to impossible.

Ballots Counted from Ineligible Voters

 Mark Davis analyzed data from U.S. Postal Service change-of-address (COA) forms and
compared it to voters who voted in their former precincts. For example, he discovered
that 14,980 out-of-state movers still voted in the Georgia General Election. Another
40,279 moved across county lines more than 30 days prior to the election, yet still voted
in their former county precincts, a violation of Georgia law. He also noted that about
1,000 voters had voted twice in the Primary, inferring that the same pattern could have
existed in the General Election.

Constitutional Violations of Duly Passed Law

 Dr. John C. Eastman, former Professor of Law and former Dean of the Chapman
University Fowler School of Law and current Fellow at the Claremont Institute, testified
regarding the plenary authority of the legislative body of the States to set the “Times,
Places and Manner” of elections involving Federal officials, including with respect to the
selection of Electors for the Electoral College in the presidential election, citing Article I,
Section 4 and Article II, Section 1 of the U.S. Constitution. He noted that when States
have vested that authority in the people of their States that they are bound to follow
the people’s choice in a free and fair election, but where fraud and failure to follow the
law as passed by the legislative body is evident, that authority can be withdrawn. The
legislature then can exercise its plenary authority to choose the electors in a presidential
contest. He referenced both Bush v. Gore andMcPherson v. Blacker as authoritative.

Professor Eastman further explained that the failure of State election officials to follow
the manner of conducting the election according to the statutes duly passed by the
legislative body can annul an election. The U.S. Constitution clearly gives State
legislatures under Article I, Section 4 the duty to determine the “manner” of federal
elections, and that power rests solely with the State legislatures unless Congress passes
its own laws that preempt State election laws. There is no provision which allows any
Executive branch member to modify, set aside, enhance, or otherwise create policies or
procedures which undermine or contravene those laws.
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He noted various ways State election officials had failed to follow the statutes in
conducting the election. He reiterated failures such as counting the votes of
approximately 66,000 underage individuals, the 2,500 felons whose votes were
unlawfully counted, the votes of those who had no verifiable residences within the
State, and the “biggest” of all he believed was the March 2020 settlement agreement
that was entered into with Georgia’s Secretary of State and “certain democrat
committee challengers that effectively altered the signature verification process” with
regard to Absentee Ballots, an agreement that was contrary to State law. He further
noted that the “intermingling of legal and illegal ballots” also meant that the election
cannot legally be certified. “The State has failed to make a choice on Election Day in
accordance with the manner” the legislature prescribed. In light of the failures, the
fraud, and the unconstitutional agreement, Dr. Eastman opined that it was the duty of
the legislative body to choose the State’s Electors for the presidential election.

Data Analysis in General and Dominion Issues

 Russell J. Ramsland, Jr., a cybersecurity expert from Texas, testified that his team had
compared data from Dominion voting machines in those places where they were used
around the nation. They discovered that with Dominion machines, Vice President Biden
outperformed what he was statistically expected to receive by an “amazing” 5%. He also
outperformed statistical expectations when the analysis was run by county, with Vice
President Biden picking up 78% of Dominion counties but only 46% of counties using
machines from other manufacturers. Depending on the type of analysis performed,
Ramsland estimated that these anomalies translated to between 123,000 and 136,000
extra votes for Vice President Biden in Georgia.

Ramsland also found that the rejection rate for absentee ballots in Georgia was much
lower in 2020 (0.2%) than in 2016 (6.4%). He also identified over 96,000 phantom votes,
meaning that they had been counted, but there was no record of the counties recording
those ballots as “received.”

 Phil Waldron, a former U.S. Army information officer with expertise in electronic
warfare, identified a “pretty significant information warfare campaign” conducted
across the country during the Election. He described the history of the Dominion and
other voting machines, with the operating software sharing the same “DNA” going back
to Smartmatic, which was created to help steal elections in Venezuela.

Waldron analyzed these machines in Michigan and found them extremely insecure. He
said a good hacker could get into them within two minutes, while an elementary-school
student could probably do it in twelve. There are 12 avenues of attack. Dominion also
sends voter data outside the United States.
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Waldron discussed fractional voting. Waldron testified that the Dominion software used
in the Georgia machines assigns a fractional value to each vote; there is no legitimate
purpose in assigning an elector’s vote as a fractional vote. That feature can allow the
manipulation of election results.

Waldron said federal law (USC Title 46) requires that the ballot images within the
machine are required to be preserved for 22 months, but only a forensic analysis would
show if this was done. Each machine can record 2,000-3,000 ballots per hour. His
Michigan analysis showed “huge breaches in chain of custody” with respect to the
machines and to absentee ballots. In Georgia, there was an unexplained upload of
ballots at 3:36 a.m. on November 4.

Waldron urged a full forensic audit of the machines and of absentee ballots (for
example, ink analysis would show if ballots were mass-produced).

 Scott Hall of Fulton County stated that when he worked at the English Street facility that
he had concerns about the contractors hired there. He noted that every vote in Fulton
County ends up on thumb drives that eventually find their way to the English Street
location. He said, “I have photographs of pallet loads of basically signed checks.” “So
you’ve got every single vote, you’ve got currency, and now you just need someone to do
it.” He said he hired one of his own guys to determine if a fraudulent vote could be
recorded on the Dominion machines at that point in the process. “Now, I’ve got all
these votes that have not been uploaded anywhere. And he actually wrote me a paper,
and he said that it was the ‘stupidest, simplest thing I’ve ever seen.’ He said,
‘Dominion’s own documentation shows how you take an entire batch, swipe it off, and
then swipe on a new batch, before you put it into the real-time reader that uploads.” He
summed up the voter fraud by using the analogy that the referee got paid off to call the
game and something is very wrong.

Outside Influence Over Governmental Election Functions

 Scott Walter from the Capitol Research Group testified about Mark Zuckerberg’s Center
for Technology and Civic Life (CTCL), a progressive advocacy group that seeks to
influence elections via voter “education” and get-out-the-vote efforts. In the 2020
election, CTCL made grants to individual counties, in Georgia and elsewhere, ostensibly
to help run safe elections during COVID. But county boards could use the money for
whatever they wanted, and the bulk of the grants (95% of total funding) went to
counties that voted for Clinton in 2016 and for Biden in 2020. In fact, nine of the 10
Georgia counties that experienced the largest shifts toward Democrats in 2020 received
CTCL grants -- $4.38-$10.47 spent per each man, woman, and child in those counties.
Georgia should not allow “privatized” elections via the organization that the Washington
Post has called the “Democratic Party’s Hogwarts for digital wizardry.”
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Voters Unable to Verify Votes Counted

 Grace Lennon, a student at Georgia Tech, hoped to early vote on October 23. When she
arrived, she was told that she had been sent an absentee ballot. She never received an
absentee ballot. She had to sign an affidavit saying that she had not requested nor had
she received an absentee ballot. She was then given a voter card to vote on the
machine. However, the next day, she learned that someone had voted absentee in her
name on October 7th. She was not able to verify that her vote actually counted for the
one she chose to select in the election or whether the absentee ballot counted instead.
Senator Greg Dolezal confirmed that most all the Senators had heard many similar
stories.

V. FINDINGS

1- The November 3, 2020 election was chaotic and the results cannot be trusted.
2- The Secretary of State and the State Elections Board failed to enforce the law as written

in the Georgia Code, and furthermore, created policies that contravened State law. As
Senator Matt Brass concluded at the December 3 hearing, “We have heard evidence
that State law was not followed, time after time after time.”

3- The Secretary of State failed to have a transparent process for the verification of
signatures for absentee ballots, for the counting of votes during the subsequent recount
and audit, and for providing the type of guidance and enforcement necessary to ensure
that monitors and other observers had meaningful access to the process.

4- The Secretary of State instituted an unconstitutional gag order so that monitors were
told not to use photography or video recording devices during the recount.

5- Election officials at all levels failed to secure test ballots and actual ballots. Many reports
indicate that proper procedures were not followed, and there was systematic failure to
maintain appropriate records of the chain of custody for these ballots, both prior to and
after voting and throughout the recount.

6- The Secretary of State and Election Supervisors failed to stop hostile behavior of
workers toward citizen volunteer monitors during the recount process.

7- The events at the State Farm Arena are particularly disturbing because they
demonstrated intent on the part of election workers to exclude the public from viewing
the counting of ballots, an intentional disregard for the law. The number of votes that
could have been counted in that length of time was sufficient to change the results of
the presidential election and the senatorial contests. Furthermore, there appears to be
coordinated illegal activities by election workers themselves who purposely placed
fraudulent ballots into the final election totals.

8- Grants from private sources provided financial incentives to county officials and exerted
influence over the election process.

9- The oral testimonies of witnesses on December 3, 2020, and subsequently, the written
testimonies submitted by many others, provide ample evidence that the 2020 Georgia
General Election was so compromised by systemic irregularities and voter fraud that it
should not be certified.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Absentee Ballots
In addition to following the law as already written by the legislature, such as
not opening absentee ballots until Election Day, additional steps should be
taken to ensure that only legal absentee votes are counted.

At a minimum, these recommendations include requiring photo
identification, following signature match procedures faithfully, allowing
absentee ballots to be used only upon demonstration of need, mailing
absentee ballots out only upon the request of the registered voter, and
although already illegal, expressly prohibiting drop boxes.

B. Secure Chain of Custody and Additional Security Measures
Procedures should be established to ensure proper chain of custody for all
ballots, whether they are test ballots, new unused ballots, spoiled ballots,
cast BMD-generated ballots, absentee ballots, and even the specialty paper
that is used to print the ballots.

Penalties should be clearly known and enforced for any violations.

There should be complete security when workers go on the job, with sign-in
of their names and a time stamp, when they go in and when they go out.

Cameras should also be on-site to monitor the process at all times, as well as
all the entrances to the buildings where ballots and the ballot paper are
stored.

C. Meaningful Access for Poll Watchers and Monitors
Citizens who are seeking to ensure the integrity of the vote need to be able
to truly see the process. They should be able to ensure that people are
reading their ballots before they are cast. They should be able to inspect the
signature match process when ballots are opened. They should be able to
write down seal information so they can ensure proper custody is in place.
They should be close enough to see the names on the ballots during any
recounts, the counts written on recount report sheets, the counts going into
the ARLO system, the counts written on ballot containers, the process of the
seals being broken as the ballots are entering the process, and so forth.
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More poll watchers and monitors should be allowed to participate since the
ratio needs to be improved. Objections by monitors should be addressed
immediately on-site to ensure access and transparency.

Hostile actions by election workers toward volunteers should be
immediately addressed and should be cause for dismissal.

D. No Unconstitutional Gag Orders
There is no reason to ban cameras when tabulation is taking place or when
recounts and audits are taking place.

Furthermore, there is no reason to ban cameras at the polling booth as long
as voters have privacy while voting.

The State Board of Elections should not ban cameras and recording
equipment. They must fulfill their duty to ensure a transparent election
process. Furthermore, citizens have a right to share those photos,
recordings, and thoughts about what they observe.

E. Unqualified Voters Should Be Purged from the System
No underage voters should be in the system to allow their votes. No felons
should be in the system to allow their votes.

Other categories of voters, such as the deceased and those who have moved
out of state, should also be examined as to their continued presence on the
voter rolls.

F. Violations of State Election Laws Must Be Prosecuted
The Georgia Bureau of Investigation (“GBI”) and the Attorney General
should aggressively investigate and prosecute those who violate election
laws, including those conspiring to place fraudulent ballots into the system
and the 1,000 persons identified by the Secretary of State who voted twice
in the 2020 primaries. If prosecutions do not happen, violations will recur.

The GBI should establish an independent office for the investigation of all
claims of voter fraud. That office should report regularly to the Judiciary
Committee and, except in the case of investigations involving the Secretary
of State or its personnel, the office of the Secretary of State.

The GBI should investigate the cases where many affidavits already exist
regarding election fraud in the 2020 General Election.
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G. Forensic Audits of Ballots and Machines
The Legislature must determine if ballot marking devices (BMDs) have been
manipulated to provide a fraudulent result and without regard to whether
the forensic audits can actually identify the manipulation of votes and the
authenticity of the ballots that are in the ballot boxes, either generated by
the BMDs or those that are absentee ballots.

Independent third-party auditors should review the fiducials on all ballots
types (absentee, military, machine generated), audit the absentee ballot
results from the last election, confirm the number of external envelopes in
each county, and the number of ballots for each county.

Such audits should help ensure that phantom ballots and other fraudulent
ballots are not counted in election results, and that legal votes are the only
votes counted.

H. For Rectifying the 2020 General Election Results
The Legislature should carefully consider its obligations under the U.S.
Constitution. If a majority of the General Assembly concurs with the
findings of this report, the certification of the Election should be rescinded
and the General Assembly should act to determine the proper Electors to be
certified to the Electoral College in the 2020 presidential race. Since time is
of the essence, the Chairman and Senators who concur with this report
recommend that the leadership of the General Assembly and the Governor
immediately convene to allow further consideration by the entire General
Assembly.

Respectfully submitted this the 17th day of December 2020.

_____________________________________

Honorable William T. Ligon, Chairman
Senator, District 3
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INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiffs have presented this Court with an emergency motion raising a host of weighty 

legal issues about the manner in which the electoral votes for President are to be counted.  But 

these plaintiffs’ suit is not a proper vehicle for addressing those issues because plaintiffs have sued 

the wrong defendant.  The Vice President—the only defendant in this case—is ironically the very 

person whose power they seek to promote.  The Senate and the House, not the Vice President, 

have legal interests that are sufficiently adverse to plaintiffs to ground a case or controversy under 

Article III.  Defendant respectfully request denial of plaintiffs’ emergency motion because the 

relief that plaintiffs request does not properly lie against the Vice President.  

BACKGROUND 

The Constitution of the United States establishes the process for the election of a President 

and Vice President of the United States.  The Electors Clause of Article II provides, “Each State 

shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal 

to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the 

Congress; but no Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under 

the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.” U.S. Const., Art. II, § 2, cl. 2. The Twelfth

Amendment then describes the process by which these Electors cast their ballots for President and 

those ballots are counted:

The Electors shall meet in their respective states and vote by ballot for President 
and Vice-President, . . . they shall make distinct lists of all persons voted for as 
President, and of all persons voted for as Vice-President . . . ; The President of the
Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all 
the certificates and the votes shall then be counted; The person having the greatest 
number of votes for President, shall be the President, if such number be a majority 
of the whole number of Electors appointed; and if no person have such majority,
then from the persons having the highest numbers not exceeding three on the list of 
those of those voted for as President, the House of Representatives shall choose 
immediately, by ballot, the President. But in choosing the President, the votes shall 
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be taken by states, the representation from each state having one vote. . . . 

U.S. Const., amend. XII.   

Following a century of debate over the appropriate process under the Constitution for 

counting electoral votes and resolving any objections thereto, Congress enacted the Electoral

Control Act of 1887.  See Stephen A. Siegel, The Conscientious Congressman’s Guide to the 

Electoral Count Act of 1887, 56 Fla. L. Rev. 541, 551-56 (2004).  That Act sets forth a procedure 

by which the Senate and the House of Representatives can, jointly, decide upon objections to votes 

or papers purporting to certify electoral votes submitted by the States.  3 U.S.C. § 15.  It further 

sets forth a procedure for determining a controversy as to the appointment of electors.  3 U.S.C. 

§ 5.  

Plaintiffs, who are the U.S. Representative for Texas’ First Congressional District, together 

with the slate of Republican Presidential Electors for the State of Arizona, filed this lawsuit and 

emergency motion on Sunday, December 27, 2020, challenging the constitutionality of these 

provisions of the Electoral Count Act.  Plaintiffs allege that the procedures violate the Electors 

Clause of Article II and the Twelfth Amendment because they “take[] away the authority given to

the Vice-President under the Twelfth Amendment” Mot. at 19, and “exceeded the power of 

Congress to enact,” Mot. 22. They seek, inter alia, a declaratory judgment that “Sections 5 and

15 of the Electoral Count Act, 3 U.S.C. §§ 5 and 15, are unconstitutional insofar as they conflict 

with and violate the Electors Clause and the Twelfth Amendment” and that Vice President Pence

“may exercise the exclusive authority and sole discretion in determining which electoral votes to 

count for a given State,” along with related injunctive relief.

ARGUMENT 

The Vice President is not the proper defendant to this lawsuit.  “When considering a 
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declaratory judgment action, a district court must engage in a three-step inquiry.  The court must ask 

(1) whether an actual controversy [of legal interests] exists between the parties in the case; (2) 

whether it has authority to grant declaratory relief; and (3) whether to exercise its broad discretion 

to decide or dismiss a declaratory judgment action.”  Frye v. Anadarko Petroleum Corp., 9553 F.3d 

285, 293-94 (5th Cir. 2019) (internal citations and quotation marks omitted).  With respect to the 

first inquiry, the Supreme Court has required that a dispute be “definite and concrete, touching the 

legal relations of parties having adverse legal interests; and that it be real and substantial and admit 

of specific relief through a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished from an opinion 

advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical set of facts.”  MedImmunte, Inc. v. Genentech, 

Inc., 549 U.S. 118, 127 (2007) (internal quotation marks and alteration omitted).  Plaintiffs’ lawsuit 

against the Vice President does not meet that standard.   

Plaintiffs’ suit seeks to empower the Vice President to unilaterally and unreviewably decide

objections to the validity of electoral votes, notwithstanding the Electoral Count Act.  Plaintiffs are 

thus not sufficiently adverse to the legal interests of the Vice President to ground a case or 

controversy under Article III. Cf. Muskrat v. United States, 219 U.S. 346, 361 (1911) (no case or

controversy where “the United States is made a defendant to this action, but it has no interest adverse 

to the claimants” who are simply seeking “to determine the constitutional validity of this class of

legislation”); Donelon v. Louisiana Div. of Admin. Law ex rel. Wise, 522 F.3d 564, 568 (5th Cir. 

2008) (no case or controversy where the plaintiff head of a state agency created a situation “where

the state is essentially suing itself”); Okpalobi v. Foster, 244 F.3d 405, 409 (5th Cir. 2001) (en banc) 

(“Although, in this facial attack on the constitutionality of the statute, consideration of the merits

may have strong appeal to some, we are powerless to act except to say that we cannot act: these 

plaintiffs have no case or controversy with these defendants, the Governor and Attorney General of
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Louisiana, and consequently we lack Article III jurisdiction to decide this case.”).  Indeed, if 

plaintiffs’ suit were to succeed, the result would be to remove any constraint the Electoral Count Act 

places on the Vice President. 

To the extent any of these particular plaintiffs have a judicially cognizable claim, it would 

be against the Senate and the House of Representatives.  After all, it is the role prescribed for the 

Senate and the House of Representatives in the Electoral Count Act to which plaintiffs object, not 

any actions that Vice President Pence has taken.  Specifically, plaintiffs object to the Senate and the 

House of Representatives asserting a role for themselves in determining which electoral votes may 

be counted—a role that these plaintiffs assert is constitutionally vested in the Vice President.  Cf. 

Common Cause v. Biden, 748 F.3d 1280, 1285 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“In short, Common Cause’s alleged 

injury was caused not by any of the defendants, but by an ‘absent third party’—the Senate itself.”); 

Castanon v. United States, 444 F. Supp. 3d 118, 133 (D.D.C. 2020) (three-judge court) (citing 

Common Cause and noting that plaintiffs’ injuries were not caused by defendants (including the Vice 

President) but by “the House and the Senate.”).  And it would be the Senate and the House of 

Representatives that are best positioned to defend the Act.1 Indeed, as a matter of logic, it is those

bodies against whom plaintiffs’ requested relief must run.  The House of Representatives has already 

expressly recognized those interests by informing the Defendant that it intends to present the Court

numerous arguments in response to plaintiffs’ motion.  By contrast, a suit to establish that the Vice 

President has discretion over the count, filed against the Vice President, is a walking legal

contradiction.  

                                                  
1 The United States disagrees with plaintiffs’ unsupported assertion that the Constitution’s Speech or 
Debate Clause does not apply to the Vice President in his official capacity as the President of the 
Senate.  See U.S. Const. art. I, § 6, cl. 1(“[F]or any Speech or Debate in either House, [Senators and 
Representatives] shall not be questioned in any other Place.”); Mot. 12.   
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Plaintiffs also have not established that they are entitled to the extraordinary relief of an 

injunction against the Vice President.  “According to well-established principles of equity, a plaintiff 

seeking a permanent injunction . . . must demonstrate: (1) that it has suffered an irreparable injury; 

(2) that remedies available at law, such as monetary damages, are inadequate to compensate for 

that injury; (3) that, considering the balance of hardships between the plaintiff and defendant, a 

remedy in equity is warranted; and (4) that the public interest would not be disserved by a 

permanent injunction.”  eBay, Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388, 391 (2006).  A district 

court properly refuses to issue an injunction when it is anticipated that a defendant will “respect 

[a] declaratory judgment.”  See Robinson v. Hunt County, Texas, 921 F.3d 440, 450 (5th Cir. 2019) 

(quoting Poe v. Gerstein, 417 U.S. 281, 281 (1974)).  Plaintiffs have made no allegation that the 

Vice President would refuse to respect a declaratory judgment issued against him.  The extraordinary 

remedy of an injunction is accordingly unnecessary and inappropriate in this case.  Cf. Franklin v. 

Massachusetts, 505 U.S. 788, 802 (1992). 

It is the responsibility of the Department of Justice, on behalf of the United States, to also 

raise to the Court’s attention a number of threshold issues, which plaintiffs themselves anticipate at

pp. 4-15 of their opening brief.  First, it is well established that Article III standing requires a plaintiff 

to “have suffered an ‘injury in fact’ . . . which is (a) concrete and particularized, and (b) actual or

imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical”’; the injury must be “fairly traceable to the challenged 

action of the defendant, and not . . . the result of the independent action of some third party not before

the court”; and “it must be likely, as opposed to merely speculative, that the injury will be redressed 

by a favorable decision.” Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 (1992) (internal citations

and quotation marks omitted).  Here, Representative Gohmert identifies as his injury the mere 

possibility that “he will not be able to vote as a Congressional Representative in accordance with the
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Twelfth Amendment, and instead, his vote in the House, if there is disagreement, will be eliminated 

by the current statutory construct under the Electoral Count Act, or diluted by votes of the Senate 

and ultimately by passing the final determination to the state Executives.”2  Mot. at 4-5.  Plaintiff 

Arizona Electors claim a theoretical injury in the “debasement of their votes.”  Mot. at 6.  But the 

declaration and injunction these plaintiffs seek would not ensure any particular outcome that favors 

plaintiffs.  They do not seek an order requiring that the presidential election be resolved by the House 

of Representatives, or that the Republican Electors’ votes from Arizona be counted, and even if 

plaintiffs were granted the relief that they do request, any possibility that those events might occur 

depends on speculation concerning objections that may or may not be raised in the future, and 

exercises of discretion concerning those as-yet-unraised objections.  Thus, these plaintiffs have not 

adequately alleged redress for their specifically-asserted conjectural injuries.  See Lujan, 504 U.S. 

at 568-69 (finding no standing where plaintiffs had not sued all of the relevant parties needed to 

provide redress).  The Senate and the House of Representatives, by contrast, could take action to 

redress such injury by amending the Electoral Control Act.   

These plaintiffs’ claims against the Vice President in his capacity as President of the Senate

also fail to address the Constitution’s Speech and Debate Clause, which prevents the other 

Branches of Government from questioning Congress in connection with “legislative acts,” which

have “consistently been defined as an act generally done in Congress in relation to the business 

before it.” United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 512 (1972). See also supra n.1. Moreover,

nothing in Ex Parte Young, 209 U.S. 123 (1908), or its progeny supports these particular plaintiffs’ 

novel suit to enjoin the Vice President in the exercise of his constitutional authority as President

                                                  
2 Ironically, Representative Gohmert’s position, if adopted by the Court, would actually deprive 
him of his opportunity as a Member of the House under the Electoral Count Act to raise 
objections to the counting of electoral votes, and then to debate and vote on them. 
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of the Senate.  See Armstrong v. Exceptional Child Center, Inc., 575 U.S. 320, 327 (2015) (looking 

to history to understand the scope of equitable suits to enjoin executive action).  To the extent the 

Court is inclined to address these and other issues, the House of Representatives has informed the 

Defendant that it intends to present this Court with a number of arguments in response to plaintiffs’ 

motion.  In light of Congress’s comparative legal interests in the Electoral Count Act, Defendant 

respectfully defers to the Senate and the House of Representatives, as those bodies see fit, to present 

those arguments. 

Finally “[i]t is a well established principle . . . that normally the Court will not decide a 

constitutional question if there is some other ground upon which to dispose of the case.”  Escambia 

Cty., Fla. v. McMillan, 466 U.S. 48, 51 (1984); see also Texas v. United States, 328 F. Supp. 3d 662, 

710 (S.D. Tex. 2018) (“There is no need to rule on the Take Care Clause issue because the Court has 

reached a conclusion on a non-constitutional basis.”).  Plaintiffs’ motion presents several novel 

constitutional issues with respect to the Act.  But this Court can and should resolve this motion under 

the well settled requirement of true and not artificial adversity or the other threshold issues outlined 

above, particularly given the time constraints and expedited briefing necessitated by Plaintiffs’ recent

filings. 

CONCLUSION 

The relief requested by plaintiffs does not properly lie against the Vice President, and 

plaintiffs’ suit can be resolved on a number of threshold issues.  For the foregoing reasons, the Court 

should deny plaintiffs’ request for expedited declaratory judgment and emergency injunctive relief 

against the Vice President. 
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Dated: December 31, 2020    Respectfully submitted, 

JEFFREY BOSSERT CLARK 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 

JENNIFER B. DICKEY 
Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General 

/s/ John V. Coghlan 
JOHN V. COGHLAN
Deputy Assistant Attorney General 
Federal Programs Branch 
U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Division 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20530 
Tel: (202) 353-2793 
Email: john.coghlan2@usdoj.gov 

Attorneys for Defendant 
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INTRODUCTION 

This case is not about whether the United States Postal Service (“USPS”) will be able to 

meet the burdens imposed by individuals who intend to vote by mail in the November 2020 

election (the “Election”). Just as it has in past elections, USPS has taken, and will continue to take, 

a number of efforts to ensure that ballots move quickly and efficiently through the mail. Such 

efforts include encouraging state officials to appropriately identify and mark ballots to facilitate 

proper treatment of Election Mail; asking voters to mail their ballots as soon as they are able; and 

then tracking (where possible), monitoring, and moving the ballots as expeditiously as possible. 

Nothing has changed in USPS’s approach to Election Mail from past years, except that USPS has 

put in place even more processes to monitor and move these ballots in response to the major 

increase in Election Mail volume caused by the COVID pandemic. Indeed, to avoid any doubt 

about USPS’s ability to meet its responsibilities, it has suspended a number of routine, long-

standing operational activities—implemented before Postmaster General DeJoy’s tenure—until 

after the November Election. 

In light of these publicly expressed commitments, this case is now about Plaintiffs’

attempts to have this court oversee the day-to-day operations of USPS, based on statutory claims 

that the D.C. Circuit has analogized to a “Hail Mary,” to right wrongs that do not exist. Plaintiffs’

legally deficient claims, arising from unsupported fears about the potential actions of USPS, do 

not warrant the extraordinary relief it seeks.

First, Plaintiffs cannot show a likelihood of success because they lack Article III standing. 

All of their alleged injuries hinge on their theory that certain USPS policies will create future

delays. However, the vast majority of policies identified by Plaintiffs either do not exist, or have 

been in place for years, and thus cannot be responsible for any recent delays. In any event, even if
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Plaintiffs establish that there may be delays, any injury flowing to Plaintiffs would be based on a 

speculative chain of possibilities. It is unclear whether these delays would occur in the Plaintiff 

States in particular, and would be of a sufficient length and affect a sufficient number of persons. 

Plaintiffs thus cannot establish standing. 

And even if Plaintiffs had standing, the Court still lacks jurisdiction over their statutory 

claims. Plaintiffs claim that USPS failed to comply with 39 U.S.C. § 3661’s requirement that 

certain major changes first receive an advisory opinion by the Postal Regulatory Commission. But 

Congress has explicitly channeled those claims away from the district court, and towards the Postal 

Regulatory Commission, an independent executive branch establishment responsible for 

regulating the Postal Service, with review in the D.C. Circuit. Decades of precedent thus confirm 

that district courts have no jurisdiction over these claims. 

Plaintiffs turn to the last resort of ultra vires jurisdiction to overcome this clear statutory 

bar, but such jurisdiction is unavailable here for two reasons. First, ultra vires review is unavailable 

where there is a path for judicial review, and because here there clearly is, Plaintiffs cannot invoke 

this doctrine. Second, relief under the ultra vires doctrine requires a clear error, implicating the

agency’s jurisdiction to take such action.  But the statute Plaintiffs rely upon applies only to certain 

major changes, and here Plaintiffs’ challenge largely centers around alleged policy changes that

never occurred. The only national policy Plaintiff challenges is guidance on when extra truck trips 

are appropriate, which likewise does not constitute a “major change” requiring an advisory opinion

by the Postal Regulatory Commission. 

Nor can Plaintiffs prevail on their claim that any alleged USPS policy changes interfered

with Plaintiffs’ authority under the Elections Clause to enact laws concerning the “times, places, 

and manner” of their elections. USPS has not prevented Plaintiffs from determining how their
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citizens may legally vote; indeed, those allowed to vote by mail under Plaintiffs’ laws still possess 

that right today. Plaintiffs’ claim thus relies on the remarkable and unprecedented theory that the 

Elections Clause protects plaintiffs from any federal policy that may indirectly affect the electoral 

process. Unsurprisingly, Plaintiffs cite to no case where a court has adopted this theory—which 

could potentially jeopardize a number of federal policies—and Defendants are aware of none. 

Furthermore, Plaintiff cannot establish the other prerequisites for a preliminary injunction, 

including that any irreparable injury must be “certain and great.” Plaintiff’s injuries consist of 

speculative and unjustified concerns over future mail deliveries. And the balance of the equities 

and the public interest support allowing the Postal Service to manage its operations as efficiently 

and effectively as possible, so it can meet the many burdens placed upon it in advance of the 

upcoming election. Plaintiffs’ request for a broad, ambiguous injunction requiring USPS to employ 

a number of policy changes does not comport with Rule 65, nor do the equities support placing the 

Postal Service under judicial receivership with that election only weeks away. 

BACKGROUND 

I. The United States Postal Service. 

USPS is a self-supporting, independent establishment of the executive branch, responsible 

for providing postal services throughout the United States. USPS has the authority to, among other 

things, designate mail routes and construct or designate post offices with the authority to carry, 

deliver, and regulate mail for the entire country. It is one of the nation’s largest and most complex 

business operations. The USPS employs more than 630,000 employees; operates more than 31,000 

Post Offices; utilizes more than 204,000 delivery vehicles and 8,500 pieces of automated 

processing equipment; and typically processes and delivers more than 450 million mailpieces to 

nearly 160 million delivery points in a single day. See Ex. 1 (USPS FY2019 Annual Report to 

Congress) at 2, 7. 
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The Board of Governors of USPS, which is comparable to the board of directors for a 

publicly held corporation, directs the exercise of powers of the Postal Service, including, among 

other things, long-range planning, oversight of service standards, management of expenditures, 

and review of policy and practices. The PRC, an independent agency, has regulatory oversight 

over USPS.  

Louis DeJoy is the 75th Postmaster General and Chief Executive Officer of USPS. The 

Board appointed Postmaster General DeJoy on May 6, 2020. He assumed office on June 16, 2020. 

II. USPS’s Handling of Election Mail. 

“Election Mail” is defined by USPS as any item mailed to or from authorized election 

officials that enables citizens to participate in the voting process. See Declaration of Robert Glass 

(“Glass Dec.”) ¶ 3. This includes mail sent by election officials to voters (e.g., voter registration 

materials, mail-in ballot applications, polling place notifications, blank ballots), and mail returned 

by voters to election officials (e.g., completed ballots, completed registration or ballot 

applications).1 Id. USPS regards Election Mail as having special importance. 

The USPS has determined that it is fully capable—both financially and operationally—of 

handling a surge of Election Mail in connection with the November Election. By its analysis, even 

if every registered voter in the United States2 used a mail-in ballot to cast a vote in the Election, 

the associated mail volume would represent only a small fraction of the total mailpieces that the 

USPS processes each week, on average, id. ¶ 42, and would pale in comparison to spikes in mail 

                                    
1 Election Mail is distinct from “Political Mail” sent by political candidates, political action 
committees, and similar organizations in order to engage in advocacy. Glass Dec. ¶ 3.  
2 Publicly available data generally indicate that there are approximately 150 million registered 
voters in the United States. See, e.g., Number of Voters and Voter Registration as a Share of the 
Voter Population, https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/number-of-voters-and-voter-
registration-in-thousands-as-a-share-of-the-voter-
population/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colld%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%2
2:%22asc%22%7D (last visited Sept. 10, 2020).  
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volume that the USPS handles every winter holiday season. Id. ¶ 43; Declaration of Jason 

DeChambeau (“DeChambeau Dec.”) ¶ 23. Indeed, USPS projects (even accounting for an 

increased use of mail-in ballots to compensate for COVID-19-related mitigation efforts) that only 

two to five percent of the total mail volume in October and November 2020 will be Election Mail. 

Glass Dec. ¶ 42; DeChambeau Dec. ¶ 23. As detailed below and in USPS’s declarations and public 

statements, USPS has been planning for the Election for many months, and has the funds, 

processing capacity, and personnel to ensure that Election Mail is timely delivered. Glass Dec. ¶¶ 

42-44.3

Beyond these financial and operational resources, USPS will continue to employ 

longstanding practices to facilitate the timely delivery of Election Mail and provide proper 

handling of Election Mail and work with external stakeholders to educate them on how to 

effectively use the mail as part of the electoral process (should they so choose). These include 

extensive outreach to state and local election officials to support effective use of postal services to 

facilitate the distribution and return of ballots; publishing and distributing the official Election 

Mail kit (which provides a comprehensive guide to services, resources, and recommendations for

Election Mail) to approximately 11,400 state and local election officials; offering special Election 

Mail markings to improve the visibility and ensure proper handling of Election Mail; and, as the

attached declarations further detail, taking extraordinary steps to ensure the timely delivery of 

Election Mail for the upcoming election. See Glass Dec. ¶¶ 3-41. Further, due to the unprecedented

                                    
3 See also Postmaster General Louis DeJoy’s Opening Remarks for the USPS Board of Governors 
Meeting (Aug. 7, 2020) (Ex. 3) at 4 (“[T]he Postal Service has ample capacity to deliver all election 
mail securely and on-time in accordance with our delivery standards, and we will do so.”); 
Testimony of Postmaster General Louis DeJoy Before the Senate Homeland Security and 
Governmental Affairs Committee on USPS Operations During COVID-19 and the Elections (Ex. 
5) at 54 (“[W]e have plenty of cash to operate for the election.”).  
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demands of the election, the Board of Governors has established a bipartisan Election Mail 

Committee to actively oversee USPS’s support of Election Mail for the Election. Id. at ¶ 10. USPS 

has demonstrated, both in its public representations and in practice, its commitment to continuing 

its longstanding practice to facilitate and expeditiously deliver Election Mail this year.  

A. State, Local, and Individual Responsibilities for Election Mail. 

Notwithstanding USPS’s longstanding commitment to the timely delivery of Election 

Mail, election officials and voters bear significant responsibility in the successful utilization of 

postal services for the Election. USPS lacks authority over the critical decisions committed by law 

to states and local election officials regarding their Election Mail policies and procedures. Id. ¶ 4. 

Generally, each state determines whether, and to what extent, mail-in voting of any kind is allowed. 

If mail-in voting is allowed, either the legislature or state and local election officials, if so 

authorized, and must choose whether to send Election Mail to voters via either First-Class Mail, 

which is typically delivered in two to five days, or lower-cost Marketing Mail, which is typically 

delivered in three to ten days. Id. ¶ 4; see also Ex. 4 (USPS Office of Inspector General (OIG) 

Audit Report No. 20-225-R20, “Processing Readiness of Election and Political Mail During the 

2020 General Elections” (Aug. 31, 2020)). Regardless of what class of mail election officials use 

to mail ballots out to voters, all ballots returned by mail to election officials from voters are First-

Class Mail, unless a voter sends it using a Priority Mail class with faster delivery standards (i.e.

Priority Mail or Priority Express Mail). Ex. 4 at 1; Glass Dec. ¶ 4. USPS has not altered, nor will 

it alter, any of its existing postal services, delivery standards, or rates applicable to the delivery of 

Election Mail in advance of the Election. See, e.g., Ex. 5 (Transcript of Senate Homeland Security 

and Governmental Affairs Committee Hearing on USPS Operations During COVID-19 and the

Elections (Aug. 21, 2020)) at 18 (“[W]e are not going to change any rates.”); Ex. 3 (USPS Office 

of Inspector General (OIG) Audit Report No. 20-225-R20, “Processing Readiness of Election and 
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Political Mail During the 2020 General Elections” (Aug. 31, 2020)) at 4 (“We have delivery 

standards that have been in place for many years. These standards have not changed”). 

State legislatures, or election officials, if delegated such authority, also have the 

responsibility for making key decisions that directly impact mail-in voting. Within the constraints 

of state and federal law, state and local election officials determine, among other things: (1) the 

design of Election Mail (its dimensions and the graphic and textual elements that will be 

displayed); (2) whether they will sufficiently mark Election Mail to enable USPS to identify and 

expeditiously process Election Mail for handling and delivery; (3) deadlines for voters to request 

and return mail-in ballots (4) when Election Mail will be sent to voters; (5) whether Election Mail 

will be trackable (for example, using USPS’s Intelligent Mail barcode system); and (6) whether to 

pre-pay postage for returned ballots (versus requiring voters to affix their own postage). Glass Dec. 

¶ 4. Individual voters are responsible for, among other things, providing current addresses to 

election officials; understanding mail-in voting procedures in their state and locality; and timely 

requesting ballots from, and returning those ballots to, election officials. 

USPS’s most significant operational concerns with respect to the Election are those

elements controlled by the states themselves, either through legislation or state and local election 

officials and voters, not USPS. Id. ¶ 45. Indeed, when reviewing an audit of the special and primary

elections in May and June 2020, the USPS Office of Inspector General (“OIG”) concluded that 

USPS had improved several of its practices and procedures since prior OIG audits and had

appropriately adjusted its processes to accommodate for the timely processing of Election Mail to 

meet the needs of the elections. Ex. 4 at 3, 12. OIG identified, however, several “potential

concerns” that may affect the USPS servicing capacity for the Election (i.e. ballots mailed without 

tracking technology, ballot mailpiece design, Election Mail sent to voters too close to the election,
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varying state postmark requirements for ballots, and out-of-date voter addresses)—none of which 

are controlled by USPS.  

B. USPS’s Efforts to Ensure Timely Delivery of 2020 Election Mail. 

In preparation for the Election, USPS has undertaken extensive, expanded efforts to help 

election officials and voters in the planning and preparation of Election Mail, strongly encourage 

election officials, voters, and Postal Service employees to implement best practices, reinforce 

existing policies and procedures for handling Election Mail with Postal Service employees, and 

prepare to process and deliver a high volume of Election Mail. 

1. USPS Outreach and Recommendations to Election Officials. 

USPS has demonstrated its commitment to provide election officials with the tools

necessary to use the U.S. Mail as a secure, efficient, and effective way to facilitate the election 

process. In support of the Election, USPS has already had approximately 42,000 contacts to confer 

and advise state and local election officials regarding Election Mail best practices and 

recommendations, and this outreach is ongoing. Glass Dec. ¶¶ 5-9. Additionally, since February 

2020, the outreach strategy has included distributing approximately 11,500 copies of “Kit 600,” 

an official Election Mail guide; offering mailpiece design services; designating Election Mail

Coordinators to serve each locality; and publishing extensive election-related information and 

guidance online. Id. ¶ 6; see also Ex. 6 (USPS 2020 Election Mail – Kit 600). This outreach

strategy in the run-up to the 2020 Election is consistent with USPS’s outreach efforts in past 

election years. The principal distinction between this year’s effort and those of previous election

years is that the volume and frequency of USPS’s communications have increased to address

challenges stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic. Glass Dec. ¶ 32.

In May and July 2020, following dissemination of Kit 600, the USPS General Counsel’s 

office sent letters to election officials to follow up and emphasize key aspects of the USPS’s
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processes and recommendations so that they may be taken into account when educating the public 

on voting by mail. Glass Dec. ¶ 7 & Glass Dec. Ex. 1. USPS tailored the July 2020 letters to each 

state, identifying key provisions of each state’s election laws and procedures and relevant 

considerations for the timely, effective use of U.S. Mail to facilitate the voting process. See 

generally Ex. 15 (July 29, 2020 USPS Letter). For example, in its letter to Arkansas election 

officials, USPS cited provisions of state election law that “are incongruous with [USPS] delivery 

standards” and “create[] a risk that ballots requested near the deadline under state law will not be 

returned by mail in time to be counted.” Id. at 1. USPS implored Arkansas election officials, as it 

did all other state and local election officials, to “keep the Postal Service’s delivery standards and 

recommendations in mind when making decisions as to the appropriate means used to send a piece 

of Election Mail to voters, and when informing voters how to successfully participate in an 

election” by mail. Id. at 2. 

None of the letters sent to state and local election officials by the Postal Service stated that 

the Postal Service intended to slow or delay delivery of Election Mail, or that USPS was otherwise 

altering its service standards for Election Mail. Rather, these letters aimed to ensure that election

officials are fully informed, well in advance of the Election, of USPS’s delivery standards, the 

extensive resources that USPS offers to assist election officials, and the potential risks that local

ballot request deadlines may pose to voters’ full participation by mail in the Election. See Ex. 1; 

see generally Ex. 15. Moreover, these letters were consistent with USPS’s outreach to election

officials during past election cycles. See, e.g., Glass Dec. ¶ 8 & Glass Dec. Ex. Ex. 2 (Sept. 23, 

2016 letter to state election officials advising them, for example, to consult with USPS Election

Mail Coordinators, urge voters to return ballots one week early in order to ensure timely delivery, 

use the official USPS Election Mail markings, and send Election Mail by First-Class Mail).
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In all of its communications regarding 2020 Election Mail, USPS has strongly, and 

repeatedly, recommended that election officials adopt USPS best practices, including the 

following4:  

 Consult with USPS Election Mail Coordinators to better understand the Postal Service’s 
services, resources, recommendations and to help resolve issues should they arise, as well 
as mailpiece design analysts on how to ensure quality mailpiece design for Election Mail 
envelopes, including ballot envelopes. See, e.g., Ex. 1 at 2; Ex. 15 at 2; Ex. 6 at 5; see also
Glass Dec. ¶ 6.  

 Identify Election Mail using USPS’s official Election Mail logo, Green Tag 191 (which 
can be applied only to containers of mail enclosing ballots being sent out to voters), or by 
other means. See, e.g., Ex. 1 at 2; Ex. 6 at 4, 5, 13, 23; Ex. 8 (USPS Election Mail – Graphic 
Guidelines and Logos (Pub. 631)); see also Glass Dec. ¶¶ 11-14. 

 
Official USPS Election Mail Logo 

 
Green Tag 191 

 Use tracking technology, for example USPS’s Intelligent Mail Barcode, for Election Mail.
See, e.g., Ex. 1 at 2; Ex. 6 at 7.  

 Use First-Class Mail to transmit Election Mail (including blank ballots) to voters, and allow
sufficient time for delivery to and from voters. See, e.g., Ex. 1 at 2; Ex. 15 at 1; Ex. 7 at 10 
(USPS Publication 632, explaining the USPS’s different delivery standards and 

                                    
4 See Glass Dec. ¶ 32; see also Ex. 4 at 2 (“[t]he Postal Service has frequently communicated to 
state election officials the importance of” following best practices).  
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“recommend[ing] the use of First-Class Mail service to obtain timely delivery”); see also 
Glass Dec. ¶ 18.  

 Keep USPS delivery standards in mind when informing voters how to vote by mail. See, 
e.g., Ex. 1 at 2; Ex. 15 at 1.  

 
Lastly, the USPS has consistently urged voters to return their completed ballots early. See, e.g.,

Ex. 1 at 2; Glass Dec. ¶ 42 (“[T]o mitigate the impacts of any surges in Election Mail sent in the 

days immediately before Election Day, the Postal Service is actively encouraging voters and 

election officials to act early”); Ex. 9 at 1 (Statement of Postmaster General Louis DeJoy Before 

the House Committee on Oversight and Reform (Aug. 24, 2020) “encourag[ing] all Americans 

who choose to vote by mail to request their ballots early and to vote early, as a common sense best 

practice.”). 

2. USPS’s Longstanding Special Measures for Election Mail.

For many years, USPS has taken special measures for handling Election Mail. In anticipation 

of the Election’s increased reliance upon USPS, USPS has ramped up its efforts to ensure Election 

Mail is timely delivered.  

First, USPS personnel have long made special efforts to physically identify and track the 

progress of Election Mail through USPS facilities, to ensure that Election Mail is not delayed or 

lost in processing or delivery. This effort is significantly aided when election officials use the 

official USPS Election Mail logo for all Election Mail mailpieces, affix Green Tag 191 to mail 

bins containing ballots being sent to voters, and check the “Election Mail” box on the postage 

statement form that is filled out when bulk Election Mail is entered into the USPS system. See 

Glass. Dec. ¶¶ 11-14. When a mail bin identifiable as Election Mail enters the system, USPS 

personnel log that container at every step of processing, so that it can be easily located if necessary. 

Id. ¶ 19. USPS facilities also deploy end-of-day “all clears,” during which in-plant personnel use 

a checklist to search for all Election Mail within the facility and confirm that it is in the proper 
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location (either already sent out for delivery or further processing, or at the front of the line for the 

next day). Id.  

USPS also has several longstanding practices to expeditiously process and deliver Election 

Mail, particularly ballots (whether election officials have chosen to send ballots to voters using 

Marketing Mail or First-Class Mail). Id. ¶ 20. USPS devotes excess First-Class Mail processing 

capacity to Election Mail sent as Marketing Mail, and thereby advances it through the processing 

network ahead of other marketing mail. Id. ¶ 21. As a result, delivery timeframes for Election Mail 

entered as Marketing Mail are often comparable to those of Election Mail entered as First-Class 

Mail. Id. And, when identifiable, USPS prioritizes placing ballots on outgoing truck, whether sent 

using First-Class Mail or Marketing Mails. Id. ¶ 22.  

Furthermore, USPS has a longstanding practice of postmarking (also referred to as 

“cancelling”) all completed ballots returned by mail that are readily identifiable as ballots. Id. ¶ 

34. A postmark is a USPS imprint applied to a mailpiece, usually by an Advanced Facer 

Cancellation System (AFCS) machine at a processing plant, indicating the location and date that 

the USPS accepted custody of the mailpiece, and the location the cancellation mark was applied,

in order to cancel affixed postage so that it may not be reused. Id. ¶ 33, 35. Many mailpieces do 

not need to be cancelled, because they bear indicia of postage that is not at risk of being reused

(e.g., metered or permitted mail, or mail bearing a pre-cancelled stamp). Id. USPS, however, still 

takes measures to strive to postmark all returned ballots given the emphasis placed on postmarks

by some state laws in validating the timely return of ballots. Id. USPS even goes so far as to cancel 

return ballot envelops by hand, if necessary, to facilitate postmarking. Id. ¶ 34.

Based upon USPS’s analysis of contemporaneous data regarding current AFCS machine 

capacity throughout the country, USPS has ample capacity to postmark all mailpieces readily
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identifiable ballots. Id. USPS also plans to take extra steps for this election to identify and hand-

cancel ballots that are rejected by an AFCS machine. Id. ¶¶ 39, 41. Further, and for the first time, 

USPS will use Ballot Monitors during the week preceding and through Election Day to ensure that 

all USPS personnel follow proper protocol for identifying and postmarking ballots. Id. ¶ 39.  

USPS will continue these longstanding practices in support of mail-in voting for the 

Election. Glass Dec. ¶ 28. USPS Headquarters has not issued any direction interfering with, 

discouraging, or prohibiting USPS personnel from taking appropriate measures to ensure the 

timely delivery of Election Mail, especially ballots. Glass Dec. ¶¶ 1, 27.  

3. USPS’s Increased Efforts in Support of the Election. 

In anticipation of the additional mail volume associated with the Election, USPS remains 

committed to and has increased its efforts to process and deliver Election Mail. For example, 

Postmaster General DeJoy publicly committed that, starting on October 1, 2020, USPS will engage 

standby resources in all areas of its operations to satisfy any unforeseen demand related to the 

Election. Id. ¶ 29; Ex. 10 (Statement of Postmaster General Louis DeJoy (Aug. 18, 2020)) at 1-2. 

These standby resources will include, among other things, availability of additional staffing, 

transportation, and mail processing capacity (through the use of idle windows). Glass Dec. ¶ 29. 

USPS has also expanded its Election Mail Task Force this year to include leaders of the postal 

unions and management associations, to ensure strong coordination throughout USPS and with 

state and local election officials, and to make sure any concerns can be raised and timely resolved 

at the highest levels of the organization. Id. ¶ 10. As discussed above, USPS has also increased the 

volume and frequency of its communications with election officials and will, for the first time, 

utilize Ballot Monitors. Id. ¶¶ 32, 39.  
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III. USPS’s Years-Long Mandate to Improve Efficiency and Control Expenses. 

USPS’s systematic efforts to facilitate the use of U.S Mail for elections, particularly the 

2020 Election, have not been diminished by USPS’s mandate to improve performance, adhere to 

service standards, and help address the Postal Service’s precarious financial condition—a mandate 

that long predates Postmaster General DeJoy’s tenure. Per USPS’s Fiscal Year 2019 Annual 

Report to Congress, the USPS’s financial condition results, in part, from the steady declines in 

First-Class and Marketing Mail volumes. See Ex. 1 at 28-29; see also, e.g., Ex. 11 (First-Class 

Mail Volume Since 1926 Report, showing that the volume of First-Class Mail in 2019 was at its 

lowest point since 1977); Ex. 12 (Statement of Postmaster General and Chief Executive Officer 

Megan J. Brennan Before the House Committee on Oversight and Reform (Apr. 30, 2019)) at 

1 (2019 statement of the former Postmaster noting the steep decline in First-Class Mail, the USPS’s 

“most profitable product”). Pursuant to this mandate, the Postal Service routinely analyzes 

operations and performance metrics to determine whether and where improvements can be made 

to further efficient service. To that end, USPS regularly reviews, among other things, collection 

box and equipment utilization, overtime usage, retail and facility operations, and transportation 

and delivery initiatives. As a part of that process, the USPS makes determinations as to collection 

box and equipment removal, implementation of programs to improve efficiency, changing retail 

hours, consolidation or closing of facilities, and amendments to policies and practices.  

In light of the increased scrutiny of these activities recently, and in an effort to bolster 

public confidence in the Postal Service’s ability to handle Election Mail, Postmaster General 

DeJoy has publicly committed to suspending the aforementioned activities, including equipment 

and collection box removal, changes to retail hours, plans to consolidate or close any facilities, 

and implementation of a limited pilot program for mail carriers. See, e.g., Ex. 10. He also clarified 

that overtime was never banned and that it would continue to be permitted. Id. The only exception 
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to Postmaster General’s DeJoy’s directive to maintain the status quo through Election Day pertains 

to the ongoing effort to improve compliance with existing schedules throughout USPS’s 

transportation and processing networks—which, as discussed below, has not had any lasting 

negative impact on USPS’s service performance. 

A. Periodic, Data-Based Reduction in Redundant Processing Equipment 
and Collection Boxes 

For years, and largely the result of changing operational needs due to the decline in letter 

and flat mail5 volume, USPS has periodically gathered and analyzed data relating to the utilization 

of blue collection boxes and mail processing machines. Based upon these analyses, USPS makes 

determinations regarding the reduction or reallocation of redundant collection boxes and 

processing equipment based upon its analyses.  

USPS has over 140,000 collection boxes. See Declaration of Jennifer Vo (“Vo Dec.”) ¶ 4. 

USPS regularly reviews the need for and location of collection boxes in accordance with 

procedures set out in the Postal Operations Manual (“POM”). Id. ¶ 5. Generally, a collection box 

is targeted for removal if it averages fewer than 25 mailpieces daily during a two week observation 

period. With some exceptions, USPS posts a 30-day public notice on collection boxes identified

for relocation or removal before final action. Id. ¶¶ 5, 8. For the last seven years, USPS has 

removed an average of 3,100 collection boxes each year, many of which were relocated to more

heavily trafficked areas. Id. ¶¶ 8, 10. Local USPS officials are primarily responsible for testing, 

assessing, and identifying collection boxes for removal. Id. ¶ 6. USPS has removed approximately

1,500 boxes in 2020 pursuant to this routine process, consistent with removal rates of previous 

years. Postmaster General DeJoy was not involved in any decisions relating to the removal of these

                                    
5 “Flat mail” refers to periodicals and larger envelopes (for example, newsletters and advertising 
material). See, e.g., DeChambeau Dec. ¶ 5.  
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boxes. Id. ¶¶ 10, 19. Rather, the removal and relocation of collection boxes (other than damaged 

boxes or unsecured boxes) has been suspended at least through the Election at Postmaster General 

DeJoy’s direction. Id. ¶¶ 18-19. 

Similarly, USPS regularly identifies mail processing and sorting equipment in 

approximately 289 mail processing facilities for removal and/or replacement. See DeChambeau 

Dec. ¶ 7; Declaration of Kevin Couch (“Couch Dec.”) ¶ 3; Declaration of Robert Cintron (“Cintron 

Dec.”) ¶ 5. Based on its data analyses, USPS has been steadily reducing its letter and flat mail 

processing equipment for several years, to align with volume reductions in those types of mail. 

DeChambeau Dec. ¶ 13. The number of machines reduced varies from year to year, based on 

utilization data. Id. For example, in Fiscal Year 2016, the USPS reduced 1,120 letter and flat

sorting machines, while the following year it reduced only 197 machines. Id. In 2017, the USPS 

began a more structured, phased equipment reduction initiative. Id. ¶ 14. The first phase focused 

on reducing unnecessary Delivery Barcode Sorters (DCBS) and Automated Flat Sorting Machines 

(AFSM), which process letter and flat mail, respectively. Id. Later phases included reducing 

unnecessary AFCS equipment. Id. ¶¶ 6, 16. In 2020, the USPS reduced approximately 700 letter

and flat sorting machines. Id. ¶¶ 19-21. These reductions were planned and scheduled before 

Postmaster General DeJoy took office, and he had no role in their implementation, id. ¶ 22, Couch

Dec. ¶¶ 5, 9, Declaration of Michael L. Barber (“Barber Dec.”) ¶ 5. Regarding the timing of the 

removals, as in prior years, the removals were scheduled for summer, when mail volumes are

historically lower. DeChambeau Dec. ¶ 19; Couch Dec. ¶ 4. 

Mail processing machines that are taken out of service are generally removed from a

facility floor and disassembled for their usable parts. Couch Dec. ¶¶ 10-11. Other machines may 

be offered for sale to the general public through the USPS’s Corporate Asset Accountability
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Office. Id. ¶¶ 10, 12. Indeed, factoring in the mail processing machines that were removed or 

disconnected this year, USPS’s mail processing utilization at the national level ranges from 35 

percent (when mail is low) to 65 percent (when mail is high); which means that machines have 

ample extra capacity. Barber Dec. ¶ 6. 

USPS is confident that its processing facilities have ample capacity to process all

anticipated Election Mail based on its ongoing monitoring of processing capacity data, taking into 

account machines that have been removed from service. DeChambeau Dec. ¶ 23; Barber Dec. ¶ 6. 

USPS tracks mail processing data for machines nationwide in order to evaluate whether machine 

utilization comports with the volume and types of mail handled in each facility, removing and/or 

replacing machines accordingly. DeChambeau Dec. ¶ 8; Couch Dec. ¶ 4; Barber Dec. ¶ 4. USPS 

may also remove machines because they are obsolete, to free up floor space for other use (e.g., 

sorting operations or package handling equipment), or as a result of facility consolidations, though 

no mail processing facility closings or consolidations are scheduled for Fiscal Year 2020 or the 

first quarter of Fiscal Year 2021. DeChambeau Dec. ¶¶ 7-12, 18; Couch Dec. ¶ 3; see Barber Dec. 

¶ 11; see also Ex. 10 at 1 (“No mail processing facilities will be closed.”).

On August 18, 2020, Postmaster General DeJoy ordered that all removals of equipment be 

suspended until after the Election. See Ex. 10 at 1; DeChambeau Dec. ¶ 22; Couch Dec. ¶¶ 13-15.

B. USPS’s Continued Focus on Adherence to Existing Transportation 
Schedules 

Approximately two years ago, Robert Cintron, Vice President of Logistics at USPS

Headquarters, began an initiative to improve compliance with USPS’s long-established delivery 

schedules. Cintron Dec. ¶¶ 1, 11-13, 21. When Postmaster General DeJoy took office in June 2020,

Mr. Cintron discussed the initiative with the Postmaster General and other Postal executives. Id.

¶¶ 22-23. Concurrent with these discussions, the OIG published a report addressing “late deliveries
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. . . late dispatch, extra trips, and all the time and costs” that those issues caused. Ex. 5 at 10. In 

that report, OIG found that “generally, the Postal Service’s processing network is not operating at 

optimal efficiency.” Ex. 13 (USPS OIG Audit Report No. 19XG013NO00O-R20, “US. Postal 

Service’s Processing Network Optimization and Service Impacts” (June 16, 2020)) at 1. In 

particular, “mail processing operations were not completed on time and mail missed its last 

scheduled transportation trip. In response, management used overtime . . . and either delayed the 

scheduled transportation trip or called for an extra trip.” Id. at 2. Among interrelated problems, 

“[a]bout 20 percent of total transportation trips (or four million trips) left mail processing facilities 

late.” Id. 

Soon after joining the Postal Service, Postmaster General DeJoy reemphasized the need to 

adhere to USPS’s operational plans, including transportation schedules. Cintron Dec. ¶ 23. Mr. 

Cintron and his team then developed written guidelines (generally consistent with past practices) 

regarding the circumstances where the scheduling of extra transportation trips is appropriate.  

Cintron Dec. ¶ 24 & Ex. 2. On July 14, 2020, the guidelines were distributed to area executives, 

advising them of USPS’s renewed effort to limit unplanned extra and under-utilized trips. Id. ¶

25.6 

During the following week, compliance with transportation schedules improved, but USPS

experienced a temporary decline in its service performance. Id. ¶ 26. However, after USPS 

                                    
6 USPS is aware of a memorandum dated July 10, 2020, titled “Mandatory Stand-Up Talk: All 
Employees,” which discusses some issues relating to late and extra trips. See Cintron Dec. ¶ 24
n.1. USPS, upon investigation, learned that this memo was locally prepared; it was not created, 
reviewed, or approved by USPS Headquarters. Id. The memo does not represent official USPS 
policy, either in July or now; in fact, it mischaracterizes USPS policy and the USPS’s initiative to 
encourage compliance with transportation schedules. Id. It has never been USPS policy or 
guidance to “ban” extra trips, nor was it ever USPS’s goal or desire to leave mail behind in 
processing facilities. Id. ¶¶ 24 n.1 & 28; Curtis Dec. ¶ 24 n.1.  
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addressed the decline, it observed steady improvements in service performance. Id. ¶ 27; See 

Declaration of Angela Curtis (“Curtis Dec.”) ¶ 30. On August 31, 2020, Postmaster General DeJoy 

provided updated information to Congress showing “the expected improvements in service. . . . 

across all major mail categories in the weeks prior to my testimony, and this trend has continued 

through August, rapidly returning to early July levels. . . . while still adhering to our existing 

transportation schedules. In other words, we are improving service performance while more 

consistently running our trucks on time.” See Service Performance Rebounds at Postal Service 

(Aug. 31, 2020) at 1, https://about.usps.com/newsroom/national-releases/2020/0831-service-

performance-rebounds-at-postal-service.htm; id. Congressional Briefing (Aug. 31, 220) at 8 (data 

showing that USPS service performance has rebounded to early-July 2020 levels), 

https://about.usps.com/newsroom/global/pdf/0831-congressional-service-briefing.pdf 

(“Congressional Briefing”); Cintron Dec. ¶ 27. Furthermore, in the last two months, there has been 

a sharp decrease in late and extra trips. See Congressional Briefing at 4-6 (data showing a steep 

decline since early July in late and extra trips); Cintron Dec. ¶ 27. USPS’s performance continues 

to improve. See USPS Service Performance Continues Upward Trend (Sept. 10, 2020),

https://about.usps.com/newsroom/national-releases/2020/0910-usps-service-performance-

continues-upward-trend.htm.

C. USPS Personnel Practices Related to Overtime Usage and Staffing 
Shortages Caused by the Covid-19 Pandemic 

1. Overtime  

Defendants have not attempted to curtail USPS’s ability to handle Election Mail by banning 

or unreasonably restricting employee overtime. The Postal Service’s customary overtime 

practices, pursuant to which overtime is generally evaluated and approved by local field managers 

(not Headquarters personnel), have remained unchanged since Postmaster General DeJoy took 
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office, and the rate at which USPS has incurred overtime has remained constant. See Curtis Dec.

¶¶ 12, 22-23; Declaration of Joshua Colin, Ph.D. (“Colin Dec.”) ¶¶ 3-4. To the extent USPS has 

made past efforts to monitor or address certain issues regarding overtime usage, such efforts are 

unrelated to the Election. Instead, these efforts consist of ongoing, routine measures to improve 

efficiency and reduce unnecessary costs. See Curtis Dec. ¶¶ 12-13; Colin Dec. ¶¶ 3-6.  

In maintaining the status quo leading up to the Election, Postmaster General DeJoy 

clarified that he never banned overtime, and continues to approve of its appropriate use. See, e.g.,

Ex. 14 14 (Transcript of House Oversight and Reform Committee on Postal Service 

Operational Changes Hearing (Aug. 24, 2020)) 14 (“I did not direct the elimination or any 

cutback in overtime.”); Ex. 10 at 1 (“[W]e reassert that overtime has, and will continue to be, 

approved as needed”). 

2. The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic 

Since March 2020, USPS has faced significant staffing issues caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic. See Declaration of John Prokity (“Prokity Dec.”) ¶ 4; Curtis Dec. ¶ 18. Prior to the 

pandemic, USPS experienced, on average, a weekly equivalent of 55,000 employees using full-

day leave. Prokity Dec. ¶ 5. In early March, this figure began to increase until it peaked in mid-

April at 81,000, or the equivalent of nearly 26,000 additional employees using full-day leave in a 

week. Id. Thereafter, the situation improved somewhat until July, when personnel availability 

again began to decrease (hitting its lowest levels in the week of July 11, 2020). Id.

To mitigate these staffing shortages, which negatively impacted USPS’s ability to timely 

deliver mail, see id. ¶¶ 20-21, Prokity Dec. ¶¶ 6, 10, USPS has taken extraordinary steps to hire 

additional employees.7 See Prokity Dec. ¶ 6. For instance, USPS has implemented a number of 

                                    
7 On August 7, 2020, in connection with a high-level organizational restructuring, USPS 
implemented a hiring freeze for managerial positions. Prokity Dec. ¶ 6 n.1. This action has had no 
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changes to its normal hiring processes to be able to hire employees more quickly, and has 

negotiated agreements with the postal workers’ unions to allow the hiring of non-career employees 

above the historical contractual limits. See id. ¶¶ 7-8. As a result of these and other efforts, USPS 

has hired an average of 2,000 to 3,000 employees per week, with a total of 88,627 new employees 

hired between March 1 and August 27, 2020. Id. ¶ 9. 

D. Other Efforts Aimed at Improving Efficiency 

There are two other practices that have prompted election-related criticism of USPS: setting 

park points (i.e., locations where a driver parks and exits a postal vehicle to deliver mail on foot) 

and “Expedited to Street/Afternoon Sortation” (“ESAS”), a limited pilot program aimed at 

reducing morning activities to allow carriers to begin their routes earlier. There is no nationwide 

USPS policy setting a fixed cap on the number of park points that may be used on a route, nor has 

Postmaster General DeJoy made any changes to USPS practices regarding park points. Colin Dec. 

¶¶ 12-14. Furthermore, the ESAS was planned before Postmaster General DeJoy took office, and 

it was suspended at the Postmaster General’s direction. Colin Dec. ¶ 11. 

IV. Procedural History 

Plaintiff filed this Complaint on August 20, 2020, Compl, ECF No.1, and its motion for 

Preliminary Injunction, ECF No. 8, on September 1, 2020. It complains about two sets of alleged 

changes, which are purportedly identified in two informal documents. The first purported set of 

changes are summarized in a document entitled “New PMG’s expectations and plan,” which 

purportedly identifies “significant nationwide changes Postmaster DeJoy was implementing,” 

including “that overtime would be eliminated, that letter carriers would have to make changes 

limiting the timeline and affecting the scope of their delivery routes, and that certain customer 

                                    
effect on the hiring of non-management employees, including mail carriers, mail handlers, and 
clerks. Id.; see also Curtis Dec. ¶ 25.  
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service windows would be closed during lunchtime . . . .[while] direct[ing] employees to leave 

mail behind at distribution centers if it delayed letter carriers from their routes.” PI Mem. at 11 

(hereinafter “PMG Plan”). The second set of changes is detailed in a document entitled “Pivoting 

for our Future,” which describes certain “transportation changes being implemented (today).” Id.

at 12 (hereinafter “Pivot”). As will be discussed later, neither of these documents describes actual 

changes on behalf of the organization; rather, each was prepared by a mid-level manager, and 

distributed locally. The documents do not accurately represent USPS policy. See Curtis Decl. ¶ 24 

n.1. Plaintiff seeks to enjoin the “PMG Plan” and “Pivot.” See Proposed Order, ECF No. 8-4. 

Eleven lawsuits, including this one, have been filed recently across the country concerning 

purported changes made by USPS. Generally, the plaintiffs in these cases allege that the purported 

changes were intended to obstruct voting by mail for the Election, asserting overlapping 

constitutional and statutory claims. Despite the fact that the USPS suspended almost all of the 

activities at issue until after Election, these plaintiffs continue to pursue litigation.8

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

“A preliminary injunction is an extraordinary remedy never awarded as of right.” Winter

v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 24 (2008). “A plaintiff seeking a preliminary injunction 

must establish that [she] is likely to succeed on the merits, that [she] is likely to suffer irreparable

harm in the absence of preliminary relief, that the balance of equities tips in [her] favor, and that 

an injunction is in the public interest.” Id. at 20. When “the Government is the opposing party,”

the assessment of “harm to the opposing party” and “the public interest” merge. Nken v. Holder,

556 U.S. 418, 435 (2009). Additionally, “when mandatory injunctive relief is sought,” seeking to

                                    
8 Because the issues here are largely the same, and in the interest of efficiency, Defendants also 
rely here on the declarations filed in support of Defendants’ preliminary injunction briefing in 
Jones, et al. v. United States Postal Service, et al., No. 1:20-cv-06516 (S.D.N.Y.). 
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compel affirmative conduct rather than simply preserve the status quo, “the burden on the moving 

party is particularly heavy” and the “right to relief must be indisputably clear.” Trinity Indus., Inc. 

v. Chicago Bridge & Iron Co., 735 F.3d 131, 139 (3d Cir. 2013). 

ARGUMENT 
 

I. Plaintiffs are unlikely to prevail on the merits of their claims. 

A. Plaintiffs’ alleged injuries rely on a speculative chain of possibilities, and are 
thus insufficient to establish standing. 

To establish standing, Plaintiffs “must have (1) suffered an injury in fact, (2) that is fairly 

traceable to the challenged conduct of the defendant, and (3) that is likely to be redressed by a 

favorable judicial decision.” Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540, 1547 (2016). When a plaintiff 

seeks prospective relief, the “threatened injury must be certainly impending to constitute injury in 

fact;” “[a]llegations of possible future injury are not sufficient. Clapper v. Amnesty Int’l USA, 568

U.S. 398, 409 (2013). A “theory of standing, which relies on a highly attenuated chain of 

possibilities, does not satisfy” this requirement. Id. at 410. “The plaintiff, as the party invoking 

federal jurisdiction, bears the burden of establishing these elements,” and therefore “must clearly 

. . . allege facts demonstrating each element.” Spokeo, 136 S. Ct. at 1547.  

Here, Plaintiffs rely on alleged injuries stemming from their assertion that USPS’s 

purported policy changes will result in material delays of sufficient degree to harm Plaintiffs in 

particular (e.g., by delaying the delivery of payments and goods to Plaintiffs). But this theory 

suffers from at least two problems. To start, as noted supra, the vast majority of the purported 

changes pre-date PMG DeJoy’s tenure, or simply never existed, which creates an independent 

redressability problem: Plaintiffs cannot benefit if the Court orders Defendants to suspend policies 

that do not exist, or are unrelated to recent delays. And although the agency did renew its focus on 

mitigating unnecessary extra or late trips, and there “was a temporary decline in meeting service 
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standards” in mid-July, USPS “began efforts to correct the decline through focusing on meeting 

mail processing and delivery schedules, conducting a root cause analysis of why some mail was 

not timely being load on trucks, and identifying corrective measures to improve these issues, 

Cintron Decl. ¶¶ 25-26. As a result, “service performance is rapidly returning to early July levels.” 

Id. ¶ 27. Moreover, any alleged injury based on a delay in the delivery of election mail is entirely 

speculative, particularly considering the enormous efforts that USPS has put into place in order to 

ensure that ballots are timely delivered. See, e.g., DeChambeau Dec. ¶ 23; Barber Dec. ¶ 6.  

In any event, even assuming USPS instituted the policies alleged by Plaintiffs, any alleged 

injury to Plaintiffs still relies on a “highly attenuated chain of possibilities.” First, the purported 

USPS policy changes must cause material delays in the future. Plaintiffs refer to prior delays as 

proof, but there is no indication that those delays were primarily caused by the USPS policy 

changes, rather than COVID-related circumstances (e.g., staffing shortages). Second, these 

material delays must affect Plaintiffs in particular. Plaintiffs do not claim that the alleged policy 

changes will cause delays across-the-board. And even if Plaintiffs have witnessed delays in the

past, that alone is insufficient to establish that they will continue to suffer delays in the future. See

City of L.A. v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 107-08 (1983). Third, these delays must be of sufficient length 

and magnitude to actually cause the harms about which Plaintiffs complain. For example, Plaintiffs

allege that delays may interfere with the efficient operation of their legal systems, since legal 

documents are often sent by mail. See Compl. ¶ 219. But Plaintiffs must show that the delays will

be of sufficient length, and affect the delivery of legal documents to or from a sufficient number 

of persons, to create any meaningful interference with the legal system. This “speculative chain of

possibilities does not establish that injury based on” the purported USPS policy changes “is 

certainly pending.” Clapper, 568 U.S. at 414.
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B. Plaintiffs are unlikely to succeed on their section 3661 claim. 

Plaintiffs’ central claim in this lawsuit is that the Postal Service has failed to comply with 

the requirement to seek an advisory opinion from the PRC pursuant to 39 U.S.C. § 3661(b) before 

enacting certain purported operational “changes,” i.e., changes to policies concerning mail truck 

schedules and election mail. Section 3661(b) requires that “[w]hen the Postal Service determines 

that there should be a change in the nature of postal services which will generally affect service on 

a nationwide or substantially nationwide basis,” it must first submit a proposal to the PRC 

requesting an advisory opinion. 39 U.S.C. § 3661(b). The PRC shall issue its written opinion only 

after an opportunity for a hearing on the record. 39 U.S.C. § 3661(c).  

As a threshold matter, clear statutory text and decades of precedent make clear that it is the 

PRC that has exclusive jurisdiction over complaints relating to service issues, including the failure 

of the Postal Service to first seek an advisory opinion from that body for a nationwide change in 

service, with the right to appeal to the D.C. Circuit if the complainant is dissatisfied. District courts 

play no role in adjudicating such disputes. But even if Plaintiffs could somehow overcome this 

hurdle, the Postal Service was not required to seek an advisory opinion relating to any of the

purported actions challenged in this suit. 

1. District Courts lack subject-matter jurisdiction over complaints regarding 
39 U.S.C. § 3661, which are channeled to the Postal Regulatory Commission and 
then the D.C. Circuit. 

Congress has expressly precluded district court jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s section 3661 

claim. Title 39 of the U.S. Code provides that the district courts have jurisdiction over cases against 

the Postal Service, “except as otherwise provided in this title.” 39 U.S.C. § 409(a) (emphasis 

added); see also LeMay v. U.S. Postal Serv., 450 F.3d 797, 799 (8th Cir. 2006) (district court 

jurisdiction over Postal Service can be preempted by other provisions, including section 3662). 

This case involves one of those exceptions: 39 U.S.C. § 3662, which vests exclusive jurisdiction 
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over complaints regarding the Postal Service’s compliance with certain statutory requirements – 

including section 3661 – in the PRC. 

In section 3662, Congress specified that any person “who believes the Postal Service is not 

operating in conformance with the requirements of various provisions, including “this chapter [i.e., 

Chapter 36 of Title 39, which includes 39 U.S.C. § 3661] (or any regulations promulgated under 

any of those provisions) may lodge a complaint with the Postal Regulatory Commission.” 39 

U.S.C. § 3662(a) (emphasis added). “If the Postal Regulatory Commission finds the complaint to 

be justified, it shall order that the Postal Service take such action as the Commission considers 

appropriate in order to achieve compliance with the applicable requirements and to remedy the 

effects of any noncompliance.” Id. § 3662(c). If that person is dissatisfied with the PRC’s ruling, 

she may petition for review in the D.C. Circuit. Id. § 3663. If she is satisfied with the PRC’s order, 

the district courts have jurisdiction to enforce any PRC orders against the Postal Service. Id. §

3664. 

Courts have repeatedly held that 39 U.S.C. §§ 3662 and 3663 constitute the exclusive 

jurisdictional remedy for complaints about postal services that fall within the statutory provisions

specifically identified in section 3662—and as discussed above, that includes a claim that the 

Postal Service is not complying with section 3661. Numerous courts of appeals have so held. See,

e.g., Foster v. Pitney Bowes Corp., 549 F. App’x 982, 986 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (PRC has “exclusive 

jurisdiction . . . over claims enumerated in § 3662”); LeMay, 450 F.3d at 799-800 (“In this case,

Congress removed the district courts’ jurisdiction over claims regarding postal rates and services. 

It did so by enacting 39 U.S.C. § 3662.”); Bovard v. U.S. Post Office, 47 F.3d 1178 (10th Cir.

1995) (earlier version of 39 U.S.C. § 3662 “makes clear that a postal customer’s remedy for 
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unsatisfactory service [which was identified in section 3662] lies with the Postal Rate Commission.

. . . Accordingly, the district court was without jurisdiction to review this claim.”).  

And these courts of appeals have been joined by the “countless decisions” of lower courts. 

Pep-Wku, LLC v. USPS, No. 20-cv-0009-GNS, 2020 WL 2090514, at *3 (W.D. Ky. Apr. 30, 

2020); see, e.g., McDermott v. Potter, No. C09-0776RSL, 2009 WL 2971585, at *3 (W.D. Wash. 

Sept. 11, 2009), aff'd sub nom. McDermott v. Donahue, 408 F. App'x 51 (9th Cir. 2011) (“Read 

together, [39 U.S.C. §§ 3662, 3663, and 3664] demonstrate that this Court lacks jurisdiction to 

consider service-related complaints in the first instance” and holding that “the PRC has exclusive 

jurisdiction” over such claims); Rodriguez v. Hemit, No. C16-778 RAJ, 2018 WL 3618260, at *2 

(W.D. Wash. July 30, 2018) (same); Striley v. United States Postal Serv., No. 16-CV-07233-HRL, 

2017 WL 513166, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 8, 2017) (“Under 39 U.S.C. Section 3662, the Postal 

Regulatory Commission has exclusive jurisdiction over such complaints”); Sears, Roebuck & Co. 

v. U.S. Postal Serv., 134 F. Supp. 3d 365, 382 (D.D.C. 2015), aff'd in part on other grounds, 

vacated in part on other grounds, rev'd in part sub nom. Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. United States 

Postal Serv., 844 F.3d 260 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (“Particularly exempted [from district court

jurisdiction] are claims concerning postal rates and service standards; such claims must first be 

presented to the Postal Regulatory Commission”); Murphy v. United States Postal Serv., No. C

14-02156 SI, 2014 WL 4437731, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 9, 2014) (“The PRC has exclusive 

jurisdiction over service-related complaints with the Postal Service covered by section 3662.”);

Powell v. United States Postal Serv., No. CV 15-12913-FDS, 2016 WL 409672, at *1 –2 (D. Mass. 

Feb. 2, 2016) (district courts lack jurisdiction regarding claims brought pursuant to 39 U.S.C. §

3661(a)).  
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This overwhelming line of precedent has developed for good reason. “Generally, when 

Congress creates procedures ‘designed to permit agency expertise to be brought to bear on 

particular problems’ those procedures ‘are to be exclusive.’” Free Enterprise Fund v. Public Co. 

Accounting Oversight Bd., 561 U.S. 477, 589 (2010) (quoting Whitney Nat. Bank in Jefferson 

Parish v. Bank of New Orleans & Trust Co., 379 U.S.411, 420 (1995)). “It is well settled that even 

where Congress has not expressly stated that statutory jurisdiction is ‘exclusive’ . . . a statute which 

vests jurisdiction in a particular court cuts off original jurisdiction in other courts in all cases 

covered by that statute.” Telecomms Res. & Action Ctr. v. FCC, 750 F.2d 70, 77 (D.C. Cir. 1984); 

see also Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. EPA, 861 F.3d 174, 186 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (“[W]here ‘a 

special statutory review procedure [exists], it is ordinarily supposed that Congress intended that 

procedure to be the exclusive means of obtaining judicial review in those cases to which it 

applies.’”) (quoting Media Access Project v. FCC, 884 F.2d 1063, 1077 (D.C. Cir. 1989)); Public 

Util. Comm’r of Or. v. Bonneville Power Admin, 767 F.2d 622, 627 (9th Cir. 1985) (“[J]urisdiction 

over a specific class of claims which Congress has committed to the court of appeals generally is 

exclusive, even in the absence of an express statutory command of exclusiveness.”). This principle

applies particularly in situations where there are multiple layers of review, i.e., review first to an 

agency, and then to the federal courts of appeals. See, In re Series 7 Broker Qualification Exam

Scoring Litig., 548 F.3d 110, 114 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (“The multiple layers of review evince 

Congress’s intent to direct challenges . . . to the avenues Congress created.”); see also Bank of

Louisiana v. FDIC, 919 F.3d 916, 922 (5th Cir. 2019) (“[S]ometimes Congress leapfrogs district 

courts by channeling claims through administrative review and directly to federal appellate

courts”). Here, Congress has created just such a channeling scheme: complaints within the ambit 

of section 3662 (including complaints that the Postal Service has not complied with section 3661)
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go first to the Commission, an agency with deep expertise in postal matters, and then to the D.C. 

Circuit. See 39 U.S.C. §§ 3661, 3662. Under such circumstances, this court lacks subject matter 

jurisdiction over this claim9

2. The ultra vires doctrine does not provide an avenue for judicial review here. 

Plaintiffs fail to acknowledge section 3662’s channeling of review to the PRC and then to 

the D.C. Circuit. Instead, Plaintiffs seek review under this Court’s very limited ultra vires review 

doctrine. But Plaintiffs cannot satisfy ultra vires review, for two reasons: first, ultra vires review 

is only available where there is no other potential remedy, and here the statute provides for the 

filing of a complaint to the PRC and then the D.C. Circuit. And second, ultra vires review is only 

available if the agency has failed to comply with such a clear and unequivocal statutory command 

that the agency has acted without any authority. There is no such error here; indeed, the vast 

majority of the “changes” of which Plaintiffs complains are not changes at all, but routine, long-

standing operational practices.  

“[T]he Postal Service is exempt from review under the [APA].” Mittleman v. Postal 

Regulatory Comm’n, 757 F.3d 300, 305 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (internal quotation marks and citations 

omitted); 39 U.S.C. § 401(a). For claims—unlike here—where there is no other remedy, some 

                                    
9 The Supreme Court has recognized that district court jurisdiction may not be implicitly precluded 
if three factors are met: (1) “a finding of preclusion could foreclose all meaningful judicial review,” 
(2) if the suit is “wholly collateral to a statute’s review provisions,” and (3) “if the claims are 
‘outside the agency’s expertise.” Jarkesy v. SEC, 803 F.3d 9, 17 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (quoting Free 
Enterprise, 561 U.S. at 489-90. None of these factors is met here.  

There is meaningful judicial review of a final PRC order in the D.C. Circuit. Nor does it matter 
that the PRC cannot provide “immediate relief,” as the fact that there may eventually be relief is 
sufficient as a matter of law. See Am. Fed’n of Gov’t Employees, 929 F.3d at 755-56 (“Here, [the 
Supreme Court] instructs that the [plaintiffs] are not necessarily entitled to raise a pre-
implementation challenge in the district court, and that Congress may require them to litigate their 
claims solely through the statutory scheme, so long as they can eventually obtain review and 
relief.”) (emphasis added) Moreover, the suit is not collateral to the statute’s review provisions, 
but falls within their explicit text, and involves a function committed to the agency’s expertise.  
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courts have, however, found “non-statutory review’ available for certain Postal Service decisions, 

notwithstanding the preclusion of APA review under 39 U.S.C. § 39 U.S.C. § 410(a).” Mittleman,

757 F.3d. at 307; see also Aid Ass’n for Lutherans v. USPS, 321 F.3d 1166, 1173 (D.C. Cir. 2003) 

(Postal Service can be reviewed under ultra vires doctrine pursuant to “the leading case, Leedom 

v. Kyne, 358 U.S. 184 (1958)”). Such review, however, “is quite narrow,” id., and “is essentially 

a Hail Mary pass – and in court as in football, the attempt rarely succeeds.” Nyunt v. Broadcasting 

Bd. of Govs., 589 F.3d 445, 449 (D.C. Cir. 2009). In order to justify relief under the ultra vires

doctrine “a plaintiff must show, first that the agency has acted ‘in excess of its delegated powers 

and contrary to a specific prohibition,’ and, second, that barring review by the district court ‘would

wholly deprive [the party] of a meaningful and adequate means of vindicating its statutory rights.” 

Nat’l Air Traffic Controllers Ass’n AFL-CIO v. Fed. Service Impasses Panel, 437 F.3d 1256, 1258 

(D.C. Cir. 2006) (quoting, first, Leedom v. Kyne, 358 U.S. 184, 188 (1958), and, second, Bd. of 

Governors, Fed. Reserve Sys. v. MCorp Fin., Inc., 502 U.S. 32, 43 (1991)). With respect to the 

first prong, “[a]n agency acts ultra vires when it violates a ‘clear and mandatory’ statutory 

provision. A statutory provision is ‘clear and mandatory’ when it has only one unambiguous

interpretation.” Nat’l Ass’n of Postal Supervisors v. USPS, No. 18-cv-2236-RCL, 2020 WL

4039177, at 3 (D.D.C. July 17, 2020).

Plaintiffs’ claim fails each requirement. Most obviously, Plaintiffs fail at the second 

condition: they have a “meaningful and adequate means of vindicating [their] statutory rights.”

MCorp, 502 U.S. at 43. Plaintiffs can file a complaint to the Postal Regulatory Commission, with 

judicial review if they remain unsatisfied in the D.C. Circuit. Their failure to even attempt to do

so is fatal to their claim. See id. (appeal to agency, followed by review in the courts of appeals, 

constitutes a meaningful and adequate means of vindicating statutory rights).
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Although this Court need not reach it in light of the express channeling of judicial review 

to the D.C. Circuit, Plaintiffs’ claim also fails under the first prong of the ultra vires analysis,

because they cannot show that the Postal Service has violated section 3661(b). That provision 

requires the Postal Service to request an advisory opinion whenever it “determines that there 

should be a change in the nature of postal services which will generally affect service on a 

nationwide or substantially nationwide basis. 39 U.S.C. § 3661(b). The leading case interpreting 

this statute is Buchanan v. U.S. Postal Serv., 508 F.2d 259 (5th Cir. 1975). There, the Fifth Circuit 

recognized that “Congress intended 3661 to apply to only a specified class of decisions,” and that 

“Postal management was left with broad decision-making power, subject to 3661’s requirements 

for specified decisions.” Id. at 262; see also id. (“The language of 3661 indicates the limited scope 

of application.”); see also id. at 263-64 (recognizing “a policy of broad management power and an 

unexpansive interpretation of 3661”). Accordingly, three factors that must be satisfied before

section 3661(b) comes into play. 

“First, there must be a ‘change.’ This implies that a quantitative determination is 

necessary.” Id. at 262. In other words, “[t]here must be some meaningful impact on service. Minor

alterations which have a minimal effect on the general class of postal users do not fall within 

3661.” Id. “Second, the change must be ‘in the nature of postal services.’ This involves a

qualitative examination of the manner in which postal services available to the user will be 

altered.” Id. at 262-63. “Third, the change must affect service ‘on a nationwide or substantially

nationwide basis.’ A broad geographical area must be involved.” Id. at 263. In drawing these lines, 

courts have made a “distinction between Postal Service managerial decisions and Postal Service

decisions which affect the public and give rise to an opportunity to be heard,” with decisions like 
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transferring mail processing facilities and maintaining mail trucks falling into the former category. 

See, e.g., Wilson v. USPS, 441 F. Supp. 803, 806 (C.D. Cal. 1977). 

Plaintiffs identify two such purported “changes”: (1) certain operational changes to mail 

transportation, PI Mem. at 30-33; and (2) a future “plan” to no longer “prioritize Election Mail” 

and to “not process Election Mail without adequate postage.” Id. at 33-34. Neither meets these 

demanding standards. First, contrary to Plaintiffs’ contention, id. at 1, USPS has not prohibited 

extra or late trips. See Cintron Dec. ¶¶ 23-24. The only notable change USPS has made has been 

to develop written guidance clarifying the circumstances under which extra truck trips were 

acceptable, in order to mitigate the number of unplanned and unnecessary trips, see Cintron Dec. 

¶¶ 23-24, and that is not a “change” as that term is used in section 3661. It is not a new policy but 

rather a renewed focus on ensuring the Postal Service complies with its existing policies, and that 

it operates as efficiently as possible. This is precisely the type of management direction to which 

section 3661 does not apply. In their brief, Plaintiffs focus on the fact that there was a delay in the 

mail, see PI Mot at 31-33, a delay which has now largely been corrected. But that, by itself, cannot 

be enough to trigger section 3661 because any managerial change can be said to have the effect of

changing the Postal Service’s operations (i.e., changing how the mail is delivered). If that is true, 

then nearly any managerial initiative, be that one which would make the Service either more

efficient or less efficient, would first need to go through an on-the-record, trial-type proceeding. It 

cannot be true, for example, that the Postal Service would be required to seek an advisory opinion

from a separate agency if it wanted to upgrade its IT or truck routing systems, even if those 

upgrades might have a temporary effect on its services. Indeed, Plaintiffs never claim that the

Postal Service’s operational plan needed to undergo PRC review; if so, a decision to enforce 

compliance with that plan could not trigger review.
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Second, Plaintiffs allege that USPS has stated that it will no longer “prioritize Election 

Mail,” and that “the Postal Service will not process Election Mail without adequate postage.” PI 

Mot. at 33-4. But neither of these changes has even happened. USPS has numerous practices to 

prioritize Election Mail generally, and ballots in particular, regardless of the class in service. See

Glass Dec. ¶ 21-23. As a result of these practices “the delivery timeframes for Election Mail 

entered as Marketing Mail [a cheaper, slower class of service] often are comparable to those of 

Election Mail entered as First-Class Mail.” Id. ¶ 21. More to the point, this is not a change: it has 

been USPS practice for a number of years. Id. ¶ 18-23. And those practices are in place for the 

Election in November as well. Id. ¶ 29. And with respect to the claim that USPS will not process 

Election Mail without postage, this is wrong. USPS processes all returned ballots, regardless of 

postage, see POM § 171.3; Publication 632, State and Local Election Mail User’s Guide (Jan. 

2020), https://about.usps.com/publications/pub632.pdf, at 7, and USPS has always required state 

and local election officials to pay for the mail services they use, just like any other mail user. See,

e.g., Glass Dec. Ex. 2 (2016 letter from USPS to states recommending that election officials 

“should use First-Class Mail postage . . . when paying for delivery of outbound absentee or vote

by mail ballots.”). And given that USPS’s efforts to expeditiously deliver Election Mail in the 

upcoming election actually exceeds what the agency has done in the past, there is simply no basis

to suggest that the agency could have violated section 3661. 

Moreover, both the Postal Service and the Commission’s past practices confirm that any

change that USPS has implemented does not fall within section 3661’s ambit. “[P]ast practice . . . 

should be given the deference ordinarily accorded any interpretation of a statute by the agency

charged with its enforcement.” United Farm Workers of Am., AFL-CIO v. Chao, 227 F. Supp. 2d 

102,107 n.11 (D.D.C. 2002) (quoting Gelman v. FEC, 631 F.2d 939, 943 (D.C. Cir. 1980)). The
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Commission has noted that a “change in the nature of postal services broadly can be defined as 

changes to a customer’s ability to access essential postal services that require a visit to a postal 

retail facility.”10 Its past practice illustrates that changes that trigger 3661’s review are general 

changes to postal facility hours or service standards for mail delivery. The Postal Service requires 

an advisory opinion before, for example, formally changing the service standards (i.e., optimal 

transit times) for certain pieces of mail (i.e., eliminating overnight delivery for single-piece First-

Class Mail or adding an extra day to Standard Mail),11 changing the hours of operations at 

                                    
10 Advisory Opinion Concerning the Process for Evaluating Closing Stations and Branches, Docket 
No. N2009-1 (Mar. 10, 2010), at 1, 
https://www.prc.gov/docs/67/67174/Advisory_Opinion_031010.pdf. 
11 Advisory Opinion on Service Changes Associated With Standard Mail Load Levelling, Docket 
No. N2014-1 (Mar 26, 2014), at 1, 10, 
https://www.prc.gov/docs/89/89493/Docket%20No.%20N2014-1_Advisory%20Opinion.pdf 
(“This proposal entails a change to the delivery expectation or delivery service standard for . . . 
[certain] Standard Mail. . . . Under the Postal Service’s proposal, the service standard would change 
[from 3 days] to 4 days”); Advisory Opinion on Mail Processing Network Rationalization Service 
Changes, Docket No. N2012-1 (Sept. 28, 2012), at 1 
https://www.prc.gov/docs/85/85269/Advisory_Opinion_%20PDF%20_09282012.pdf (“The 
[Postal Service’s proposed] changes to service standards would ultimately eliminate all overnight 
delivery service for single-piece First-Class Mail, and delay much of current First-Class Mail 2-
day delivery to 3-day delivery. Presorted First-Class Mail and Periodicals would have to meet new 
mailing requirements, including new accelerated entry times, to maintain eligibility for overnight 
service. Standard Mail and Package Services would be affected to a lesser extent.”); Advisory 
Opinion Concerning a Proposed Change in the Nature of Postal Services, , at 7 Docket No. 2006-
1 (Dec. 12, 2006) (proposing “changes in the application of current service standards to numerous 
3-digit ZIP Code service area origin-destination pairs for different classes of mail.”). 
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thousands of post offices or retail operations,12 or eliminating an entire day of mail 

delivery.13 All of these proposals constitute substantial, formal changes in how mail is classified 

or which customer-facing operations are open. None of them concern basic, managerial 

operational changes of the type at issue here. 

If there were any doubt as to whether these “changes” are covered by section 3661, that 

doubt would be an insufficient basis for Plaintiffs’ ultra vires claim. Plaintiffs’ claim emerges at 

the intersection of two lines of doctrine: the requirement that section 3661 be narrowly interpreted, 

in order to preserve USPS’s “broad management power,” see Buchanan, 508 F.2d at 263-64, and 

the ultra vires doctrine, which requires that any error be clear and unambiguous. The basic, 

operational activities that Plaintiffs seek to challenge here cannot meet this set of unequivocal 

requirements. Indeed, were it otherwise, the ultra vires doctrine would swallow Congress’s express 

preclusion of judicial review of these types of claims in district court. Almost any sort of 

operational or management initiatives that could have an impact on Postal Service operations 

would fall within the ambit of section 3661 – and require extensive hearings---exactly the sort of 

ossification Congress intended to avoid. See id.

                                    
12 Advisory Opinion on Post Office Structure Plan, Docket No. N2012-2 (Aug. 23, 2012), 

at 1, 3, https://www.prc.gov/docs/85/85013/N2012-2_Adv_Op_082312.pdf (proposing to reduce 
the hours of operations “at more than 13,0000 post offices nationwide); Advisory Opinion on
Retail Access Optimization Initiative, Docket No. N2011-1 (Dec. 23, 2011), at 1, 
https://www.prc.gov/docs/78/78971/N2011-1_AdvisoryOP.pdf (proposing to identify “more than 
3,650 post offices, retail annexes, stations and branches for possible closing”).; Advisory Opinion 
Concerning the Process for Evaluating Closing Stations and Branches, Docket No. N2009-1 (Mar. 
10, 2010), https://www.prc.gov/docs/67/67174/Advisory_Opinion_031010.pdf (proposing a 
broad station and branch discontinuation plan). 

13 Advisory Opinion on Elimination of Saturday Delivery, Docket No. N2010-1 (Mar. 24, 
2011), at 1, available at https://www.prc.gov/docs/72/72327/Advisory_Opinion_032411.pdf (The 
Postal Service requests a Commission advisory opinion on a plan to end Saturday delivery, 
Saturday outgoing mail processing, and other related service changes.”). 
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C. Plaintiffs are unlikely to establish that the alleged USPS policy changes violates 
the rights of State legislatures under the Elections Clause.  

Plaintiffs next claim that the Elections Clause grants them a constitutional right to a certain 

level of mail service from USPS to support their own laws regarding elections. In support, 

Plaintiffs argue that they relied upon USPS policies and performance when crafting their relevant 

election laws, and thus the alleged USPS alleged policy changes at issue violate the right of their 

legislatures to enact laws concerning the “times, places, and manner” of elections. This theory—

that the Elections Clause creates ancillary rights against actions by the federal government that 

may have indirect effects on State elections—is unprecedented and without merit. 

The Elections Clause states that “[t]he times, places and manner of holding elections for” 

congresspersons “shall be prescribed in each state by the legislature thereof,” but Congress may 

generally “make or alter such regulations” by law. Smiley v. Holm, 285 U.S. 355, 363 (1932). The 

Elections Clause thus allows State legislatures “to prescribe the procedural mechanisms for 

holding congressional elections.” Cook v. Gralike, 531 U.S. 510, 523 (2001); U.S. Term Limits, 

Inc. v. Thornton, 514 U.S. 779, 832 (1995) (“The Framers intended the Elections Clause to grant 

States authority to create procedural regulations.”). The “function contemplated by [the Elections 

Clause] is that of making laws.” Smiley, 285 U.S. at 366. 

Here, USPS has not violated the right of Plaintiffs’ legislatures under the Elections Clause. 

First and foremost, there is no support whatsoever for Plaintiffs’ novel theory that the Elections 

Clause not only confers upon State legislatures the authority to pass laws governing how their 

citizens may vote, but also restricts federal activity which may have an incidental impact on the 

effects of these State regulations. The Elections Clause, by its terms, empowers Plaintiffs’ 

legislatures to enact laws governing “the times, places, and manner” in which their citizens may 

vote, and USPS has done nothing to limit that authority. Plaintiffs have all enacted laws allowing 
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some or all of their citizens to cast their ballots by mail, and those laws remain operative today. 

Even if Plaintiffs purportedly based these laws on an expectation of a certain level of performance 

by USPS in delivering the mail, that subjective expectation does not mean the Elections Clause 

now grants Plaintiffs a concomitant Constitutional right to have this Court oversee USPS 

operations to ensure that their expectations are met. 

Unsurprisingly, Plaintiffs do not cite to a single Elections Clause case that has recognized 

the validity of such a theory, and Defendants are aware of none. The overwhelming majority of 

Elections Clause cases concern whether State legislatures have enacted elections laws permissible 

under the Elections Clause, not whether other actors have interfered with powers granted to the 

States therein.14 And to the limited extent there is case law concerning whether third parties (other 

than the federal government) have violated the right of State legislatures under this provision, that 

case law undermines Plaintiffs’ theory. In Smiley v. Holm, for example, the Supreme Court found 

that the Elections Clause does not protect State legislatures from the inherent limitations of 

legislative activity, including circumstances external to a legislature which may affect the 

consequences of (or even undo) relevant election laws. 285 U.S. 355 (1932). There, the Minnesota

legislature enacted an election law, which the governor vetoed. The State nevertheless sought to 

implement the law, arguing that the governor could not constitutionally veto a law passed pursuant

to the Elections Clause, because that provision confers the relevant authority upon the “legislature” 

                                    
14 See, e.g., U.S. Term Limits, Inc. v. Thornton, 514 U.S. 779, 831-35(1995) (an Arkansas law that 
functionally created congressional term limits could not be justified under the Elections Clause); 
Roudebush v. Hartke, 405 U.S. 15, 26 (1972) (Indiana Senate election vote recount was consistent 
with the Elections Clause); Cook v. Gralike, 531 U.S. 510, 525 (2001) (Missouri law which 
required that ballots must identify a candidate’s position on term limits could be justified under 
the Elections Clause); Washington State Grange v. Washington State Republican Party, 552 U.S. 
442, 459 (2008) (Washington State blanket primary was permissible exercise of Elections Clause 
power). 
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alone. Id. at 362-63. The Supreme Court rejected this argument, noting that the “subject-matter” 

of the Elections Clause “involves lawmaking in its essential features,” and that “limitation[s]” to 

lawmaking—including the prospect of a veto—are not “incongruous with the grant of legislative 

authority to regulate congressional elections.” Id. at 366, 368. If the Elections Clause does not 

shield a State legislature from an event which entirely negates an election law, it certainly does not 

give States a constitutional right against any external event which may incidentally impact an 

election. 

Furthermore, Plaintiffs’ theory, if accepted, would effectively allow States to wield the 

Elections Clause as a means to control the actions of federal agencies. Here, Plaintiffs claim the 

right to force USPS to operate in a manner Plaintiffs prefer—prioritizing certain considerations 

over others, regardless of the effect on the overall Postal Service—all because Plaintiffs chose to 

use USPS for mail-in voting. If Plaintiffs’ theory were accepted, then in future elections, States 

could challenge any USPS delays—even those caused by events beyond USPS’s control—and 

secure a federal judgment directing the content of USPS’s business operations or forcing USPS to 

incur additional costs. And these claims would not be limited to USPS. For example, a State could

challenge the decisions of federal agencies not to allow their employees the day off to vote on 

election days, or the decision of a federal health and safety agency to condemn a building (or

otherwise ensure safe conditions) in a facility that has been selected as a polling place. States, and 

by necessary implication the judiciary, would become overseers of federal agencies to the extent

their actions could impact state election laws—a result that would present significant separation 

of powers concerns, risking a “confrontation between the two branches” that “should be avoided

whenever possible.” Cheney v. U.S. Dist. Court for D.C., 542 U.S. 367, 389–90 (2004). 
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This result is, of course, not the one that the Framers intended in crafting the narrow scope 

of the Elections Clause. Indeed, far from establishing the primacy of State interests, the Elections 

Clause, if anything, reflects a principle of “federal supremacy over the procedural aspects of 

determining the times, places, and manner of elections.” U.S. Term Limits, Inc. 514 U.S. at 810 

(describing Congress’s authority to preempt State election laws). The Court should therefore 

conclude that the Elections Clause means what it says: States can issue procedural laws concerning 

the times, places, and manner of their elections, but the federal government need not contort its 

programs and policies to best accommodate any given State’s election law. 

Plaintiffs’ arguments in support of creating this new cause of action lack merit. To start, 

Plaintiffs assert that the Elections Clause expressly grants Congress the authority to generally pass 

laws which “make or alter” State “regulations” enacted under the Elections Clause, and thus, by 

inference, this authority is withheld from the Executive Branch. But USPS has not engaged in any 

conduct reserved for Congress under this provision. Congress can expressly “supplement” or 

“substitute” relevant State laws; it can dictate when, where, and how States’ citizens are allowed 

to vote in Congressional elections. Smiley, 285 U.S. at 366-67. Congress thus “has a general

supervisory power over the whole subject.” Id. at 367. USPS has not acted under, let alone usurp, 

this legislative authority. It has not even attempted to prescribe how a State’s citizens are allowed

to vote, nor has it overridden a State law on the subject.15 

Plaintiffs then argue that under Zschernig v. Miller, 389 U.S. 429 (1968), any

“interference” with a right vested with another governing body is unconstitutional. In Zschernig,

                                    
15 As a separate matter, Plaintiffs fail to explain why USPS could not “supplement” or “substitute” 
relevant State laws when acting pursuant to an express statutory grant of power from Congress. 
However, because USPS is neither “supplementing” nor “substituting” Plaintiffs’ election laws, 
the Court need not resolve this question. 
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the Supreme Court struck down an Oregon inheritance statute under which, before an heir located 

abroad could receive her or his inheritance, Oregon Courts would have to first inquire into (and 

render a judgment on) the adequacy of certain legal protections of the country in which the heir 

resided—the kind of “involvement in foreign affairs and international relations . . . which the 

Constitution entrusts solely to the Federal Government.” Id. at 432, 436. Obviously, Zschernig has 

no relevance here. First, it dealt with the unique area of “foreign policy” and “foreign relations,” 

where “[e]xperience [had] shown that international controversies of the gravest moment, 

sometimes even leading to war, may arise from” actions taken “by a government.” Id. at 440–41. 

Even assuming Zschernig held that any “interference” with the federal government’s foreign 

policy authority is unconstitutional, there is no indication that this standard applies to any other 

Constitutional provision, much less the Elections Clause in particular. 

Regardless, Zschernig did not find the Oregon law at issue unconstitutional simply because 

it “interfered” with the federal government’s foreign policy authority. Rather, the issue was that 

Oregon was directly engaging in conduct reserved for the federal government. “The Oregon 

statute” led to “minute inquiries concerning the actual administration of foreign law” and “into the

credibility of foreign diplomatic statements.” Id. at 435. The Oregon law thus called for activities 

reserved “for the Federal Government, not for local probate courts,” and had “a direct impact upon

foreign relations.” Id. at 437–38, 441. Importantly, the Supreme Court clarified that a state law 

would not be unconstitutional simply because it had “only some incidental or indirect effect” on

foreign policy. Id. at 433. Here, USPS did not engage in any activities reserved for State 

legislatures. It did not select or foreclose the means by which the citizens in any particular state

may vote. States that allowed mail-in voting before the alleged USPS policy changes may continue

to allow mail-in voting after those alleged changes.
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Plaintiffs finally argue that USPS violated the Elections Clause because the “purpose” of 

the alleged USPS policy changes is to interfere with mail-in voting. But there is no evidence, or 

even well-pled allegation, to support this assertion. Most of the alleged “policy changes” Plaintiffs 

refer to are actually long-established policies that predate PMG DeJoy’s tenure, and in any event, 

the PMG suspended those changes pending the November 2020 election to assuage public concern. 

Critically, USPS has made no change to the election mail policies it has followed since before the 

PMG took office. It has not changed the prices charged for or the services available to those who 

choose to use the mail to participate in the electoral process. If anything, USPS has now committed 

even more resources towards the processing and delivery of election mail. See supra at 10-11. 

To establish improper motive, Plaintiffs refer to the timing of the alleged policy changes, 

the procedure followed for their implementation, and certain extraneous activities of PMG DeJoy 

and a member of the USPS Board of Governors. But none of these allegations provides any direct 

support for Plaintiffs’ suspicion, and they certainly do not justify any inference of improper motive 

in light of the measures taken by PMG DeJoy (e.g., suspending certain policies at issue in this 

litigation). In any event, the alleged policy changes that did occur involved other persons at USPS,

and thus the motivation for these policy changes cannot be driven by only the two people 

emphasized by Plaintiffs. See, e.g., Cintron Decl. (describing transportation imitative which

Plaintiffs now challenge as having been started in 2017). 

Furthermore, it is unclear how abstract “purpose” has any bearing on the relevant Elections

Clause analysis. As explained earlier, USPS has not inhibited States from issuing laws governing 

how their citizens are allowed to vote in Congressional elections, and so USPS has not violated

the right of State legislatures under the Elections Clause. And the States remain free to alter their 
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policies to account for any fears over the performance of USPS. It is unclear how subjective 

“motivation” could change this conclusion.  

To argue otherwise, Plaintiffs cite to no authority specific to the Elections Clause. Instead, 

they rely upon Zivotofsky ex rel. Zivotofsky v. Kerry, which dealt with whether a statute requiring 

the State Department to list “Israel” as the birthplace on passports for U.S. citizens born in 

Jerusalem infringed upon “[t]he President’s exclusive recognition power” which “encompasses 

the authority to acknowledge [a foreign nation’s] territorial bounds.” 576 U.S. 1, 17 (2015). As is 

readily apparent, this case is inapplicable. First, the court did not find that an allegation of improper 

“purpose” could establish a “Presidential recognition power” claim, much less an Elections Clause 

claim. The Court there held that because the President had claimed that he would not formally 

recognize Jerusalem as within Israel’s sovereignty, Congress could not “require him to contradict 

[that] statement” by requiring the Executive Branch to proclaim that Jerusalem is part of Israel in 

U.S. passports. Id. at 21; see also id. at 29 (the statute at issue “require[d] the President, through 

the Secretary [of State], to identify citizens born in Jerusalem who so request as being born in 

Israel. But according to the President, those citizens were not born in Israel,” and so the statute

“directly contradicts the . . . Executive branch policy of neutrality toward Jerusalem”). Although 

towards the end of its opinion the Court noted, in passing, that “the purpose of the statute was to

infringe on the recognition power,” id. at 31, this was in no way necessary to its holding. The Court 

found the statute at issue unconstitutional because “Congress in effect [was] exercis[ing] the

recognition power,” and “overrid[ing] the President’s recognition determination.” Id. at 29. 

If anything, Zivotofsky supports USPS’s position. There, the Supreme Court held only that

Congress could not “directly contradict[]” the President’s recognition determinations, but the 

Court clarified that Congress could take other measures which would indirectly impact those
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recognition determinations. Id. at 30; see also id. at 16 (“Although the President alone effects the 

formal act of recognition,” Congress has “substantial authority regarding many of the policy 

determinations that precede and follow the act of recognition itself. If Congress disagrees with the 

President’s recognition policy, there may be consequences. Formal recognition may seem a hollow 

act if it is not accompanied by the dispatch of an ambassador, the easing of trade restrictions, and 

the conclusion of treaties. And those decisions require action by the Senate or the whole 

Congress.”). Here, similarly, USPS is not proclaiming that Plaintiffs’ citizens cannot legally vote 

by mail. Plaintiffs allege only that the purported policy changes, at most, may have an indirect 

impact on citizens who opt to use this voting method. Accordingly, Plaintiffs cannot establish that 

any alleged USPS policy changes at issue violated the rights of their legislatures under the 

Elections Clause. 

II. Plaintiffs fail to establish irreparable harm. 

Plaintiffs also have failed to meet their burden to show that they will suffer irreparable 

harm in the absence of a preliminary injunction. See Pierre & Carlo, Inc. v. Premier Salons, Inc.,

713 F. Supp. 2d 471, 481 (E.D. Pa. 2010) (“An irreparable harm is a harm which cannot be

redressed by a legal or an equitable remedy following a trial.”) (quoting Acierno v. New Castle 

County, 40 F.3d 645, 653 (3d Cir.1994). Preliminary injunctive relief “inherently requires a causal

connection between the injunction and harm.” I.M. Wilson, Inc. v. Otvetstvennostyou “Grichko”,

No. 18-5194, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 182350, at *9 (E.D. Pa. Oct. 18, 2019).

Plaintiffs claim that they have suffered various harms to the administration of their benefits 

and other programs as the result of mail delays. But Plaintiffs have not established—as is their

burden—a “causal connection” between the mail delays and the challenged policies, or that any 

future delays, if there are any, would be the result of Postal Service operational changes. As set
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forth supra, USPS has taken a number of steps that have resulted in service performance 

improving. 

Nor can Plaintiffs’ election mail related harms support a finding of irreparable injury. 

Indeed, in light of the service improvements and ongoing efforts to timely deliver election mail 

described supra, Plaintiffs have failed to show that, if residents mail their ballots a reasonable time 

before the election (which is approximately two months away), they would not be received in time 

to be counted. To argue otherwise is pure speculation, which is an insufficient basis for the 

extraordinary relief Plaintiffs seek. 

Finally, for the reasons explained supra, there is no procedural injury. PI Mot. at 49-50. As 

discussed supra, Plaintiffs cannot state a claim under section 3661, and thus cannot have suffered 

any procedural injury as a result of any violation of that statute. And even if there was a technical 

violation, the mere failure to comply with a procedural rule, absent any independent harm, is 

insufficient to show Article III injury (and thus is not, by definition, sufficient to show “certain 

and great” injury). See Summers, 555 U.S. at 496. 

III. The balance of equities counsel against Plaintiffs’ requested relief. 

A preliminary injunction is also not appropriate because the balance of the equities and 

public interest weigh in Defendants’ favor. As explained supra, USPS is currently undertaking

extensive efforts to facilitate the timely delivery of election mail. There is no dispute that USPS 

has the capacity, including in terms of financing and machinery, to handle the anticipated surge in

election mail. And Plaintiffs and voters have an opportunity to avoid any harm by mailing in their 

ballots without delay. These considerations demonstrate that the equities weigh against an

injunction here.  
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Moreover, an injunction in this context would be particularly inappropriate. Plaintiffs seek 

to inject the court in overseeing the entirety of the Postal Service’s operations. They demand this 

Court oversee the Postal Services’ postmarking, overtime, transportation, and operational 

practices—something that is inappropriate even in APA cases, and for good reason. See, e.g., 

Norton v. S. Utah Wilderness All., 542 U.S. 55, 66-67 (2004) (noting the importance of 

“protect[ing] agencies from undue judicial interference with their lawful discretion, and to avoid 

judicial entanglement in abstract policy disagreements which courts lack both expertise and 

information to resolve.”). In effect, then, they would designate this Court as the acting Postmaster 

General. And they would do this even though they have not actually challenged many of these 

policies (such as USPS’s postmarking policy, where, as discussed, the Postal Service goes above 

and beyond to ensure that ballots are postmarked. See Glass Dec. ¶¶ 33-41. The public interest is 

not served by such actions, particularly when there is no guarantee that the vague and overarching 

mandatory injunction sought by Plaintiffs would have any noticeable effect, let alone actually 

redress any of their purported injuries. See Norton, 542 U.S. at 66-67. 

IV. Plaintiffs’ proposed injunction does not comport with Rule 65. 

The Court should not enter the relief requested by Plaintiffs, even if they somehow 

overcome each factual and legal hurdle identified above. Plaintiffs’ request does not comply with

Rule 65’s specificity requirement.  Rule 65 requires that “[e]very order granting its injunction . . . 

must state its terms specifically; and describe in reasonable detail – and not by referring to the

complaint or other document – the acts or acts restrained or required.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(d)(1). 

“As the Supreme Court has explained, the policy behind this principle is ‘to prevent uncertainty

and confusion on the part of those faced with injunctive orders, and to avoid the possible founding 

of a contempt citation on a decree too vague to be understood.’” Leonard v. Mackerth, No. 11-
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7418, 2014 WL 512456, at *10 (E.D. Pa. Feb. 10, 2014) (quoting Schmidt v. Lessard, 414 U.S. 

473, 476 (1974)). “Broad, non-specific language . . . does not give the restrained party fair notice 

of what conduct will risk contempt.” NAACP v. City of Philadelphia, 2014 WL 727410, at *3 (E.D. 

Pa. Dec. 19, 2014) (quoting Louis W. Epstein Family P’ship v. Kmart Corp., 13 F.3d 762, 771 (3d 

Cir. 1994)). This also includes framing an injunction that uses “vague terms” such as “required” 

or “necessary,” as such an order is “very likely to be overbroad, difficult for [defendant] to comply 

with, and difficult for this Court to enforce.”  INDECS Corp. v. Claim Doc, LLC, No. 16-4421

(JBC), 2017 WL 186178, at *4 (D.N.J. Mar. 21, 2017). 

Here, Plaintiffs’ proposed order seeks to enjoin “the operational changes adopted by 

Defendants in July 2020,” Proposed Order, ECF No. 18-2, without defining what those changes 

specifically are (and again, the changes of which Plaintiffs complain largely did not occur).  

Indeed, the order compounds this problem, seeking to “prohibit[] overtime, late trips, or extra trips, 

in a manner inconsistent with the Postal Service’s policies and practice prior to the implementation 

of the operational policy changes adopted in July 2020.” Id. But Plaintiffs do not define 

“inconsistent,” nor do they define the Postal Service’s policies and practices (something that could

be open for debate, given USPS’s sheer scope and decentralized nature regarding overtime, see

Curtis Dec. ¶ 13 (“overtime work is evaluated and approved by field managers, not managers at

postal Headquarters”)), and, of course, they do not define the specific changes of which they 

complain. Additionally, they seek to require to enjoin the Postal Service from “[f]ailing to take

reasonable steps to ensure that every piece of Election Mail receives a postmark the day it is 

received by the Postal Service,” Proposed Order (emphasis added), a command that obviously

lacks the requisite specificity. The remainder of their Proposed Order suffers from similar 

infirmities.
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CONCLUSION 

The Court should deny Plaintiffs’ Motion for a Preliminary Injunction. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People,

Plaintiff,

v.

United States Postal Service, et al.,

Defendants

Case No. 20-cv-2295

DEFENDANTS’ FURTHER RESPONSE TO
THIS COURT’S NOVEMBER 3, 2020 ORDER

Defendants respectfully provide the following further response to this Court’s November

3, 2020 Order. At the outset, Defendants reiterate that they take their compliance with the orders

of this Court extremely seriously. As this Court is aware, throughout this case and the related

cases, Defendants have undertaken significant efforts to comply with this Court’s orders. As

explained below, after this Court issued its November 3, 2020 Order, Defendants undertook further

efforts to comply with the Court’s Order to the best of their ability.

On November 3, 2020, the Postal Inspection Service conducted inspections in the 220 mail

processing facilities across the country that handle Election Mail, including the relevant processing

facilities in the specific postal districts identified in this Court’s November 3, 202 order. Among

other things, they searched holding and non-holding areas for Election Mail, scanned for delayed

mail, and ensured that Election Mail was processed expeditiously. Any deficiencies were

identified and reported to management for resolution. Throughout the day and into the evening,

processing plants, including those in the postal districts required by this Court’s order, were also
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conducting regular “sweeps” for any remaining ballots, so that they could be expeditiously

processed and directed to their final destination. Indeed, after a conversation with counsel for the

Plaintiffs, Defendants sent a further email to all processing plants yesterday evening reminding

them of this responsibility.

Defendants therefore conducted inspections by Postal Inspectors and sweeps at the relevant

plants yesterday, pursuant to this Court’s order, but it was not possible for the Postal Inspectors to

conduct sweeps of all relevant facilities by this Court’s 3pm deadline. Inspectors were not

physically on site at the time of the Court’s order, because they had been scheduled to arrive later

in the day, to conduct inspections at the most critical time when the vast majority of any ballots

processed on Election Day would be on site, and even if they were, Inspectors are not equipped to

do full operational sweeps in the time allotted, although they do and did conduct their own sweeps

as part of their reviews. We explain why below and further demonstrate how Defendants

effectively accomplished the goal underlying the Court’s order.

I. The Postal Inspection Service conducted daily reviews of mail processing
facilities handling Election Mail, but it was not possible to change the nature
or timing of this review in the limited time available.

The Postal Inspection Service has conducted daily reviews, called Observation of Mail

Conditions (“OMCs”) of 220 mail-processing facilities handling Election Mail for the past several

days, including yesterday. Brubaker Dec. ¶ 6. Typically, one (and sometimes two) Inspectors are

assigned to each facility. Id. These facilities are very large, and Inspectors are instructed to walk

throughout the facility and observe the conditions of Election Mail, chiefly ballots, processed and

handled by employees. Id. They are directed to consider specific things, including reviewing

staging areas and areas outside the staging area for Election Mail, scanning for delayed mail,

ensuring Election Mail is processed expeditiously, and ensuring no ballots are held for postage
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due. Id. The purpose of the review is to do everything possible to ensure that ballots are delivered

timely; and any deficiencies are identified and reported to management for prompt resolution. Id.

That process occurred yesterday. For the twelve districts identified in this Court’s order,

the following matters were discovered related to ballots: (a) in Johnstown, PA, three delayed

ballots were discovered and were being expedited by management for delivery, and (b) in

Lancaster, PA, ten ballots were discovered from collectors and referred to management for

delivery. Id.¶ 10.

It was not, however, possible, to have Inspectors on site in the specific districts identified

in the Court’s order to conduct and complete sweeps between 12:30 and 3pm. There are two main

reasons why this was so. First, the schedule for Postal Inspection Service’s daily reviews is set in

advance, and Inspectors were scheduled to be at their processing plant from 4pm to 8pm on

Election Day, because the bulk of the mail from delivery units arrived at or after that time, and

processing begins thereafter. See id. ¶ 7; see also Bray Dec. ¶ 8. In other words, the vast majority

of ballots processed in plants on Election Day would be processed between 4pm and close of polls,

and the management suggested that time for the Inspection Service so that they would be present

to observe compliance with postal operational efforts to postmark and deliver ballots to the Boards

of Election by the respective deadlines. Bray Dec. ¶ 8. Accordingly, Inspectors were instructed

to pay attention to specific postmarking or ballot-in-hand deadlines for each state, which impact

the processing of Election Mail on Election Day. Brubaker Dec. ¶ 7,

At the time the Court’s order was issued at 12:30pm, it was not practicable to move OMCs

earlier in the day due to logistical considerations. Brubaker Dec. ¶ 8. The Inspectors were not in

the facilities; as Election Mail reviews are not a normal duty, and Inspectors were assigned to

conduct them for a particular period of time. Id. Before the OMC was to begin at 4pm, they were
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conducting their normal duties related to their assigned team (e.g., mail theft, mail fraud, dangerous

mail responses, etc.). Id. When the Court order was issued, there was not enough time to contact

them, to have them travel to the processing facilities, and to assign new duties to them at the

facilities. Id. Notably, some of the duties they were undertaking elsewhere included election

matters unrelated to OMCs. Id.

Second, the term “sweep” is used in multiple contexts by the Postal Service. Id. ¶ 9. As

has generally been discussed in this litigation, it is an operational term that means that employees

examine every place in the plant to make sure no ballots have been left behind pursuant to a specific

plan. These sweeps involve approximately one to five employees, depending on the size of the

facility. It is not possible for Inspectors to conduct this type of sweep in the time allotted, however,

Inspectors did observe these sweeps in addition to their own efforts, and reported any deficiencies

to facility management. Id. Inspectors also conducted their own “sweeps” of facilities as part of

the OMC, where they search equipment, trailers, recyclable dumpsters, staging areas, empty

equipment areas, bathrooms, breakrooms, locker rooms, stock rooms, offices, closets, etc. Id.

II. The Postal Service conducted regular sweeps at all plants on Election Day.

The Postal Service did, however, conduct regular sweeps at all its plants on Election Day,

as part of a longstanding review process in place to ensure that no ballots are left behind. “Sweep”

is the term used when Postal Employees search plants to be sure that all ballots are accounted for

and being processed correctly. Brady Dec. ¶ 3. “This includes searching the facility to be sure no

ballots are in any unexpected locations . . . as well as identifying ballots in the mailstream that are

not moving with sufficient speed.” Id. The search is not limited to the interior of the plant and

encompasses the surrounding area, including the docks and any trailers that might contain mail.

Id. During the last days of the election, when all ballots must be dispatched from plants under the
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extraordinary measures undertaken by the Postal Service, all ballots retrieved during sweeps are

expedited through whatever means are necessary to ensure they are delivered in time to be counted,

assuming that it is physically possible. Id. ¶ 4. While some states allow ballots to be counted after

Election Day, the Postal Service, through Election Day, treats all ballots as if they must be

delivered by the close of polls. Id. ¶ 4.

Sweeps have generally been taking place daily since January. Id. ¶ 6. Plants are required

to submit an “all clear” report, indicating that it has searched for ballots and either none were

identified, or that any identified were moved expeditiously when found. Id. This report is

submitted at 10am each day. Id. For November 3rd, in addition to the 10am “all clear,” all plants

were also instructed to continuously sweep the plants for ballots starting at 7am (when the new

shift starts) and continuing as long as the state Boards of Elections (BOEs) continue to accept mail.

Id. ¶ 7. All plant staff are on high alert to find any ballots that may not be in the proper place.

Any ballots identified in these sweeps were to be moved to the BOEs as quickly as necessary to

be counted outside of the Postal Service’s usual transportation network. Id. This includes

arrangements with some BOEs who make plans to come to the plants to pick up ballots themselves.

Id.; see alsoHr’g Tr. of Michael Barber, Oct. 31, 2020, at 15:13-19 (“Tuesday, we will have hourly

sweeps then from most mails coming in all the way up until – each individual state’s Board of

Election have a slightly different receipt times. So we provided all of that information to every

postal facility across the country and they will make continuous sweeps up until those times of the

Board of Elections still continue to accept.”). On Election Day, this plan was executed, and the

sweeps were carried out. Bray Dec. ¶ 7. At the request of Plaintiffs’ counsel, and consistent with

these processes, the Postal Service sent the attached email to all Plant Managers last night

emphasizing that plants must “continu[e] to do regular sweeps to ensure that all ballots can be
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timely delivered in accordance with the state’s Election Day ballot deadline today” and that “[a]ll

plants must ensure that we provide a final clean sweep for all Election Mail Ballots for deliveries

today in all states for which you provide service.” (emphasis original). See id.¶ 9.

The Postal Service has confirmed with the plant maangers that sweeps were carried out as

instructed yesterday in plants located in the Central Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Detroit,

Colorado/Wyoming, Atlanta, Houston, Alabama, Northern New England, Greater South Carolina,

South Florida, Lakeland, and Arizona districts. Bray Dec. ¶¶ 10-22.

CONCLUSION:

As discussed above, the Inspection Service was not able to conduct specific sweeps at

specific times of the day, as this was not operationally possible to implement in the limited time

available for the reasons stated above. Our understanding at the hearing was that the Court did not

intend for the Postal Service to make operational changes on Election Day, but rather to confirm

that the existing processes were functioning as anticipated. Defendants conducted ongoing sweeps

of the plants in the relevant districts throughout the day to identify any ballots and expedite them

to BOEs, and the Inspection Service conducted its thorough observational process during Election

Day, at which point it identified only a handful of ballots. Defendants therefore respectfully

indicate that they have provided assurance that the relevant plants had sufficient oversight on

Election Day to ensure that ballots were expedited as quickly as possible.
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Federal Programs Branch

/s/ Joseph E. Borson
JOSEPH BORSON (VA Bar No. 85519)
KUNTAL V. CHOLERA
ALEXIS ECHOLS
DENA ROTH
JOHN J. ROBINSON
Trial Attorney
U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch
1100 L Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
Telephone: (202) 514-1944
E-mail: Joseph.Borson@usdoj.gov

Attorneys for Defendants
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Division:
ITEM MAIL CONDITION OBSERVED ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION

B1
EM/PM "ALL CLEAR" certification
done on previous day?

B2
EM/PM log is present and properly
completed?

B3
EM/PM samples, copies, or
descriptions are kept/recorded?

B4
EM/PM is moved to staging area
or positioned for processing?

B5
EM/PM is found outside the staging
or processing area?

B6
EM/PM is found delayed? Verify
with "Mail History" app scans

B7
EM/PM is found unworked in Nixie/
Hazmat unit?

B8
EM/PM is being handled
expeditiously?

B9
EM with postage due is handled
properly?

B10
Tag 191 (EM/GREEN) and Tag 57
(PM/RED) are being used?

No Election Mail (ballots) can be held for postage due.

Use of Tags 191 and 57 is OPTIONAL. Tags identify trays and
sacks as containing ballots (only), or PM, and increase visibility
in the network. Once EM/PM is co-mingled in processing, tags
are generally not expected.

Ask to see the "Plant Political/Election Mail Log" at the dock.
Verify it is current, complete and accurate. All Acceptance
Employees are required to record every qualified EM/PM
mailing accepted in the log.

Inspector: Date:

Ask to see the previous day's ALL CLEAR; or check for ALL
CLEAR in USPS BLUE. https://facilitycerts.usps.gov/.

Y/N/NA

OMC - Section B. Processing and Distribution (P&DC/NDC/Other Processing Facilities)

EM/PM can only move from docks to the EM/PM staging area
or positioned by machines for processing. Plants should have
staging areas clearly marked for EM/PM.

The expeditor receives the paperwork from the driver.
He validates the count and keeps a copy and gives a copy to
the driver.

Observe: docks, opening unit, 010, manual flat/letter sorting,
pouching/sack operations, other staging areas, express, registry,
all non-floor areas, storage, offices, break rooms, etc.

Scan a sampling of barcode labels on placards/trays. If DELAYED
EM/PM is found, annotate pieces/volumes in the comments
section and the narrative.

Ensure every effort is made to process EM expeditiously.
Confirm it is processed in order of arrival. EM staging areas are
expected. If First In/First Out is applies, clearance tags should
be used.

UNITED STATES POSTAL INSPECTION SERVICE

Security Group

Verify EM/PM in NIXIE is being worked expeditiously.

Walk the facility and observe the conditions of mail and consideration items listed below. As appropriate, locate a manager and work with
them to identify your answers to the questions below. Include comments for all answers of NO or NA.

1
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Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:



ITEM MAIL CONDITION OBSERVED ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION

B11
Postal manager was briefed? A manager for the facility should be briefed of the observations

and any issues that need addressed.

Y/N/NA

Manager Briefed:

Time:

Facility Address:

OMC - Section B. Processing and Distribution (P&DC/NDC/Other Processing Facilities)

(Insert narrative here)
OMC REPORT NARRATIVE

Facility:

After observing all conditions, completing the questions, and briefing the manager of your findings, write your narrative
summary below. Describe any observations of note, approximate volumes of delayed or curtailed EM/PM, or issues needing
addressed. This portion and your report narrative is required and included in the OMC Executive Summary Report.

Date:

2
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From: Barber, Mike L - Plano, TX
To: Plant Mgr - Chesapeake; Plant Mgr - Coastal Southest; Plant Mgr - Lakeshores; Plant Mgr - Mid-Atlantic;

Plant Mgr - Mid-South; Plant Mgr - Midwest; Plant Mgr - New England; Plant Mgr - New York Metro; Plant
Mgr - Pacific Northwest; Plant Mgr - Southern California; Plant Mgr - Southwest; Plant Mgr - Westshore;
Proc Division Directors - East; Proc Division Directors - West; Munoz, Larry P - San Diego, CA; Coleman, Dane

A - Windsor, CT; MIPS
Cc: ; Williams Jr, David E - Washington, DC
Subject: Reminder: Sweeps
Date: Tuesday, November 03, 2020 7:37:47 PM

Managers

We’re in the final stretch - as we’ve discussed, please make sure you are continuing to do regular
sweeps to ensure all ballots can be timely delivered in accordance with the state’s Election Day
ballot deadline today.

If there are any questions on a state’s deadlines or other requirements, contact the Law Department
for clarification: , @usps.gov, and , @usps.gov.

All plants must ensure that we provide a final clean sweep for all Election Mail Ballots for deliveries
today in all states for which you provide service.

Consistent with that mandate, mail-in ballots must be swept throughout the night until the final
dispatch to your local BOE. Ensure ballots are pulled from all mail processing and manual
operations, to include pieces provided directly by Retail offices, for all Board of Elections within your
service area.
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